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INTRODUCTION
 
The Photographic Technology Division (PTD) at the NASA Lyndon B.
 
Johnson Space Center (JSC) processed original photographic films exposed
 
in flight during the Apollo Soyuz Test Project (ASTP). Integrated with
 
processing of the original films were strict sensitometric controls and
 
certification procedures established prior to the flight.
 
Information relative to the processing of the 54 rolls of ori­
ginal ASTP flight film and sensitometric data pertinent to each of these
 
rolls of film is included in this report.
 
The purposes of the report are to provide documentation which may
 
be a useful reference on future projects and to provide investigators with
 






The original ASTP photographic films were processed in compliance
 
with controls established and tested prior to the flight. Documents JSC­
09674, "Apollo Soyuz Test Project Photographic Processing Control Plan",
 
dated May 1975 and JSC-09650, "Film Handling Procedures for Apollo Soyuz
 
Test Project", dated June 1975 provide details of the procedures used by
 
PTD to process the original films.
 
Inmost cases the flight films were processed as planned. There
 




Roll CX04 was cut and processed in four different sections to
 
allow processing corrections for one section of film which was overexposed
 
by about 3 f-stops. A modification was made to the ASTP control for 16mm
 
QX-807 processed in ME-4 chemistry in the Houston processor. A
 
combination of recommendations made by Eastman Kodak (reference letter
 
-Appendix A) and PTD testing resulted in lowering the color developer pH
 
by 0.5 to 11.29, adding 4.0 grams per liter NaBr to the first developer
 




Roll CS-03 was processed to a postflight determined control to
 
compensate for overexposure of the original film. Sensitometry was re­
defined to simulate the daylight ground looking exposure actually given
 




The remainder of the films were processed as planned with only
 




Table I,ASTP Film Processing - Sensitometry Summary, reflects the
 






ASTP FILM PROCESSING-SENSITOMETRY SUMMARY
 
ASTP FILM FILM PROCESS PROCESS DATE TIME TYPE OF 
ROLL # TYPE WIDTH MACHINE CHEMISTRY PROCESSED PROCESSED SENSITOMETRY 
CT-04 SO-242 70mm -1811 #2 EA-5 7-27-75 1920 I-B, Head,Tail 
Orig, Houston 
CT-05 SO-242 70mm 1811 #2 EA-5 7-27-75 2040 I-B, Head,Tail 
Orig, Houston 
CT-06 SO-242 70mm 1811 #2 EA-5 7-27-75 2155 I-B, Head,Tail 
Orig, Houston 




























I-B, Tail each 
section 
CX-05 QX-807 16mm RAM ME-4 7-25-75 1750 I-B, Tail 
CX-06 QX-807 70mm 1811 #1 EA-5 7-25-75 1145 I-B, Head,Tail 
Orig,Houston, 
Spectral 
CX-07 QX-807 70mm 1811 #1 EA-5 7-26-75 1750 I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
CX-08 QX-807 70mm 1811 #1 EA-5 7-26-75 1855 I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
CX-09 QX-807 70mm 1811 #1 EA-5 7-26-75 1620 I-B, Head, Tail 
CX-lO QX-807 70mm 1811 #2 EA-5 7-27-75 1255 
Orig, Houston 
I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
CX-l1 QX-807 70mm 1811 #2 EA-5 7-27-75 0555 I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
CX-12 QX-807 70mm 1811 #1 EA-5 7-25-75 1250 I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
CX-13 QX-807 70mm 1811 #2 EA-5 7-27-75 0430 I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
CX-14 QX-807 70mm 1811 #2 EA-5 7-27-75 0655 I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
ASTP FILM FILM PROCESS PROCESS DATE TIME TYPE OF
 
ROLL # TYPE WIDTH MACHINE CHEMISTRY PROCESSED PROCESSED SENSITOMETRY
 
CX-15 QX-807 70mm 1811 #1 EA-5 7-27-75 1425 I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
CX-16 QX-807 70mm 1811 #2 EA-5 7-27-75 0835 I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
CX-17 QX-807 70mm 1811 #2 EA-5 7-27-75 0745 I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
CX-18 QX-807 35mm Houston ME-4 7-27-75 1715 I-B, Tail 
CX-19 QX-807 70mm 1811 #2 EA-5 7-27-75 0155 I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
CX-20 QX-807 70mm 1811 #2 EA-5 7-27-75 0300 I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
CI-a1 S0-168 16mm RAM ME-4 7-26-75 0355 I-B, Tail 
CI-02 SO-168 16mm RAM ME-4 7-26-75 0535 I-B, Tail 
CI-03 SO-168 16mm RAM ME-4 7-26-75 0020 I-B, Tail 
CI-04 S0-168 16mm RAM ME-4 7-27-75 0040 I-B, TAil 
CI-05 S0-168 16mm RAM ME-4 7-26-75 0205 I-B, Tail 
CI-06 S0-168 16mm RAM ME-4 7-27-75 0230 I-B, Tail 
CI-07 S0-168 16mm RAM ME-4 7-27-75 0410 I-B, Tail 
CI-08 SO-168 16mm RAM ME-4 7-27-75 0610 I-B, TAil 
CI-13 S0-168 35mm Houston ME-4 7-25-75 1310 I-B, Tail 
CI-14 S0-168 35mm Houston ME-4 7-26-75 1700 I-B, Tail 
CI-15 S0-168 35mm Houston ME-4 7-26-75 1830 I-B, Tail 
Cl-16 S0-168 35mm Houston ME-4 7-26-75 1530 I-B, Tail 
Cl-17 S0-168 35mm Houston ME-4 7-25-75 1500 I-B, Tail 
CI-18 S0-168 35mm Houston ME-4 7-26-75 1945 I-B, Tail 
CI-20 S0-168 35mm Houston ME-4 7-26-75 0910 I-B, Tail 
CI-25 S0-168 16m RAM ME-4 7-27-75 0910 I-B, Tail 
CI-26 SO-168 16mm RAM ME-4 7-27-75 0745 I-B, Tail 
CI-27 SO-168 16mm RAM ME-4 7-27-75 1055 I-B, Tail 
CI-28 S0-168 16mm RAM ME-4 7-27-75 1230 I-B, Tail 
CI-29 S0-168 16mm RAM ME-4 7-27-75 1405 I-B, Tail 
ASTP FILM FILM PROCESS PROCESS DATE TIME TYPE OF 
































I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
CT-02 S0-242 70mm 1811 #2 EA-5 7-27-75 1625 I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
Spectral 
CT-03 S0-242 7Omm 1811 #2 EA-5 7-27-75 1745 I-B, Head, Tail Orig, Houston 
IF-01 2443 70mm 1811 #1 EA-5 7-27-75 1530 I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
IF-02 2443 70nin 1811 #1 EA-5 7-27-75 1630 I-B, Head, TAil 
Orig, Houston 
Spectral 
IR-Ol SO-289 70mm lC-M #1 MX-641 7-28-75 1135 I-B, Head, Tail 
IR-02 S0-289 70mm lIC-M #1 MX-641 7-28-75 1600 
Orig, Houston 
I-B, Head, Tail 
Orig, Houston 
* Roll CX-04 was processed in four (4)each sections. 
SENSITOMETRY
 
Sensitometric data for the ASTP original films are included in
 
Appendices B, C, D. Eleven different types of sensitometric exposures
 
were used for calibration and control of the project's film exposure and
 
processing. Exposure specifications are included in the reference
 
documents and the actual exposures used for each film are recorded on the
 
heading of each density versus log exposure curve included inthis report.
 
The types of sensitometric exposures made on the PTD I-B sensi­
tometer and spectrosensitometer are as follows-

I-B Original Pre: A I-B exposure was made on the head of the
 
original roll of flight film prior to the flight in a specified
 
position and its location was identified by punching holes in
 
the original film. Figure 1 shows the location of these exposures.
 
Camera POS ~ead 
leader 'PO L 0 I0end 
4
12 10 4 10 

.-. 40 In. -
FIGURE 1 - Application of Broadband Sensitometry 
7
 
I-B Original Post: A I-B exposure was made on the head of the
 
original roll of flight film after the flight film was returned
 
to PTD and prior to processing. This exposure was positioned next
 




The original pre- and postexposures may be useful inassessing
 




I-B Houston Control Pre: A I-B exposure was made on a strip of
 
film of the same type and emulsion number as that used for flight
 
film and stored at room temperature within PTD facilities during the
 
ASTP flight. Position of the exposure was marked with coded punching.
 
Figure 2 shows the location of these exposures.
 
28 in. "[28 in.
 
FIGURE 2 - Houston Control Sensitometry
 
(1)Pre and postmission sensitometry using
 
a filter simulating the mission filtration.
 
(2)Pre and postmission spectral sensi­
tometry exposures.
 
The Houston Control exposures are useful in assessing the effects of
 
spaceflight environments when the processed imagery is compared to
 
original spaceflight film sensitometry.
 
I-B Houston Control Post: A I-B exposure was made on the same
 
film strip as the Houston Pre exposure, positioned next to it
 
and marked by coded punches.
 
I-B Certification: Five I-B exposures were made on a strip of
 
film of the same type and emulsion number as that used for flight
 
film. This exposed strip was processed as specified for the
 
flight film and the results were evaluated to determine process
 
compliance with the ASTP standards. When compliance was achieved
 
the process was labelled "in-control" and approval was given to
 
process the roll of flight original.
 
I-B Head: A I-B exposure was made on a strip of film of the same
 
type and emulsion number as the flight original. This strip was
 
physically spliced at the head end of the roll of flight original
 
in the roll of leader and scratch test film made up for process­

















FIGURE 3 - Mission Film Configuration 
I-B Tail: A I-B exposure was made on a strip of film of the same
 
type and emulsion number as the flight original. This strip was
 
physically spliced at the tail end of the roll of flight film
 
just prior to processing by PTD. Insome instances this strip
 
served as a certification for the next roll of film scheduled for
 
processing. Inall cases the strip served as a verification of
 
the process used for the original roll of film.
 
Spectral-Original Pre: One roll of each type of 70mm color film
 
used on ASTP received spectral sensitometric exposures. Rolls
 
CX-06, CT-02 and IF-02 received this series of exposures. This
 
exposure was made inaddition to the I-B exposures and the posi­
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Spectral-Original Post: A spectral sensitometric exposure was
 
made on the head of the three designated original rolls of flight
 
film after the film was returned to PTD and prior to processing.
 
The original pre- and postexposures may be useful in assessing
 
changes in the film spectral sensitivity which may occur while the
 
film is in flight status away from PTD.
 
Spectral-Houston Pre: A spectral sensitometric exposure was made
 
on a strip of film of the same type and emulsion number as that
 
used for flight film and stored at room temperature within PTD
 






Spectral-Houston Post: A spectral sensitometric exposure was made
 
on the same film strip as the Spectral-Houston Pre exposure at the
 
completion of the ASTP flight.
 
The Spectral-Houston Control exposures may be useful in assessing
 
the effects of spaceflight environments when the processed Houston
 






Recommendations forwarded to PTD for processing 16m QX-807
 
(So-368 with Wratten 2A filter overcoat) inthe RAM Processor
 
such that about 3 stops effective film speed could be lost.
 



















At your ±equest, we have attempted to determine some
 
reasonable alteration to Process ME-4 that will correct
 
some KODAK EKTACHROME MS Recording Film QX807 which was
 
inadvertently overexposed by about three camera stops.
 
We have found that the following conditions return the
 
product from 2 2/3 stops overexposed to 2 1/3 stop return
 
with some filled in toe as described by the attached
 
characteristic curves and pictures.
 
Prehardener 3 min. 55 sec.
 
Neutralizer 	 35 see.
 
First Developer 4 min. 12 sec. at 79F
 
and NaBr at 5.3 g/l.
 
First Stop 	 35 sec.
 








These conditions were obtained as given in the attached
 




Also, enc-losed are some normally exposed and 2 2/3 over­
exposed sensitometric strips for your use. These
 
exposures were made on the QX807 that you supplied to us.
 
We hope that the above information will-at least give you
 









equipment. If you have any questions, please contact us
 




















Procedures for Pulling 7256
 
Al. Rethread or lower racks in the prehardener to obtain
 
as much prehardener time as possible.
 
2. Lower the first developer temperature to about 80 F.
 
3. Add 4 g/l of NABR to the first developer tank. (Use
 
as little replenisher as possible after this addition since
 




4. Slow the machine down by about 15% to obtain more
 
prehardener and- first developer time. --c-Ile-t 

B. If the process is still not pulled back enough and the
 
toes are not filled in to an unacceptable level, the
 
following procedures can be tried:
 
1. It is preferable to lower the first developer
 
temperature rather than decreasing the first developer
 
time. (The lowest temperature-longest time developer
 
possible will probably give the best result.-)
 
.2. More NABR can be added to the first developer, however,
 
additional bromide will tend to fill in the toes but not
 
as rapidly as decreasing time or temperature.
 
C. If the process is too slow or the toes are filled in
 
to an unacceptable level the first developer time should
 
be increased. If this is not possible then the first
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APPENDIX B
 




DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED BYnri- PA MnE 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70mn) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth ISPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 sEc SPEED__ TAN S __FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP OFI TIME - FILTER Visual I BASE I FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 





KB, 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 












4 1.2 1.2 




ABSOLUTE 2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
-10 2 uolt l7.415 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-i 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DA-ff5 Jul 75 CONTR61L # _ MR_ PREPARED BY Orig. Pre CX06 
FILMQXL- 7 .. EMULSION'-3 2 (7Mmml MU EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSING DATA PROCESSOR 1811 #2 T. INSTRUMENT ITOMETRYMacBen SPEED( 
ILLUJINANT 2850 3 K CHEMISTRYsp_9.5 EA-5 TYPET YE--_______ D-MAX 
TIME "S_50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS -__FPM APERTURE SIZE-- MM GAMMA | 
FILTER s{no ° K TEMP 0F1l5 TIME____ FILTER Status A BASE+ FOG__ 








21 2.8 2.8 
20 
17 
i2.4 -- - 2.4 
16 2.2 2.2/ 
15 
14 
13 122.o0 -- 2.0 















AT R L = 0 
7.415 -10 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED 8yOrig. Post CX06 
FILM OX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(7m1 MFG IK - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 





sEc SPEED __ 









1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP RS 3.8 3.83. 
3.63.6 
pH3. 





19 2.6 2.6 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 2.4 










4 S1.2 1.2 









rcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-3 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED sy-Oriq..sast-zo 
FILM QX-7 EMULSION # 1-3(7mm) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENS OMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I 
ILLLUMINANT 2 0 'K CHEMISTRY EA-S TYPE TDS04 0-MAX 
TIME 1I0 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9.5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 ,M GAMMA --
PILTEP 55000K ITEMP OF]U TIME _FILTER Status A BASEi FOG--_ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4 
sp R 3.838 
3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4TA 
T R P .23 2 . 
K 8, 3.0r








13 __N ,.. l BLUE>. 
12 2.09 R E ", \ ..+ 2.0 
10 1.81. 
8 1.6 1.6 
6 1.4 1.4 
1.2 1.2 
-. 0 1.0 
..
air. . .  

.8 .8 
Technicolor .6 . 
mc rsc 9 . . . 2,1 2. 2. .0 
-- 6-4 




AT R L E = 0
 
1 .­
DATE 92&-],S75 CONTROL # F 	 TASK h±Ra Pr PREPARED BY U-06. 
FILM EMULSION # 1 32 (lQMnM MFG 	 EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER .R. . PROCESSOR lAhl 42 INSTRUMENT Maceth SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT OSR..K EA-5 TD 504 D-MAX
CHEMISTRY TYPE 
TIME SEC SPEED_ TANKS 9-5 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3iMM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMP oF2I5-TIME__ FILTER Visual BASE - FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 4.0 
ANALYSIS 4. 


















12 0 	 2.0 
Ii 
1.8
.8 	 1.8- 2 .2










.8 	 .8 
.6T hncf-iicolor .6 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 	 .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E 0
 
mos ergjs/cn .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-S 5 l. .a 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # E TASK OrtI Pre PREPARED BY CX-OS 
FILM Xy802 EMULSION # 1-1 (70m) MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER 1B8 . PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT qRS3 .K ICHEMISTRY FA-G; TYPE TD S04 D-MAX _
 
TIME 1!50 SEC I SPEED__ TANKS 9-5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 WM GAMMA
 
5FILTER 5500 -TEMPFll TIME IFILTER Status A BASE, FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 






21 2.8 2.8 
20 

























+R *G -B .4 
LOG E
 
AT R L E0
 
2.1 2.4 2.7 30mes ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-6 1.5 1.8 
DATE 25..0 y 71; CONTROL# F TASK Ori Post PREPARED BY 
FILM QX AQ-7 EMULSION # 
EXPOSURE DATA 
+ SENSITOMETER IB 
ILLUMIANTl iQ50 K 
TIME 1/50 SEC 
FILTER 5,Ofl 
3-32 (70 a m)  MFG 
PROCESSING DATA 
PROCESSOR 1811 #2 
CHEMISTRY EA-5 
SPEED__ TANKSS9t.5 Fpm 
TEMP OF1ISTIME-__ ' 
- EXPIRATION DATE 
DENSITOMETRY 
INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
TYPE TO 504 D-MAX ______ 
APERTURE SIZE 3 MW GAMMA 




SP GR 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 
T 3.4 3.4 
TR 3.23.2 




































AT R LE=0 
-10.. 
urns exgs/cm .3 .6 .9 
...... ..... . 
1.2 B-7 1.5 1.B 2.1 2.4 2.7 
.2 
3.0 
DATE 2rLbly 75 CONTROL# ,F TASK 0rIig Pn . PREPARED BY UY-0 5 
FILM . 8n7' EMULSIONJ 1-32 (7On) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
0 SENSITOMETER IR PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT g235 'K CHEMISTRY EA-E TYPE TD 504 D-MAX
 
TIME SEC SPEED__ TANKS * 5 FPm APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
1/s0 
FILTER RFln TEMP OF115-TIME rFILTER-itatus1A . BASE 4 FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 0 4.0 
SP GR 3.83. 
pH 3.6 3.6 








17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 2.2 2.22.214 
13 





6 1.4 1.4 
5 












AT R L-E =0 
-10 
rncs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-8 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2,7 3.0 
DATE 25 ja,.y 7 CONTROL # r 	 TASK flnig..r . PREPARED BY CX-07 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION# 1-32 (70m) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSI TOMETER4Ig PROCESSOR iRli #9 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
'LLUMINANT 9850 OK CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX.
 
TIME I f5 sr€ SPEED __ TANKS 9-5 FPM APERTURE SIZE-3 MM GAMMA
 
FILIER 	 5500 TEMP OF._aj5_ITIME _ FILTER ViSual BASE+ FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
 
CHEMICAL IIH II IIua u l lt l[IIIIIH II11 1111llII II I II III]Il m IIH I11111IH
 4.0ANALYSIS 40 

3.8SP 	 R 3.8 













19 2.6 	 2.6 
18
 





2 	 2.2 
13
 
1 	 - 2.0 -2.0 



























3.0ncs errs/cmnL .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-9 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 
DATE 45 CONTROL # E TASK .Orig Era.- PREPARED BY y-117A 
FILM Q 8177 EMULSION # 12- (70111111) MFG EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
$ENSITOMETER JB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT 2B50 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX
 
IME 1/50 s~c SPEED__ TANKS . 9-5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
 
" 1 5- FILTER 5500 TEMP°F TIME - FILTER Status A BASE-I FOG 
1 3 5 7 9. 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SOR 3.8 3.8SP GR3. 
p 3.6 3.6 
3.4 3.4 
TRP 3.2 3.2 
KB 3.0 3.0 











12 2.0 2.0 
11EEN RED'
 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 
a 1.6 1.6 
7
 
6 1.4 1.4 
5 
4




Tchnjcolor .6 .6 
.4+R * B A 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
-10 i 
nics ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-10 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL E 	 TASK flrig Pos- PREPARED BY CX-O7 
FILM QX L107 EMULSION # 1-'A (7nmm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER i.. PROCESSOR IRll #E INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT p2rB5 -K CHEMISTRY EA-F TYPE Tn 504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED __ TANKS_..51a..FpM APERTURE SIZE. 1._MM GAMMA
 
FtLTER 55n0 TEMP °F445-TIME :FILTER isa BASE + FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CH EM ICAL111I lilII]IItl li III iItilIIIIIIItil11111 1 11 11 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 	 3.8 
p 3.6 	 3.6 
3.4 	 3.4TA 
-TR P 3.2 3.2 
KB, . 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
18 2.6 	 2.6 
7 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 2.2 2.2 
13 
12 2.0 	 2.0 
0.8 1.8 
9 
8 _ 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 A1. 	 1.4 
1.2 1.2 
1 - 1.0 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
.6T=lchricolor 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .. 
.2 
LOG 	 E 
AT 	 R L E = 0 
ncs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 R-11 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
,101y 7a CONTROL #DATE 9, f 	 F TASK Odag...Es±' PREPARED BY rL.n7 
FILM Qv 807 EMULSION # 1-30 (70.n) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
o 	 SENSITOMETER . J . PROCESSOR 111 42 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT 2 f0l K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9.5 FPM :APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA
 
FILTER 	 5500 TEMPOF15 TIME FILTER S±tUsA . BASE+ FOG 





PH 	 3.6 
TA 3.4 	 3.4TA 
TR.P 	 3.2TRP
 
KBr 	 3.0 
21 	 8s 2.8 
20 





15 	 BLUE 
2.214 
13 
12 	 2.0 
11 GE
 








S1.0 	 1.0 
.8 .8 
.6 " .6 
T-chnicolor 	 6 
+R *G B 	 . .4 





AT R L E = 0
 
-10 	 12 111 1 I.0 2.1 2.7HIM III 
'nos ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-121.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # E 	 TASK QtPIsre PREPARED BY CX-fnR 
FILM QX 87 EMULSION # 1-12 (7fnnn) MFG 	 EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
LLUMINANT..285R......K CHEMISTRY FA-S TYPE Tfl S04 D-MAX ______ 
1/5 0  
TIME- SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9.25 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
 
FILTER -5%0 TEMP °F1I5TIME. FILTER -"iQSu, BASEI FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21CHEMICAL L 1 	 . 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8 	 3.8 
3.8SP GR 
.,6 	 3.6 
pH
 
A 34 	 3.4 
TA 
3.2 	 3.2TRP 
3.0 	 I3.0KBr 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 	 2.6 
18 
2.4 	 2.4 
16 
15 
1 2.2 	 2.214 
13 
12 2.0 	 2.0 
-1- - 1.8 11.	 =1.8 
- - 1.6 1.6 
7 
614 	 1.4 
4 
1.2 	 1.23 
2 
1.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
'h coo .6 	 .6 





ATR L E - 0
 
mceg c .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-13 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE -- 9 76 .TROL # E 	 TASK Drio Pre PREPARED BY CX-08 
FILM XOQW EMULSION # 1-12 (7n1m) MFG 	 EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
0 	 SENSITOMETER 1B13 PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth ISPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 t K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 JD-MAX
 
TIMtE ~10 SEC SPEED_ TANKS 9.25 FM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
 
1 1 5 
FILTER 5500 TEMP°F TIME FILTER StatusA I BASE , FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 1 H 4.04.0ANALYSIS 4.0 





K, 3.0 	 3.0 








 2-	 :::==: _ 2.2 
14 
13 2.0 	 2.0 
11 











6 	 .6 
Tc-chnicolor 
4 	 .4
+lt *G *R 
ABSOLUTE .2 	 .2
 
LOG E 
AT 	 R L E =0 
-10 
mcs ergs/cn .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-141.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 91Z.1,01t 7u CONTROL # F 	 TASK n. 2 P±- PREPARED BY CY-..A 
FILM QXv, 90 EMULSION # 1 32 	 MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
* 	 SENSITOMETER I PROCESSOR 1Rli £1 INSTRUMENT MacBath SPEED (
 
tLLUMINANT 235D 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX_
 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED-__ TA NKS 9.25 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 mm GAMMA________ 
0FILTER 5500 	 TEMP F.448_TIME j FILTERViSual - BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 CHEM ICALtIIIIIHtoII11 11 1i i 111i111 11 1k'l k 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
Sp 	 OR 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 	 3.6 




21 2.8 	 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 	 2.6 






11 -- .8e 	 1.8 
9 
a 1.6 1.6 
7 





1.0 	 1.0 
.8.8 
T.chnicolor 6 	 .6 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E =0 
m-s ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-151 5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 30 
DATE 252LulLv7 CONTROL # E TASK Orig Post PREPARED BY CX-08 
FILM QxAoz. EMULSION # 1-3? (70F11m) MFG _ EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
5ENSITOMETER .1 PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 29 0 'K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX _ 
TIME 1!.1f SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9.25 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA-____ 
FILTFR 5500 TEMP 01:115 TME FILTER Status A BASE- FOG 









TR" 3.2 3.2 

























AT R L E,= 
-10 
.2 
ics ergs/cn .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-16 1 . 5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 	 2j.4 y.4 CONTROL # E TASK -,r-4 or PREPARED BY CX-09 
FILM 4(C997 EMULSION #- 3-39 (70)-- MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE 	 DATA PROCESSING DATA DENS[TOMETRr 
+ SENSITOMETER 1R PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( 
IILLUMINANT . I850K CHEMISTRY EA-5 ITYPE TD 504 D-,AX
 
3
TIME 1/50 SEc SPEED__ TANKS 9.25 FPM APERTURE SIZE -M GA-AMA..--1
 
CILTER -55nO TEMP OF]5IME __ I FILTER Visual + FOG _ _
IBASE 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
4.ANALYSIS .0 
a 51SP OR 	 3.8 
pH 3.6 	 3.6 
.
TA 3.4 
3.2 	 - ,-I
 
-2r&iETRP 
K B, 3.03. 
21 2.8 	 2.8 
2D 












8 1.6 	 1.6 
7 






A SOL .2 
2 
.El - 1.0 
.8 
.Tr-hhncolor .6 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E 	 0
 
rc0rni3erg,'c . 1112.1lB 22
 
umcs -ergs/cm'2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-171-.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 :2.7 3.0 
DATE 95 July 75 CONTROL# F TASK nig prtP PREPARED BY SX-.Q.. 
FILM QJn7 EMULSION # 3_1 (7nmm) MFG z EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER lIB PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TO 504 _ D-MAX_ 
TIME 1. ;,r) SEC SPEED- TANK$9- 2 j-FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER rpR0 TEMP F'445 - T IME _ FILTER- tatfugiA BASE+ FOG 





SP 3R.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
TRP 3.2 .2 





































T hnicolor .6 .4 
ABSOLUTE 2 
LOG E 
AT R L E 0 
-10 





DATE . . UJily 7 CONTROL # E TASK Oriq Post PREPARED ByCX-09 
FILM QL 1807 EMULSION # 1-19 (7rWn) MFG _ EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETR Y
 
+ SENSITOMETER 1B . PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT 285A 'K CHEMISTRY FA-l TYPE Tr) 4 D-MAX.
 
TIME 1/gfl SFC SPEED-........TANS.9,2ZL Fpms APERTURE SIZE 3 mm! GAMMA________
 
FILTER 5Ron- TEMP F__-1-TIME __ FILTERV1sual]. ,BASE I-FOG __
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 - 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL l Milli l.0 % 
4ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP GR 3.8 
3.6pH 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
3.2
TRP 3.2 
KB, 3.0 3.0 
21 .8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 14 2.2 2.2 
13 
12 2.0 2.0 
11 
-0 1.8 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 1.4 
5 





ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 




mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-19 1. 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE - 2-- '6-au4*i73ONTROL # p TASK .. ,gSt- PREPARED BY CY.-AQ 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION # 1-32 (70nm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
C SENSITOMETER 1B . PROCESSOR 1R1 1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth I SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT g2I: OK CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEEDo_._.__ TANK$ 9.25 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMP OF 41-TIME - FILTER StatUS A BASE+ FOG 





SP OR 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
3.2 3.2 

















































AT R L E = 0 
Mcs ergs/cmn .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-20 1-5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
Pm.,-DATE 95 .,lA, 7 CONTROL# F TASK 0-4A  PREPARED BY ny-1n 












PROCESSOR 1Rll 42 
CHEMISTRY EA-5 




INSTRUMENT J.iCth-L. SPEED( 
TYPE TD 504 D-MAX. 
APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER VisuAl BASE+ FOG__ 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 


















21 2 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 






12 2.0 2.0 
11 
10 1.8 1.B 
9 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 










ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R EaL=O 
MCS ern /P .3 .6 .9 1.2 B211.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE .5 CONTROL# E TASK n.ig P.o PREPARED BY CX-10 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION ,1-32 (7OWu) MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER . .. PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT IaCSptl SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT T8 'K CHEMISTRY FA-5"9 TYPE TD 504 0-MAX I 
TIME 1/5 szc SPEED__ TANKS 9-5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA I 





1 3 S 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 4i0 i 1 4.0ANALYSIS 4. 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 3.8 
3.6 3.6pH 
TA 3.4 3.4 
TFP 3.2 3,
--7 3.2. 3.2 
3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 





2.2 2.214 BLUE 
13 
12 2.0 2.0 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 
8s 1.6 1.6 
7 










AT R L E = 0
 
-10 
rncs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 R-22 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE Psi jUJlJ7 CONTROL # F 	 TASK .Dt1g.frsil- PREPARED BY CX-10 
FILM .QX $07. EMULSION # 1-39 (70mm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ 	 SENSITOMETEP 4R PROCESSOR 1I11 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TO 504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9$5 FPM APERTURE SIZE. 1Mm GAMMA
 
FILTER sfiDO TEMP OF] 5__TIME __ FILTER ViSUl BASE + FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHE MICAL 





TA 3.4 3.4 
3.2TRP 3.2 
K, 	 3.0 3.0 





























.8 	 . 
T"chnicolor 	 .6 
.4 .4 




AT R L E = 0
 
-iCS .3 	 .9 1.2 B-23 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0ergs/cm 	 .6 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # E TASK OriQ Pnst PREPARED BY fy-In 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION # 1-19 (7nm) MFG -: - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth ISPEEDI
 
[L'UMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX
 
TIME I/s SEC SPEED__ TANKS.A.9-5..FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MMGAMMA__
 
F LTER . 5500 TEMP0 F 11 5 TIME - FILTER Status A BASE + FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL H H I I I 
4.0I TFFF~r 4.0 









1 28 2.8 
20 
18 





2.0-- -- 2.0 











AT R L E = 0 
-10 e....... 
mos ergs/cm2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-41.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 2PS ,uly 	 75 CONTROL # E TASK Oriq Pre PREPARED BY CX-11 
FILM nX 807 EMULSION # 3-32 (7fl) MFG EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA P ROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
* 	 NSITOAETERf IB PROCEssOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEEDf
 
-LUMINANT 2850 -K CHEMISTPY EA- 5rYPE TD 504D-AX-

I -"E .....- 5Ec SPEED -. TANK~S..9-5....Fpm APERTLFrE SIZE.. mm GAMMA t-Egg-g 	 TEMP °FlI4.TIME - FILTER'isual BASE * FOG 
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 I7 19 'I 





TA 3.4 	 3.4 
KB, 3.0 
2.8 	 2.8 
9 	 L - -- - . 2.6 
17 2.4 	 M 2.4 






-	 .- -- - + 
1.2 1.2 
3 ­









LOGAT R LE = 0	 1 
mcs 	 ergs/cm' .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-251.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 "27 3.0 
DATE 26LJl 75 CONTROL# E TASK .Qrta Prte PREPARED BY CX-11 
FILM Q..807 EMULSION j 1-32 (7n1) MFG, EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SE1SITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED-___TANKS _L. 5_ rpm APERTURE SIZE. mm GAMMA_______ 
FLTER 5500 TEMP 0 F 4f-lr.TIME __ FILTER StatUS_4A BASE + FOG __ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEM ICALII II1;111 111ltIIltHliijlkiiiiitlilliiI 1W B III 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 3.8 














14 2.2 2.2 
13 







6 _ 1.4 1.4 
1.2 .2 




B A+R G 
ABSOLUTE .2 . 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
-10 
rncs ergs/cm 2.3 .6 .9 1:2 B-261-5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE -5 ji,,174 CONTROL # R TASK .DrinEPn. PREPARED BY CX-11 
FILM WX 0L7 EMULSION# 1-39 (7nmm) MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA j DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER lB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLtNINANT 8r50. 'K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TO 504 D-MAX 
TIWE 1/50 SEC SPEED-TANKS 9.5 ppM APERTURE SIZE__3_... GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMP °FD115TIME-__ FILTER Visual BASE + POO 





SP GR 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
3.4 3.4TA 
TRP 3.2 3.2 
KB, 3.0 3.0 




















1 1.0 1.0 
.. 8 





AT R L E - 0 
-10 \ I 1 
mes ergs/cn .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-271-5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 ,Jul 75 CONTROL # F TASK nrDia Psnst PREPARED BY CY-l
 
FILM nvJ .07 EMULSION # 1-32 MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER IB] PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth, SPEED I I 
ILLUMINANT 2850 3K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1Irfn SEC SPEED _TANKS 51-5 FPM APERTURE SIZE m.MMGAMMA 
FILTER 5500 tTEMP OF -. _TIME - FILTER StatUS A BASEi FOG 
1 3 s 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CH EM ICA L11 1 11M li 111 1t tl 11 1fil ili tl 1 11 io ii iil l fi lHl I 11 1i ii il il l li l 
ANALYSIS 4.O 4.0 
SP R 3.8 .8 
3H 3.6.6 
TA 
















2-12 2.0 .0 
11 










+2 *G *B 
LOG E
 






mos ergs/cmn .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-28 1 . 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 91 .0,,y 7r CONTROL# F TASK OnIrginal Pro PREPAREDBY Cx-12 
FILM OX 807 EMULSION # 1-32 (70flm) -MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER 1 -PROCESSOR 111 42 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( --
ILLUMINANT 28S0 I CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEc SPEED-__ 'TANKS 9-5 eM APERTURE SIZE 3 mmGAMMA ___ 
FILTER r5___TEMP 0 F-L5LTIME__ _ FILTER Visual r BASE I FOG 
CHEMICAL 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
4.l 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 3.8 
3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
TRP 3.2 3.2 
KB, 3.0 




17 2.4 2.4 
2.2 2.2 
11 
12 2.0 2 .0 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 -
__ 1.6 1.4 
7 
6 - 1.4 1.4 
5 
4 





ABSOLUTE .2 . 
LOG E 
AT R L E =0 
-10 I 
mas ergs/cm2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-29 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE .25 J11.Y 75 CONTROL# F 	 TASK Original Pre PREPARED BY CX-12 
FILM QX-7 EMULSION # 1-32 (70m1 MFG -EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
o 	 SENSITOMETER IB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 3K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 ----D-MAX _
 
"IE- I/so SEC SPEED-TANKS.9..5..FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MMGAMMA-____ 
FILTER 5500 ITEMP °F_145_T1ME - IFILTER RtphiI A BASEf FOG _ 




SP 	CR 3.8 
oH 3.6 	 3.6 





21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 	 2.6 









-0 1.8 	 i.8 
a 	 _ 1.6 G 1.6 
7 
6 1.4~ 14 
5 
4 1.2 	 1.2 
2 
- 1.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
.6 	 .6 
Technicolor 
+R *G *B .4.4
 
ABSOLUTE .2 	 .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
-10 
5Mos ergs/cm42 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-30 1- 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9 -.3. 7r CONTROL # E TASK . DoctPREPARED BY CV.X19narLg-ln 

FILM 4 07 1-19 'MFG. EMULSION # (7nmm) EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA ,DENSITOMETRY 
. SENSITOMETER IB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-9 TYPE TD 504 fD-MAX_ 
TIME I/5--- -SEC SPEED__ TANXS-F...FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMP 0F 115 TIME FILTERJiSua I. BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP OR 3.8 
pH 36 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
TA 
KBr 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 








12 2.0 2.0 
1.8 1.810 
9 








1 1.0 1.0 
.8 .8 
Technicolor .2 1. . 
.4 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E -, 0 
-10 
rncs ergs/cm 0 . . .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE -5.-J1y75 CONTROL # F TASK nriginal Pn PREPARED BY,,.Y-' _-
FILM QL 807 . EMULSION # 1-32 (70m) MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSJTOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER.. PROC ESSOR 1R11 4i9 INSTRUMENT MacBeth. SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 25R.i . 'K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX -
TIME 1/50 'Sc SPEED__ TANKS 9.5 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA__ 
FILTER ;Sn TEMP 0 F 115 TIME FILTER Status A BASE- FOG -- ­






SP GR 3.8 
pH





























+R *G *BD 4 
ABSOLUTE . .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
mcs ergs/cni .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-32 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 30 
DATE 95.1LJv 75 CONTROL# F TASK WItiPg . PREPARED BY CX-13 
FILM v ap7 EMULSION# (7n=) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER J] . PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT 2850T K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TO 504 0-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 SEc SPEED__ TANKS 9.5 FPM APERTURE SIZE___3_._Mm GAMMA
 
FILTER SSIt') TEMPOFIIL5TIME FILTER Visual BASE, FOG
 








3.4 	 3.4TA 
3.2TRP 3.2 
3.0KB, 3.0 
21 .8 2.8 
20 
12.6 	 2.6 
18
 
2.4 	 2.4 
16
 








10 1.8 1.8 
9 










1 	 - 1.0 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
.6
-echnicolor .6 
4 	 .4 




AT R L E = 0
 
mcs ergs/cmi ' .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-33 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25&.,,g7 i CONTROL# F TASK Orla Pre PREPARED BYCX- 1 3 
FILM YQRn7 EMULSION # 1-'2 (7017m) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 1B o PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I 
ILLUMINANT 2850 ,OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX. 
TIME 15f SEC SPEED__ TANKSA--R FpM APERTURE SIZE __. MmGAMMA 
FILTER 5500 -TEMP OFI35TIME __ FILTER Status A BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 41 4.0 
















101.8 -- _ _s __1.8 
-- GRE BLUE ­


















ms eras/cm 2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-341.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE .I.1.0W 7c; CONTROL# F 	 TASK l Pgost. PREPARED BY rX_33 
FILM X 480.L7 EMULSION # 1-39 (7hrm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT ARsD. OK CHEMISTRY FA-. TYPE Tfl RnA D-MAX.
 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED -TANKSi9j.5FPm APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
 
FILTER 5500 TEMP oF ''S TIME ______ FILTER-Vsa-1--- BASE -i FOG _____ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP GR 3.8 
PH 3.6 	 3.6 
TA 3.4 	 3.4 
.23RP 	 3.2 
KB, 3.0 	 3.0 
212. 	 2.8 
19 .6 2.6 
Is 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 2.2 	 2.214 
13 
2.022.0 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 1.4 
5 
1.2 	 1.2a 
2 
1 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
6 	 .6 
'bchnicolor . 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLTE .2.2 
AT LOGR LEE =00 27 . 
mcs erqcs/c-'m2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-35 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
1DATE 4 ;g l,, 75 E TASK nrg Post PREPARED BY CX-'.. CONTROL # 
FILM ...n807 EMULSION # 1-394Ci - MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
0 SENSITOMETER IR PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
 
D-MAX
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 

TIME 1/50 sEc SPEED__ TANKS 9.5 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 MIM GAMMA
 
FILTER 5.;)l(l TEMP aPF jTIME FILTER Status A BASE F FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL r- til f' 1 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP OR 3.8 








19 26 2.6 
18 










-- 1.8 1.8 



















AT R L = 0
 
mcs eris/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-361. 
5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
Pre PREPARED BY CX-14DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # E TASK ,0,to1 
FILM -9Q .07 EMULSION # 1-12 (701111) MFG 	 .- EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT 981;0 .. OK CHEMISTRY FA-R TYPE Tn 9;04 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 ssc SPEED__ TANKS9.-..5'-SL FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MMGAMMA
 
FILTER 	 5500 TEMP OFl ' 5 TIME - FILTER ,ViSUal BASE, FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.040	 .3.8 
SP 	 GR 3.8 








19 2.6 	 2.6 









8 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 	 1.4 
5 
4 
S1.2 	 1.2 
2
 
1 .	 1.0 
.8 	 =.8 
.6T 	 chnicolor .6 
-4 	 .4 
ABSOLTE 	 .2.2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
-10PI,111 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-37 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 252Jul7 CONTROL # E TASK Orip Pre PREPARED BY CX-14 




PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT 
DENSITOMETRY 
MacBeth SPEED 




TEMP 0 F 115 
TANKS 
TIME 
9.5 rpm APERTURE SIZE 3 







3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
4.0 
3.8SP CR 3.8 

















a 1.6 1.6 
7 








.4+Il B .4 




AT R L E = 0 
mcs erga/cin .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-38 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL V E TASK Oric Post PREPARED BY CX-14 
FILM QX-8.7 EMULSION # 1-9 (7f0lmn) MFG -EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER In PROCESSOR IfAl #9 INSTRUMENT Mce±Rth SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT .2851 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX_ 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9-5 rpm APERTURE SIZE 3 mm GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMP °P-14-5-TIME FILTER VlSjj BASE ,FOGFOG 




























12 2.0 2.0 














T-'chnicolor .6 . 
.4 .4 
LOG E 
AT R L E 0 
-10 
mcs ergs/cm" .3 
ABSOLTE 
.6 .9 1.2 B-39 1.5 1.8 2.1 
.2.2 
2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 4g5 j.,75 CONTROL # F TASK .. OtgRost-.. PREPARED BY Cy-14 











PROCESSOR iRil 4 
CHEMISTRY FA-5 
SPEED - TANKS 9.5 F
TEMP OF 11 5 TIME__ 
pM 
DENSITOMETRY 
INSTRUMENT MacBeth. SPEED ( 
TYPE TP 504 D-MAX 
APERTURE SIZE 3 MMGAMiA, 





















72.4 - 2.4 
16
 
1 01. GEE 1.8 




1 1.8 1.8 
.61.6 I.. 
Thnricolor 6I 
+R *G .4B 1.4 
ABSOLUTE "21 .2
 
AT RL E = 01. . . 
mcs ergs/cmA .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-401.5 1.8 23 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9; Ilg4 7; CONTROL # F TASK rcig Pro PREPARED BY CX-3r 
FILM QX 0f7 EMULSION # 1-12 (70l111M) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER 1 PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2R5Q;.. 'K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE Tn S04 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 scc SPEED__ TANKS 9,5 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
 
FILTER 5500 TEMP°F I._].TIME - FILTER ViS-ual BASE I FOG 










21 2.8 2.8 
20 






















AT R L E = 0 
'2 .2 
_10 Lr. 
mcs ergs/cm2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-41 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE LJilu I; CONTROL # E TASK Gpt-- PREPARED BY rX-16 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION # 1-32 (7m) MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT 14a.rRh ,IS'EED 
ILLUMINANT 91150 2K CHEMISTRY FA-, TYPE Tfl 54 D-MAX 
TIME 1150 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 95 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 M, GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMPFl15TIME - FILTER Status A BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL H 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP R 3.8 





21 2.8 2.8 
20 








10- 1..8 GE 1.8 
9 
7 
6 * B .4 1.4 
4 










AT R L E = 0
 
-10 . .9 2 4.. . .7 
mCS ergs/cm 2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-42 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE. 45.4tw4S. CONTROL# F TASK .flrgns.-h. PREPARED BY MA-
FILM QX 807 EMULSION # 1-32 (7Onii MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
- SENSITOMETER 11B PROCESSOR 1811 -- INSTRUMENT arJ It- SPEED
 
ILLUMINANT 285........OK CHEMISTRY FA- R TYPE Tfl F114 0-MAX _______
 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 MMGAMMA -

FILTER 5500 TEMP oF'ISfTIME - FILTER Visual BASE+ FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL4.40 4.0ANALYSIS 0 1 
SP CR 3.8 
3.63.6pH 
TA 34 3.4 
3.23.2TRP 
3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 






























2.4 2.7 3.0ncs; erqs/cnt0 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-431.5 1.8 2.1 
DATE .... U ;y45CONTROL # E 	 TASK -4 PREPARED BY CX 16
 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION # 1-32 (70m) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER In PROCESSOR 1811 #9 INSTRUMENT _aCret... SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT .28.. 'K CHEMISTRY PA-S TYPE Tfl i4 D-MAX_ 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED -TANKS9..-LF.pM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMPOF15 TIME - FILTER Status A BASE-- FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL I M I.0 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP GR 




 3.2TRP 3.2 












12 	 2.02. 
11 BU
 
10 1.8 	 1.8 
9
 
8 .	 RE11.6 
7 




-- 1.0 	 1.0 
2 
.8 
Taohnicolor 	 .6 
.4+R* B .4+R *0 *  
ABSOLUTE .2 	 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
-10 
mes ergs/c-n' .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-441.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 26 "y ;5 CONTROL # E TASK O .g4 ,9 PREPARED BY CX-17-.

FILM OX 807 EMULSION # 1-32 (70ml) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER in. PROCESSOR lll #2 INSTRUMENT MarC=thh SPEED C 
ILLUMINANT 2g50 OK CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TO 504 D-MAX 
TINE 1!SQl SEC SPEED__ TANKS 95 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA 
F'LTER 5500 TEMP Fl___TIME - FILTER ViSUal BASE i FOG 










































3 1.2 1.2 
2 
-1 1.0 1.0 
.8 .8 
r: -hnicolor" .6 .6 - _ .6 . 
.4 
4ABSOLUTE .2 LOG E 






.6 .9 1.2 B-45 1.5 1.3 231 2.4 2.7 3.0 
.2 
DATE 25 Jluly 75 CONTROL # E TASK OflitLEE9e- PREPARED BY.CX1
 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION # 1-32 (70,n) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER 1BQ PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
'LLUMINANT 2850 3K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1I SEC SPEED__ TANKS-,5A. -- FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
 
1U 5FILTER 5500 TEMPF TIME - FILTER Status A BASE- FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 44.0ANALYSIS .0 
sP GR 3.8 3.8 
3.6 :3.6 PH 
TA 43.4 
TR P 
KBr 30"KB, 3 i3.0 
21 2.8 -2.8 
20 
19 .6 2.6 
12 































AT R L E = 0
 
S-10 .6 .9 1it 12... 
mcs ergscm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-615 B. 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
Post
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # E TASK 0r L PREPARED BY CX-17 
FILM QL Rn7 EMULSION # 1-39 (70m) - MFG EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER ]B PROCESSOR 1811 "' INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( I 
ILLUMINANT 285. . 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE T504 D-MAX 
TIME.. I50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9.5 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MMGAMMA 
FILTER 5600 - TEMP OF-.3.1ITIME- FILTER "_S'al BASE+ FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 	 4.0 
3.8SP OR 
pH 3.6 	 3.6 
3.4TA 3.4 
TRP 3.2 3.2 
3.0B 3.0 
2 2.8 	 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 
17 2.4 	 2.4 
622 	 2.2 
142. 
13 
12 2.0 	 2.0 
1.8 	 1.8 
s - 1.6 	 16
 
7 













AT 	 R L E =0 
-10
 
e gs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-47 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0IGS 	 gsc 
---
7; PDATE ,1.;JuJ43 CONTROL # TASK Q.p4.wt PREPARED BY CX-17 
FILM- EMULSION# 1-12 (70mO MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSTOMETER lR PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
ILLU INANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 DMAX_
 
TIME.- 1/50 sEc SPEED__ TANKS 9.5 FPM APERTURE SIZE ._MM GAMMA ­
0
FILTER 5500 TEMP F- ]45STIME - FILTER SatuS A BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL I 4.0IIIIIJL4.0ANALYSIS .0 

























-- 1.8 RED 1.8 
9 
-- 1.6 1.6 
7 











+R *G B 4 
AB3SOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
-10 . 
inos ergs/cm 2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-48 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 J.lY 75 CONTROL # E 	 TASK OQia Pr PREPARED BY CK-19 
FILM .u.JLQn7... EMULSION # 1-9 (fTnm) MFG , " EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ 	 S*NSITOMETER .. PROCESSOR 1811 2 INSTRUMENT Mace4t. SPEED __ 
ILLUMINANT 2850 S K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE Tn 09lA D-MAX_ 
TIME 11 .l SEC SPEED__ TANK<S.5.._LFpim APERTURE SIZE.3I MM GAMMA_ 
FILTER 5-5oo TEMPFI5 TIME - JFILTER Visual BASE- FOG 









KBr 3.0 	 3.0 
2 2.8 2.8 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 
1- 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 
2.2 	 2.214 
13 
12.0 0 	 2.0 
10 - 1.8 L. 
9 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 	 1.41.4 
5 
1.2 	 1.2 
2 
1.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 . 
• 	chncolor .6 .6 
.4 	 . 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
mcs i .3 .6 .9 1.2 8491.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 	 25 JUly 75 CONTROL# . TASK ..Ocdr'.e PREPARED BY CX-19 
FILM Qy 802 EMULSION # 3-39 (70) MFG _ EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
s0 SENSITOMETER IB PROCESSOR 1811 #_ INSTRUMENT--JdaCBet- . PEED ) I 
!LLUMINANT 35Q.*. K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE Tfl D-MAX-4 _ 
TIME 1/90 SEC. SPEED__ TANKS..__ , FPM APERTURE SIZE 3_MM GAMMA_ _ 
PILTER 5500 TEMP OF l1lTIME - ! FILTER StatUS A BASE + FOG__ 







oH 	 3.6 





21 2- - -2.8 
20 
is 




1419 .E6 	 2.6 
13 
12 .04 2.0 
10 e m _01.81g 	 .. 
9 
1.6 	 1.6 
7 










AT R L E = 0
 
flog ergs/cm 2.3 	 .6 .9 1.2 B-5015 1.3 2.! 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # E 	 TASK Oria Post PREPARED BY CX-19
 
FILM OX 807,,, EMULSION 11 1-32 (70m) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 18l #9 INSTRUMENT MRCRh SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT 2A.5n OK CHEMISTRY FA-_ TYPE Tol '{4 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 SEc SPEED -TANKS.5.FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA -

FILTER 5500 TEMP °F 115 TIME _ FILTER Visual BASE- FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEM ICAL Iiii t IiH 11 111 11 liiltl1111114 1il 4.0ANALYSIS 4. 
.83. 
3.6pH 3.6 















12 2.0 	 2.0 
10 1.8 
9 





1.2 	 1.23 
1. 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
.6 	 .T-chnicolor 	 . 




AT R L E = 0 
' 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-51 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3 0 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # E TASK Qrig Post PREPARED BY CX-19 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION # 1-9 (70lm) MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
0 SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I I 
ILLUM[NANT 925gn 3K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TO 04 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKSA....5..Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMP -F i5TIME - FILTER Status A BASEr FOG 

























8 1.6 1.6 
7 











AT R L EF 0 
_10 
mes ergs/cm . .6 .9 1.2 B-52 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9.1.12&gbIF; CONTROL# F 	 TASK .Jkig2rt PREPARED BY CX-20 
FILM Qy2.Q7 EMULSION # 1-32 (7Omml MFG 	 EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSiTOMETRY 
+ 	 SENISITOMETER IB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENTMageL.Rth .SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT 911.0 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX_
 
TIME 1/50 sec, SPEED__ TANKS 9_.5 FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
 
FILTER 5500 TEMP F _____TIME- FILTER Visual BASE FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 






























6 1.4 1.4 
5 
4 
1.2 	 r 1. 
2 
1 1.0 	 1.0 






AT R L E 0 
-10t 
mcs ergs/cmt2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-53 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 ,July75 CONTROL # E TASK .gri2Pr PREPARED BY CX-20
 
FILM QX O7 EMULSION # -37 (70nW. MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
0 SENSITOMETER IB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEEDC )___ 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 src SPEED__ TANKS _95 FPM APERTURE SIZE MMGAMMA 
FILTEP 5500 TEMP 0F11L-TIME-__ FILTER -Status A- BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
4.0ANALYSIS 4. 
SP OR 3.3. 







21 2.8 2. 
20 















6 1.4 1.4 
5 
4 










+R *G B .4 
ABSOLUTE '2 . 2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
-10 IIII 1111M " III 

mcs ergs/cm .3
mc eIs .6 .9 ....- 1.2 B-541.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE ?.1.jUjJ 7L CONTROL It F TASK Orig Posl PREPARED BY CX-20 
FILM QX40Z EMULSION # 3-32 (70mn) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER IJR PROCESSOR 1811 #2 SPEEDjINSTRUMENT MacBeth 
ILLUMINANT 2850 UK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX, 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9.5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA - --
FILTER 5S O0 - TEMP oFl.i-_TIME "1 FILTER Visual - BASE t FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3SP GR .8 -­
3.6pH 3.6 
TA 3.4 3 4 
3.2TRP 
3.0KBr 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
- 2.6 2.6 
18 






















AT R L E = 0
 
-10 
mos ergs/cm4 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-551.5 i's 2.1 2,4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # E TASK Oria Post PREPARED BY CX-20 
FILM QX 207 EMULSION 1 
EXPOSURE DATA 
SENSITOMETER lB 
ILLL MINANT 2850 °K 
TIME 1 I~O SEC 
FILTER- 5500 
1 3 
CHEM ICAL 111 11pilHl 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
1 -39 (7nn) MFG ,EXPIRATION DATE 
PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPFEED 
CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAAX 
SPEED__ TANKS 9.5 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA-__.-
TEMP lF1 i5TIME -_FILTER Status A IBASE, FOG 
5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 





SP --. 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
TRP 
KS, 3. 30 




























ercgs/cm 1 ..3 .,6 9,9 1.2 B-56 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9-10-75 CONTROL # F TASK Pre Original PREPARED BY IROl
 
ILM SQS-zt EMULSION N 4-1 MFG PK EXPIRATION DATE
 
I EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSTOMETER _RB PROCESSOR 11CM41 INSTRUMENT MacBeth iSPEED( I-1 
ILLUMINANT 2B5 'K CHEMISTRY 641 TYPE TD-504 D-MAX 
TIME 4 sEc SPEED 1 TANKS 15B FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM.mGAMMA 
FILTER 5500 + SCW + 898 TEMP F- 85 TIME - F___ILTER Vic BASE+ FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 1 13 is 17 19 21 
CH E M I C A L l i i i i l i t 1 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP GR 33.8 
3.6pH 3.6 





21 2.09 2.8 	 2.8 
20 2.07 
19 2.04 2.6 	 2.6 
18 1.99 
17 1.92 2.4 	 2.4 
16 	 1.T 
S1.6422 2.2 
141.45 
13 	 1 
2_ *97 - 2.0 
Tr 
T 1.8 18 
9
 
8 	 *T 16 1.6 
7 . 
7- 1.4 	 1.4 
5 .18
 
4 .18• --1.2-7- 1.
 
.3 	 .17 1 
2 	 .1711.01. 1.01 .17 . 
.8 	 .8 
T..-noor.6 	 .6 
.4 	 .4 






rncs ergs/cmZ .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-57 1. 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9 I 75 CONTROL# F TASK £aitfldiginal PREPARED BY.IJR0 
ILM .. G.2o94. EMULSION # A-1 MFG .K EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
t SENSTOMETER I-B . PROCESSOR 11CM #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
ILLUMENANT 2850 3K CHEMISTRY 641 TYPE TD-504 D-MAX 
TIME 4 -SEC SPEED 1 TANKS 1 Fpm APERTURE SIZEA3 mm GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 + SCW + 89B TEMP 'F 85 TIME _ FL__ BASE q FOGILTER Visual 









KBr 3.0 .0 
21 2.08 282.8 
20 2.05 








12 2.0 .0 
10 5 1.8 1.8 
.19 1.41. 
5 .18 





lfr=zhrnicolor _-: _ 
~Trhioot6 .6 
.4 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E - 0 
errr
-10ccoW 
inserscrt . .6 .9 1.2 B-58 1 -5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE Q-ln-75 CONTROL # F 	 TASK £nstliginal PREPARED BYJIR 01 
, ILM .- 989 EMULSION # A-I 	 MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
* 	 SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 11CM #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY 641 TYPE TD-504 D-MAX
 
TIME 8 slc SPEED I TANKS 'is FPM APERTURE SIZE 3. MMGAMMA
 
FILTER 5500 + SCW + R8- TEMP 0 F4-514E - j FI LT ER Uic,,,I - RASE- FOG ____ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 	 4.0 
4.0
ANALYSIS 4.0 




a.2 3.2	 3.2 
TRP 

KBr 3.0 	 3.0 
21 	 2.10 2.8 2.8 
20 	 2.08 
19 	 2.06 2.6 2.6 
18 	 2.02 
17 	 1.95 2.4 2.4 
16 	 1.83 
15 	 1.66 2.2 
14 	 1.49 2. 
13 	 1.282. 
12 	 1.04 2.0 2.0 
1 	 .82 
T18 1.8 
8 1.6 	 1.6 
6 .23 
6 	23 1.4 1.4 
5 .20 
4 1 1.2 	 1. 
3 _.
.18 




Technicolor .6 . 
..	 2

.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 













DATE 9-!0-75 CONTROL # E 	 TASK 2n-Octgin4- PREPARED BY4IR 02. 
,ILM sg 2. EMULSION # 1 - MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 11CM #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY 641 TYPE Tn-504 D-MAX
 
TIME 4 	 sEc SPEED--1 TANKS..5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA 
" FILTER -5n00 4 Sew ' g9 TEMP 0 P 8..5TIME FILTER Vig-ia-l 3ASE I FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 




TRP 3.2 	 3.2 
KB, 3.0 	 3.0 
2.09 2.8 	 2.8 
20 	 2.08 
19 	 2.05 2.6 2.6 
113 2.02 
17 	 1.94 2.42. 
16 	 1.82 
15 	 1.662. 
14 	 1.47 2.2 
13 	 1.24 
12 .991 20 	 2.0 
11 .75 
10 .53 1.81. 
9 .3 
a * 16 1.6 
7 .23 







11. 8 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
.
-Tbchnlcolor .6 




AT R L E = 0 
-10 	 ... .. 
mcs ergs/rn .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-60 1.5 1.B 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE Q-Ql-72; CONTROL # F TASK Post Original PREPARED BY IIR 02 
* ILM EMULSION # 
EXPOSURE DATA 
+ SENSITOMETER I-1 
ILLUMINANT 2R8n OK 
TIME 4 SEC 




4-1 MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
PROCESSOR 11CM #1 jINSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
CHEMISTRY 641 TYPE TD-504 D-MAX . 
SPEED 1 TANKS 15 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA .. 
TEMPF .BLTIME __ FILTER Visual BASE- FOG 







SP GR 3.8 
3.6 3 6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
, 3.2 
















































AT R L E= 
-10 
mcs ergs/cn .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-61 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 
.2 
3.0 
DATE -40- CONTROL# F 	 TASK Post Oigiaa PREPARED Y.JIR 02..__ 
ILM gg2.. EMULSION # 41 MFG 'EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETR 
+ SENSITOMETER -1B 





#1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth 
TYPE TD-52--
SPEED (jD-MAX___ 
TIME 8 SEC SPEED tI.TANKS----.I.S PM APERTURE SIZE._3..MM GAMMA__ 
FILTER 515n00 + SrW + QgR TEMP OFBiaIME _____ FfFILTER Visual BASE FOGo 












21 2.06 2.8 	 8 
20 2.04 








14 1.48 	2. 
13 1.27.
 
12 1.04 	 2.0 .2.. .0 
11 	 .83 
12 -- 2.210 .64 	 1.8 
9
 
8 .3 	 1.6 1.6 
7 .29 
6 .24 	 14 
5 .21 	
___ 
4 .19 	 1. 
3 .1 
L2 18 
1 	 1.01.0 
.6 	 . 
tchncolor 
LOG E 
AT R L E =0 
- 10 i i l1 1 F 1 1 1t l ' ll t l 1 1 1 
MCS ergs/cm 2 . .6 .9 1.2 B-62 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
;I
 
DATE 9r .1iy 7r, CONTROL # r TASK -r.g-PreL - PREPARED BY GT 2 
FILM 242 EMULSION # 4-1 (7Omn} MPG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA' DENSITOMETRY 
-+ SENSITOMETER 13 PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( 
iLLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAXI 
TIME 1/5 SEC SPEED -TANKS 7 .LFpM APERTURE SIZE __ 3 mMGAMMA-
FILTER 5500 TEMP 0F._ITIME FILTER Vcipl," BASE i FOG 
1 3 5 7 9' 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 111611111111 il il 4.
ANALYSIS 4.0 
P OR 3.8 





KB, 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 





12 0 2.0 
10 1.8 1.8 
s 1.6 1.6 
7 











ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E 0
 
MCs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-631.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE ?5.ji,.5 7r CONTROL# r 	 TASK 0riq Ptlr- PREPARED BY CT-02 
FILM SO 9.4 EMULSION # 43-1 (70i) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA cEN'ITOMETRY
 
0 SENSITOMETER 1B 
 PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT 
__ SPEED
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 "K CHEMISTRY EA5 TYPE TD 504 -MAX
 
2TIME 1/5 sEc SPEED__ TANXS-. -- FPm APERTURE SIZE 3 M GAMMA 
=iLTER 5500 ITEMP -F--0TIME __ FILTER Status A BASE- FOG__ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21C H EM ICA L 	 II I II II I i II I 1 1111 1 1 11 11 1II IltM li 1 :1 M I II I I 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 





KB, 	 3.0 



















12 	 2.0 
11
 


























MeS ergs/cm .3 .6 .9, 1.2 B-641.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 2g jl, " CONTROL# r TASK n04g Poet PREPARED BY rT-09 
FILM SO 242 EMULSION # 43-1 (70mi) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER iBn PROCESSOR 1R11 #9 INSTRUMENT MaBthI SPEED I __ ! 
ILLUMINANT zAs..'.. K CHEMISTRY PA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX -
TIME 11 'SEC SPEED__ TANKS 7 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA__ 
FILTER 5500 TEMP 0 F 110-TIME__ FILTER Vlsual BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21CHE141CAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 





KB, 3.0 I3.--0 3.2 





15 152.2 +- - r- 2.2-
14 
2.012 .0 
10 1.8 I 1.8 
9 
76 1.4 I\ 1.4 
2 % 









AT R L E = 0
 
--0 i3 11.1 111521 1III 1fillIIIIII 2.4ll 2l.llill 3.0 
rus ergs/cm4 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-651.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE . 2. ul..y 7 CONTROL # r 	 TASK OrignPnt PREPARED BY 17T-09 
FILM S 242 EMULSION# 13 1 (7.) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
o 	 SESTOMETERjIf PROCESSOR 1R11 #2 INSTRUMENT .ac52t. SPEED( 
,LLUMINANT .5ln 'K CHEMISTRY FA-.; ITYPE Tn 91714 D-MAX "-_ -
TIME r -SEC SPEED__ TANKS..7 FpM APERTURE SIZE mMGAMMA . ...- j 
FILTER 500 TEMP OFAJ. flTIMEj FILTER Status A BASE I FOG -__ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 "9 21 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SF 	 GR 
pR 3.6 
TA 3.4 	 3.4 
21- 2.8 	 2.8 





14 19 2. 	 2.6 
13 
12 2 2.0 
.8 	 R 1.8 












+R *G- 4. 
LOG E
 
AT R L E n
 
5UICs ergs/cm I 3 .6 .9 1.2 B-66 1" 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE25..,,4J&"/ . CONTROL # G 	 TASK 04.-.. P . PREPARED BY.rT 03 
FILM -. Sg949 EMULSION # 43-1 (70mM) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DEtqSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER Bj&... PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD3u 4 ID-MAX_ 
TI.E - /5 SEC SPEED-__ -A__NS F..pm APERTURE SIZE 3___-MM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMP 0 F 110 TIME FILTER VisilnI BASEI FOG 





SP 	GR 3.8 
3.6
PH 3.6 
3.4 	 3.4 




19 2.6 2.6 
I8 
17 2.4 	 2.4 
16 
15 
22 	 2.214 
13 
12 20 	 .2.0 
11 
1.8 	 -. 8 
1.6 	 1.6r 

7 
1.4A 	 1.4 
12 	 1.2 
1 .0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
T~cnc~r.6 	 .6 





AT R L E = 0
 
-10 
mcs ergs/cn(2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-67 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9- li-ly 75 CONTROL# G TASK Orig Pre PREPARED BY CT-' 
FILM SO 242 EMULSION # 43-1 (70am) .- MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
0 SENSITOMETER iB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/5 SEC SPEED _TANKS--... FPM APERTURE SIZE. . MMGAMMA 
'ILTER 55O -TEMP°F 11 0 TIME - FtLTER Status A BASE4 FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 3.8 
3.6 3.6 
TA 34 3.4 
TRP 3.2 3.2 
KS, 3.0 _ 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 





12 2.0 2.0 
11 
10 1.8 18 
9 
8 16 RED 1.6 
7 
61.4 B 1.4 
5 
4 
3 - 1.2 
GE 
2 -­ 10o 1.0 
.8 .8 
T-chnicolor '6 . 




AT R L E =0 
-10 I 
mOs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-681.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 2r ,j4.,, 7 CONTROL# G 	 TASK £rag Pnat- PREPARED BY CT-.fl 
FILM .... S EMULSION # 43-1 (70rm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ 	SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( I 
!LLUMINANT 220r OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE Tn -U4 D-MAX 
TIME 1/5 SEC SPEED__ TANKS-.7 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 M, GAMMA 
FILTER S.500 TEMP -F 110 TIME - FILTER VisualI BASE + FOG _, 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL I 
ANALYSIS 4.04. 
S77 	 GR 3.8 3.8 
pH 363.6 
TA 	3.4 3.4 
TRP 3.2 	 3.2 
KBr 3.0 	 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 




15 12.2 2.214 
13
 
2.0 	 2.0 
11
 
10 1.8 	 1.8 
9
 
1.6 	 1.6 
7
 









11.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
1-'chnicolor .6 	 . 




AT R L E = 0 
- 001 	 I1 M 1111 
Ines ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-69 1'5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 2j .1 ily 75 CONTROL # G TASK .. Qigfnt. PREPARED BY CT-()f 
FILM SO _94- 'EMULSION # 43-' (70 ) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRv
 
SENSITOMETER IBg PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( ) 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX _ 
TIME 1/5 SEC SPEED__ TANKS .-- 7FPM APERTURE SIZE.___.2MM GAMMA _ --
FILTER r.t;l I TEMP oF_11-0-TIME FILTER Status A BASE I FOG __ __ 










KBr 3 3.0 

















-8- 1.6 BLE RED 1.6 
7 












+R *G B 4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E =0 
I I.1 I, 
cs ers/c .3 . .9 .2 B-70.5 1.8 2. 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 95 .1,,y 7r, CONTROL# ( TASK Drig Pre., PREPARED BY LT-flA. 
FILM gn 42 EMULSION # 13 1 (7pjn) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER .R PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT Maceth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 285n 3K CHEMISTRYEA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/5 -SEC SPEED _ "TANKS 7 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA- _ 
FILTER fnn TEMP OF--1aTIME__ FILTERV.JiSUa U- BASE+ FOG-, 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.04.0 
SP GR 3.8 3.9 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3,4 3.4 
TR P 3.2 3.2 
KBr 3.0 3.0 










" 1.8 1.8 
9 
8 16 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 1.4 
1.2 1.2 
1 1.0 1.0 
.8 .8 
T-chnicolor .6 .6 
.4 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E -0 
-10 
Ins erqs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-71 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
Orin Pre PREPARED BY CT-04DATE -. ; JulvY 75 CONTROL# G TASK 
FILM SO 942 EMULSION # a--1 (70--m MFG 	 EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
o 	 SENSITOiAETEq I PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth_ SPEED ( 
,LLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTPY EA-5 TYPE_ TD 504 -0-MAX- -
TIME 1/5 	 SPEED T.NKS,. FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAIAMA - -SEC k__ 	 3 
-FILTER 5500 	 TEMPF?1 ( TIME FILTER Status A BASE' FOG 
















21 2.8 	 - - - - 2.8 
20 
i9 2.6 	 .2. 





























AT R L ErG­
n1CS ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2B-72 1 . 5 1.8 2.1 2.4 27 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul7 CONTROL # G 	 TASK Orig Post PREPARED BY CT-04 
FILM So 4 EMULSION # 41-1 (7nn) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETE R 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
0 5
ILLUMINANT 9RC OK CHEMISTRY FA-1 TYPE TD 504 ID-MAX__ _ 
TIME 1/5 5EC SPEED__ TANKS7._L..FPM APERTURE SLZE 3 MM GAMMA __ __ 
FILTER 5500 TEMP°F 1 1 0 TIME IFILTER Visual 'ASE, FOG__ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP GR 3.8. 
3.6PH 3.6 
TA 3.4 	 3.4 
3.2TRP 
3.0 3.0KB, 
21 2.8 	 2.8 
20 







12 2.0 	 2.0 
10 1 8 	 1.8 
8 l 1.6 	 1.6 
7 




1. 	 1.0 
.8 
.6Tachnicolor 
'4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 . 
LOG E 
AT R L E - 0­
-10 111101141 W il-MIIll iltlillIl I 
rncs ergs/cn( .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-73 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 95 4ly47r CONTROL# G TASK nOig Post PREPARED BY CT-fl4
 
FILM S 9.? EMULSION # 41-1 (7lmm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 113 PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
,LLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 T-- TD -MAX 
3I MiE 1/ SEc SPE ED__ TANKS .- phi APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA.. .. 
F'LTER 55U TEMP OF 110 TIME__ FILTER StatusA BASE I FOG -- ­
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 1111111 1111M H mi ___ 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 






























1. - 1.4 
1.2 1.2 
+R *G *B 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
-10ro/m II 1 1. 411 4 7
 
m ob erqis/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-74 1.s 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 
.4 
3.0 
DATE 95 3.1lY 7 CONTROL # G TASK OriEPre PREPARED BY CT-O5 
FILM SO 94.2 EMULSION # -.1. 4fn )L... MFG 	 EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER I R PROCESSOR- 1A11 49 INSTRUMENTJ4chBBat±hL SPEED( __ 
ILLUMINANT ;)fl 'k CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX-
TIME 1/5 sEc SPEED- _-_--TANKS 7 Fpm APERTURE SIZE3...MM GAMMA_ 
FILTER -55I, TEMP Ffl-fTIME FILTER VisUal BASE+ FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 1_1 t ILT I III I i III 4.0 
ANALYSIS 4.- 4.0 
SP 	 GR .83.8 








19 2.6 	 2.6 






12 2.0 	 2.0H 
1.6 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 	 1.4 
5 
4 
1.2 	 1.2 
1 	 - 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
.6Tchnicolor 6 





ATR LE -- 0
 
mcs ergs/cm ' .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-75 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
IfATE 9 5 bily 75 CONTROL # _ TASK OiSPre PREPARED BY CT-05 
FILM SO4949 EMULSION # 43-1 (7flTm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRYJ o SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 50 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME I/s SEC SPEED -TANKS 4 .___FpM APERTURE SIZE 2IMM GAMMA__ _ 
FiL'tER gool TEMP OrI fTIME-__ FILTER Status A BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0- 4.0 







KB 3.0 3.0 
12.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 





12 2.0 2.0 
10 -- 1.3 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 
1.4 1.4 






.4+R *G B .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
mcs ergs/.m .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-76 1. 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
,Iigy1 CONTROL# TASK RostDATE 915 75 r 'Orig PREPARED BY CT-05 
rLM Q242 EMULSION # 413 1 (7 m) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
LNSITOMETER IR PROCESSOR 49 INSTRUMENT Aaclzth-j SPEED( 
LLIII,.INANT 9gs' 'K CHEMISTRY EA-B TYPE TD 504 ID-MAX --
T ' /S SEC SPEED__ TANKS rpm APERTURE SIZE GAMMA 
jR11 
7 IM 
LITER Rnn TEMP OFfDfl-TIME IFILTER.-.IS__ja BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 "9 21 
AN4LYSIS 4.0 

































AT R L E 0
 
mcs ergs/cm' .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-771.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # G TASK Oric Post PREPARED BY CT-05 
FILM 4n 9?4 EMULSION # 43-1 (70nn) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT ?T85f 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIMEc... 1/5 SEC SPEEDo--_.----TANKS 7 FPm APERTURE SIZE.3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMP 0 FI1.0.TIME FILTER qtltis_ A BASE I OG­
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 CHEMICAL IM l lt III 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.C 















12 2.0 ;2.0 
11 
T- 1.8 1.8 
'1.6 1.6 
7 
6 ---I1.4 BLUE E 1.4 
5RE
 










AT R L.E 0
 
-10 
mos oags/m 2.3 .6 .9 1.2 B-.78 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25.1,j.y 7q CONTROL# G 	 TASK nfig pPe. PREPARED BY rT-fl 
FILM 4g 4o EMULSION P 4 .1 7nm' ) MFG EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ 	 SENSITOMETERI. PROCESSOR 1R11 42 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
ILLUMINANT 2fl... 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX
 
TIME- 1/5 SEC SPEED -TANKS 7 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM QAMMA __.
 
FILTER .Rnfn TEMP OFI1IOTIME FILTER Visuatl BASE 4 FOG
 




3.8SP OR 3.8 
3.6pH 3.6 
3.4 	 3.4 
TA 
TRP 32 	 3.2 
3.0KS, 3.0 
21 28 2.8 
20 






2.2 	 2.214 
13 
12 2.0 	 2.0 
101.8 L 
9 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 
- 1.4 	 1.4 
5 






.8 	 .8 
.6T=chnicolor .6 





AT R L E = 0
 
-10 
moS ergs/cm-'u .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-791. 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DAkTE 2-...4&4t5 CONTROL # r TASK Orig Pro PREPARED BY CT-Or 
FILM SO L4 . EMULSION # 43-1 (71n11) MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
t-LUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX _ 
7ME its SEC SPEED-___TANKS 7 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 ,mv GAMMA _____ 
FILTER RSOn TEMP F-44 TIME j FILER .4ta& .- BASE . FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 40 4.0 





TRP 3.2 3.2 
KB, 3.0 3.0 








12 2.0 2.0 











+R *G fB .4 
ABSOLTE .2.2 
LOG E 
ATLE = 0 
-10 
5 
xncs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-80 1. 1.3 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE -- CONTROL # r TASK 0;pq ,ent PREPARED BY CTn0­g.4y -/7. 
FILM sD 249 EMULSION # 43-1 (70 MM) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER lB PROCESSOR 1IAI1 # INSTRUMENT MacBeth ISPEED ( 
















BASE , FOG 
1 3 S 7 9 11 1:3 is 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL HM 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 









21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18
 











10 1.8 1.8 
9
 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 










AT R L E =0 
-10
 
ues ergs/cm' .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-811. 1.8 2.1 2.4 2,7 3.0 
DATE 25 bily 75 CONTROL# r TASK -Oag Port PREPARED BY. CT -j 
FILM SO 242. EMULSION# 13.1 (-rn) MFG EXPIRATION DAT E 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DEtSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER IR PROCESSOR 1I81 #2 INSTRUMENT_4arn32±tjSPEED I 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 9-MA. . . -
TIME 1/5 sEC SPEED TANKS 7 - APERTURE SIZE 3 CAM'A 
'ILTER 5500 TEMP 0 F_44Q__TIME - 1 FILTERStatUs 2EASE COG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
ANALYSIS 4.0 -- _-- _ - - - 4.0 
p 3. -- -C ... -- 3.8 
3.6 
pH 3.6 
TA 3.4 . 3.4 
TA 






2.6 2 6 
18


















nics er /m.3 .6 .9 1.2 B-82 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9r.,lil 7JL CONTROL# 14 TASK Dtll P4 . PREPARED BY 	 TF-fll 
FILM .443 EMULSION # 206-1 (70nv) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ SENSITOMETER JR PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED t
 
ILLUMINANT 850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-fAAX... ... 
TIME 1/51 SEC SPEEO _TANKS 9.-7 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 mm AMMA- --
FILTER 5500 4, 1912 TEMP 0 F4145-TIME - FILTER V ICIRl BASE - FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICALM il IIIIM M II IIIII111 111 1111111ii iu i if 1 1H IIII I M 111 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
3.9SP GR 3.8 
3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 3,4 
3.2TRP 3.2 
KBr 3.0 	 30 
21 2.8 	 2.8 
20 





" 2.2 2.214 
13 
12 2.0 	 2.0 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 




4 1.2 	 1.2 











AT R L E = 0
 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-83 15 1.8 2.1 2.4 	 2.7 3.0 
DATE g5 -jU 4l.y CONTROL # H TASK 	 Qig PrL. PREPARED sy.E-l.].75 

FILM ?443 EMULSION # 206-1 (70nn) MFG -EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER ____ PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SP 
ILLIIMINANT 285 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 T YPE TD 504 -__ D-MAX - -
TIME --	 SEC TANKS FPM SIZE iM SAMMA___1 I_ SPEED__ .75 APERTURE 3 -J 
FILTER 5500 + W12 TEMPOF _TME _ FILTER Status A _ rASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 	 15 17 1. 21 
CHEMICAL 	 111 111111ldI ill:11111111 
ANALYSIS 4. 10 
77 GR .8 	 - 3.e 
3.6 	 .
TA3.4 __ 3 6 
TA 
3.2TR P 
K 3 .0 	 3 .0
 
KBr,~ 



















1.6 	 GREE _ 1.6 
RED7 





+R 'G B 4. 
LOG E
 




Imcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-84 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9;.11,,1 CONTROL 4 H 	 TASK Dni. Post PREPARED BY IF-O1 
FILM 9443 EMULSION # 9fn-1 (7nmf) MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRJ 
+ 	SENSITOMETER 1I1 PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth -sPE,... 
ILLUMINANT 28B50 K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MA . . 
TIME 1/50 sEC SPEED__ TANKS__,75_FpM APERTURE SIZE2__. .MM GAMMA. - -
FIlTER .900-+ W12 TEMP 0 FjIT[ME FILTER Visual BASE. FOC-­
















21 2.8 -- - 2-p.=2.8 
20 "22 

19 2.6 	 .- 2.6 
17 
142.2 	 2-4 
i \i 
13 
12 20 2. 
101.8 





3 12 _-- 1---1-­
__-
1..0 
- ... .. . .E.-4. . . 
T-chnicolor 6 .6 
.4 1. 2. 2.7 30 
LOG E I -
AT RL E -0 I" I 
- 10 1 1 1 H I I I f+ H I 1111 11 111 1lpl JIIiI II I I....... 11 '11 111 1 { , l h l lh ,M ! -LLL.11 1 11,, 11I 11I11~ 
rus ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-85 Is 1.a 2.7 '2,4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 4&U 76 CONTROL # W TASK - PREPARED BY-E4-, --
FILM 94A3 EMULSION if 9fr-_ (7nrm) MFG EXPIRATIO 4D ATE -
EXPOSURE DATASENSITOt ETER IB 
,LLUMINANT 2850 
TIME-1150 _ 
POCESSING DATARO SSORZ 1811 12 
K't CHEMSTRY__.EA-: 






















































_ __ __-_ 
144 
17. 















-2-----s 2 -xl.2 
1.4 ! - 1.6
1..,.4 
Technicolor. - .. - " 
' - ' LLOG E II1 " , 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 8-86 1.5 1.3 21 2.2 2 7 4. 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # H TASK rip Pre PREPARED BY IF-02 
' FILM 2441 ° EMULSION # 205-1 (7mml MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SSENSITOMETER 2 n PROCESSOR 1RI1 #2 jINSTRUMENFracBehL SPEED.( 
LLUMINANTE 2 B5f 'K CHFMISTRYEA-5 TYPE )TD504 D MAX .... 
TiME 1/50 SEC SPEED-..___ TANKS 9.75 FPM APERTURE SIZE- ... fM GAMMA-_ __ 
FILTER 5500l + W19 TEMP OF---1TME FILTER Visual I tSE i FOG ­










KBr . 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 























AT RL E '=0 
-10 I I,'l *i'''Il"''II 
nics ergslcm .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-87 1.s L.e 2i 2.4 2.7 3 0 
DATE 751..111vX 75 CONTROL # H 	 TASK 0rig Pre PREPARED BY IF-02 
FILM .2441 EMULSION # 206-1 (701mM) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER . PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I_) _ 
ILLUMINANT 2860 t K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPETD 504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1W50 SEC SPEED _TANKS-r.-PM APERTURE SIZE. &.wM GAMMA
 
FILTER 5500 	 "+W12 TEMP oF1..TIME FILTER StatUS A BASE+ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 	 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 
- 3.6 	 3.6 
pH
 
TA 3.4 	 3.4 
TRp 	 3.2 
3.0 	 3.0 
2. 	 ===:*=1 2.8 
20
 










6 	 RED -4 -- "=- 1.47 
3.4 	 14RE 
-	 1.24 
-- 1.2 	 ­
2 
1.01.0 
.8 	 .8 
.6TachNicolor 6 
.+R *G *B 	 .4 
ABSOLTE 	 .2.2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
-10 
.6 .9 1.2 1 . 2. 2.4 2.7 3.0OlScergs/cm .3 
DATE q ,.1JiLy 7 CONTROL # H TASK 
FILM ?44. EMULSION if 90l6-1 (70hmi) MFG 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 
+ SENSITOMETER IB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY EA-9 
TIME 11n SEC SPEED__ TANKS A -75 FPM 
FILTER 5500 + W12 TEMP oFj1!5iTIME 
ligazost PREPARED BY IF-02 
- EXPIRATION DATE 
DENSITOMETRY 
INSTRUMENT MacBeth . SPEED( 
TYPE Tl 9;n4 D-MAX. 
APERTURE SIZE.3iMM GAMMA -
FILTER Visual BASE t FOG -
CHEMICAL4.0 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
SP R .8 3.8 
3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
TPP 3.2 3.2 







































AT R L E =0 
.2 
.2 
urs ergs/crn2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 B-89 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 95 ,dly 75 CONTROL# H TASK fng-pose_ PREPARED BYJZF.92 . 
FILM -4443- EMULSION# 
EXPOSURE DATA 
SENSITOMETER 1f.IB 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K 
TIME 1/50 SEC 
FILTER 5500 + W12 
1 3 
CH EMI CAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
06 MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT tACREh SPEED ( 
CHEMISTRY EA-5 ITYPE TD 504 D-MAX___ 
SPEED. 7ANKS 9.75 FpmJAPERTURE SIZE 3 mm 'AMMA 
TEMP oF115-TIME- FILTER-Status-A - BASE iFOG 
5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 
-
21 
SP GR 38 a 




































AT R L E = 0 
.2 .2 
cs 
- 10 I J 
ergs/cm'26 
1 1 1 
.3 .6 .9 1.2 B-90 1.5 1.8 
1 
2.1 
1 1 1 
2.4 












DATE 2 CONTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Houston Pre CX0I 
FILM OX-807 EMULSION f 1-32(70mm) MFG -EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
" SENSITOMETER 1-R PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBethI SPEED( __ 
ILLUMINANT TR.;nl OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX. 
TIME 1/5O sEc SPEEDTAN,.5 IFPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MMGAMMA__-
FILTER 5500"K TEMP°orL5 TIME _FILTER Visua- BASE+FOG 




3.8 3.8SP GR 3. 
33.6pH 
3.4TA 3,4TA 






17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 2.2 2.2 
-13 




8 1.6 1.6 
7 
1.4 1.4 




Technicolor .6 .6 
.4 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
.2 
AT R L E = 0 
7.415 -10 H 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-1 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 JulL75 CONTROL # F TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Ho4sonPr XO6 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 2-32(70m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA - DENSITOMETRY 
SENSETOMETER IRI PROCESSOR 1811 42 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX_ 
3TIME 1/50 _ SPEED__ FPm . . GMYANKS__ APERTUPE SIZE AMMA 
FILTER 5500 0K TEMPOF1 I5_TIME JFILTER Status A IBASE OO 
1 3 5 7 9 11 ,3 is 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.04. 
S. GR 3.8 - 3,8 
PH 3.6 3.6 
3.4TA 4 
_ TRP 3 2 -- -3.2 


















.8 .86 . 1 - 1 .4 
-m----- 1.4 
Technicoolor.66 
+R *G-B .4.4 
ABSOLTE .2.2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
.3 .9 1.5 LB. 2.4 3.0mcs ergs/cm .6 1.2 L 2.1 2.7 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY~auqon Post ,C 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION If 1-32(70mM) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
'* 	 SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth _SPEED I( I 
ILLUMINANT 2B50 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD4 D- MAX 
TIME 1!I0l SEC SPEED__ TANl FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA 
FILTER 55000K TEMP °FL1-TIME - FILTER Visual BASE* FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP 3.8 	 3.8 
pH 3.63. 
TA 3.6 




-1 2.8 	 2.8 
20
 
- 2.6 	 2.6 
18 	 2.6 
2.4 





12 2.0 	 .2.0 
11 
9 






.8 	 .8 
.6Technicolor 
.4 	 . 




AT R L E =0
 
7.415 	 -io:I 
msergs/crn 2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-3 1.5 1.B 21 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # F TASK ASLTP PREPARED BYKoutonH Post rxo 
FILM .QX-._07 EMULSION # 1 22(7.m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER- Jz PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
ILLUMINA NT2 5 K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX__
 
5TrIME- 1/50 sEc SPEED ____TANKS9- PPpm APERTURE SIZE 23 GAMMA _______
 
FILTER 55000 K -IT EMP QF1i..rIwE - FILTER Status Aj1 BASE FoGr_____
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 1111 MI I H i. HM 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.85? OR 3.8 
P8 3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 4 
TA 
TR P .2r32 
3.0KB, 3.0 
21 2.8 1 2.9 
20 
-9 2.6 2.6 
18 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 
-- 2. - 2.2 
14 
13 










4 3 - 1.2 1.2 










AT RL E = 0
 
cs e r ,3 .6 .9 1.2 C-4 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE ,1121 95: 1975CONTROL # F TASK .Hn LReEn..Pre PREPARED BY r-06 
FILM . 80_7 EMULSION $ 1-12 (70an) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRV 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER Ia PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth S'EED ) 
ILLUMINANT 2850 l K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 jD-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED -TANKS 9.5 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 ..J GAMMA . .... 
FILTER 5-;OO TEMPOF11iTIME - FILTER Visual BASE FOG­
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 1 
ANALYSIS 4.C 
SP 	 GR 3.8 
3.6pH 
TA 3.44 
TRP 	 3.2o2 
KB, . 
21 2.8 _ 2.8 
20 





15 2.2 	 2.214 
13 
12 2.0 	 2.0 




S1.4 	 -).4 
4 
1.2 	 1.2 
2 
1~ 10 
.8 	 _______ 
Tcohnicolor . 





AT RLE = 0
 
-10 .0 11 
rncs ergs"cm 20 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 21 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9.5 1Z1YJ75 CONTROL # E TASK Houston Pre PREPARED BY CX-06 
FILM QX R 7 EMULSION # 1-32 (70am) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOhPETRY 
SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT _ e.2 . SPEED ( __ 
ILLUMINANT 2850] 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX_ 







FILTER11 Status 1;3 A15 jbASE17 FOG______19 21 




SP CR 3.8 






21 2.8 2.2 
20 











8 1.6 1.6 
7 
61.4 -- r-1.4 








+R *G.B .44 
LOG E
 




2.7 3.0rncs ergs/crV .3 .6 .9 1.2 C61.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 
E 	 TASK Houston Post PREPARED BY CX-06DATE 2; 1111Y 75 CONTROL # 
FILM nX407 EMULSION # 1-.9 (70111) MFG -EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER IBg PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
ILLUMINAT 285.. 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE Tl snit I D-MAX.
 
TIME 1/60 sic SPEED-__ TANKS .--. FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MMI GAMMA -

FILTER 55QQ TEMPOF115IIME iFILTER Visual 1BPSE FoG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL H IH IIM M 111111HIIIIIHilIIIIIIILU Ull111111 40ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP GR 3. 
3.6.  






















1.6 	 16 
7 
5 
4 1.2 	 1.2 3 
2 





ABSOLUTE .2 . 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
-10
 
m-S ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-7 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 2; ,.1V 7 CONTROL # F TASK .44gfln.pag4 PREPARED By cv 96 
FILM QX 8g7 EMULSION # . 1-32 7JmmL MFG EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE 
 DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER IB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth -SPErD
 
ILLUMINANTT 2 'Ki CHEMISTRY EA 5 TYPE TO 504 L MAX
 
TIME -- 0s5A SEC SPEED__ TANKS--- 5r PM APERTURE SIZE . MI GAMMA
 
FILTEP j5f ll -50 TEMP"FJ.I15TIME FILTER '..StatUL. -IBASE * Ft-+)
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICALANALYSIS 4 0 . ... oyi : ___4.0 
SP 
TA 3.4 _4 _ 3, 
TA-
TRP .2 -. 
3.0



















.8 4 .8 
6. 
'rchicolor . 




AT R L E _ 0
 
= ­
-10 MH1 IL I t 
rncs ergs/cm 2t .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-.8 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2 7 3.0 
- - ------
DATE , CONTROL # 	 TASK Hnjjgnn PREPARED BY CX-07 
FILM - EMULSION #, MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA tENSITOMETRV 
SENSITOMETER 
_ PPOCESSOP __ INSTRUME' EE 
ILLUMINANT K CHEISTRY_____ _ _ TYPE -A 
-. %,= CHSPFED__TAJKS mr APERTURE SIZE , GAMVA -


















3.8- - -- t-r-------- -. --- .... 







21 2.8 	 Pre Mission and Post Mission 
2.6 	 Sensitometry Printed On 
18 
17 2.4 2.4I _ 	 Top Of Each Other +_ -$ _-­
16 
15 	 - Not Read ­
2.2 	 $ 2 
T3 
12 	 2.0 
-- 1.8- E --- E-----+-__ 
10 1 
9 E_­
a 1.6 _- 1.6 
7-n
 
7-. 	 . . . - - -". . - - - -­
6-+ 	 -+A' :'- ---- - -- - . -- -- ­
4 	 4 
t- - 4 . L - .. . 
Techn-icolor .6-	 ~ -- 6 
ABSOLUTE . +l :~~ - ~~-4... __=- C---.-t,_ -"- . 
.4-
AT R L E = 0 	 - " '-'"

tics ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-9 1.5 1.8 2.1 24 2 7 40 
DATE "21; ,Jlly 7. CONTROL # F 	 TASK .HoustonLPe PREPARED BY CX-OR 
FILM. QX 8..7. EMULSION # 1-- (70mlr) MFG EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER1B PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( )I 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX I 
TIME 1/0 - sEc SPEED__ TANKS.-9,2..FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA . 
FILTER 5500 ITEMP 0 F 115 TIME FILTER Visual BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL II 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
SPO . 3.8OR 3 
3.6pH 3.6 
TA. . .	 . 
TRP 3.2 
KBr 3.0 3.0 



















31.2 	 1.2 
2 
10lc 1.8scm , 9 12C11a . . , . . 183 

.8 	
__ _ _.8 
.6Tcchnicolor .6 




AT R L E =0 
msergs/cmn .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-i 0 1.5 1.8 231 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 2_ .jU," CONTROL # E--& - TASK 44t4Pra PREPARED BY CG087-

FILM QyX n801 EMULSION # 1-2 (7nm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
o 	 SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
ILLUmINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX_
 
TIME 1/50 SEc SPEED__ TANKS 9.25 FPm APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA_
 
FILTER 5500 TEMP 0 F.J115..TIE FILTER -Sta-is A- BASE + FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 












21 2.8 2.8 
20 













10 1.8 1.8 
9 
9 	 1.6 1.6 
BU7 















+R *G .B .4 
A1COLU2 .. 	 3. 
AT R L E
 
mcrs/m2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-111.5 1.8 	 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9; ,1al 7 CONTROL # F 	 TASK Un"metnn Pn" PREPARED BY CY-(IN 
(7n m FILM Q 90.7 EMULSION # 1-1? ) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth [SPEED __ 
ILLUMINANT 9259.OK CHEMISTRY EA- TYPE lIn 04lA D-MAX _______ 
TIME 1 sof SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9.25 FpM APERTURE SIZE. 3. MM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMP OF._5 TIME - FILTER Visual BASE i FOG __ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL II 4.0ANALYSIS 4. 
3.8
sP 	 OR 3.8 
3.6pH 	 3.6 
TA 3.4 	 3.4 
3.2TRP 3.2 





19 2.6 	 .6 

















- 1.2 	 1.2 
2 
-- 1,0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
T-chnicolor 	 .6 
4 	 .4 
LOGE 
AT R L E = 0 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-12 1 5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE . . ; 111U275 CONTROL# F TASK Hnutsnn Pnt PREPARED BY CX-OR 
F'LM OX 807 EMULSION # 1-32 (70m) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
o SENSITOMETER I B1 PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX _ 
TIME 1/50 sac SPEED-TANKS 9.26 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA_ 
FILTER 5500 TEMP 0 F43I&TIME- FILTER&Statu A. BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL I ~ lilIIII I III~uI IIIIII 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 




KB, 3.0 3.0 











12 2.0 2.0 
11 













+R *G .B 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E 0 
mcs qrgs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-13 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 2&,ly 75 CONTROL# E TASK ,HMoustowiPrc PREPARED BY CX-09 
FILM v. . EMULSION # . fl (70nri) MFG -EXPIRATION DATE 
r ENSITOMETER 18 , PROCESSOR 11111 #1 IINSTRUMENT MacBeth ISPEED( IEXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
ILLUMINANT 
IME 11/50 .R.f;l "K SEC CHEMISTRY SPEED__ FA-5 TANKS 9.25 pm TYPE TD 504 APERTURE SIZE 3 D-MAX m_GAMA _ ._ 
FILTER 55ofl TEMP OF-.TIME FPMJ FILTERVisuJ- BASE+- FOG _-- _- -­























10 18 10l 
8 L6 1.6 
7 
6 1 






ABSOLUTE 2 .2 
LOG E
 




mcs ergs/cni .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-141. 5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 
DATE 2_5 jU1y475 CONTROL # E TASK .. fuStLPr PREPARED BY CX-O9 
FILM .Q, _o07 EMULSION # 3-39 (70=, MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
C SENSITOMETER I . PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( I 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX _ 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED- T 2.Fpm SIZE MM 
___ 
ANKS "- APERTURE 3 GAMMA 
FILTER -s5O0 -TEMPOF11I5TIME 
__FILTER Status A BASE- FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 3.8 







21 2.8 2.6 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18
 
1 - 2.4 
 2.4 
16 
15 1 2.22 
.214 LUE ­




10 1.8 1.8 
9 






















ergs/c.-c  . .6 .9 1.2 C-is1. 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 30 
DATE 25 ,,4l, 74 CONTROL# F 	 TASK JIijS±n2DPost PREPARED BY CX-O9 
FILM nX 8177 EMULSION # 1-32 (la ) MFG 	 EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETR V 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER iR PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth _ SPEED ( I --
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9.25 Fpm APERTURE SIZE.--3..-Mm GAMMA-
FILTER 5(0U TEMP °F41.l5TIME FILTER Visual BASE I FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 








TRP 2.2 	 . 
3.0. 	 3.0 


















12 2.0 	 2.0 
1810 1.8 
9 















.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
-10 
mcs ergs/cm 2.3 	 .6 .9 1.2 C-16J.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9 .JIWy 75d CONTROL # F TASK .. nusqnn Pns± PREPARED BYX-W9-M 




PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT 
DENSITOMETRY 
MacBeth .SPEED I 
ILLUMINANT 28530 'K CHEMISTRY FA-E TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED -TANKS 9.25 FPm APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA.__ 
FILTER 5500 TEMP 0 F 1 1 5 TIME FILTER Sttus A BASEi FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL I 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 
3.6 3.6 
3.6. 
TA 3.4 3.4 
TA 
TRP 3.2:3.2 
KB 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2. 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
I7 





12 2.0 GREE 2.0 
11 




6 1.4 1.4 
1.2 1 3 
2 









AT R L E = 0 
- 10 
rcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-171.s 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
__ 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL# E _ TASK Eal,,zozs -nP.-PREPARED BY CX-10 
1807 EMULSION # 1-1 9 (7p0'M) MFG - EXPIRATION DATEFILM QX 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER lB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth . SPEED 

ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TO 504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED TANKS 9-5 FPM APERTURE SIZE I MmGAMMA__-

FILTER 5500 TEMP 0 F 115 TIME_ FILTER V.sga . JBASE, FOG . 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 





SP GR 3.8W 
3.6pH 































.8," 	 .8 
Tchnicolor .6.6 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE 2- . .2 
LOG E 




.9 1.2 C-18 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 3.0 
cX"I0
DATE .. 252 J3.I CONTROL# 'E TASK oua2I -Pre- PREPARED BY 
FILM - X 7 EMULSION # 1-'9 (7n -n) MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
0 SENSITOMETER IR PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 28 0 3K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX _ 
TIME 1/50 sEc SPEED - K 5 pM APERTURE SIZE _ IMM GAMMA ____ 
FILTER ;-;f)O- TEMP OF115-TIME - FILTER Status A BASE, FOG II 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
3.8
SP GR 3.8 













2.2 ­14 RE 
13 
12 2.0 GREE 2.0 
11 
10 1.8 LUE 1.8 
9 





3 - 1.2 1.2 
- 1.o 1.0 
.8 . 
.6
Tc chnicolor .6 
4

+R *G *B .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
-10 1111rgs/c .8I2.III,4111.11111 I1.211-19lilt 2. III 
mcs ergs/cn-' .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-19 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 '-4 75 CONTROL # E TASK _Ho"topow, PREPARED BY CX-1O-- y 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION # 1-32 7O) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PRCCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
-P SENSITOMETER IB PROCESSOR ]811 07 INSTRUMENT d 'BRptIhL SPEED.
 
TYPE TO 504 1-MAX -ILLUINAT 9115111 'K CHEMISTRY FA-5 
TIM'AE 1/50 SEC- -SPEED__ TANKS 9-5 F_m APERTURE SIZE M GAMMA -
FILTER 55oo TEMP°0 J-LiTIME IFILTER Vigjal _ BASE + FOG _ 






















10 1.8 .4 
9 










ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOGE
 
AT R L E = 0
 
mcs erqs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-20 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 30 
DATE -..4 y 74 CONTROL# F TASK ilsn..nn Post PREPARED BY CX-lO 







PROCESSOR 1811 #2 
b)ENSITOMETRV 
INSTRUMENT MacBeth ISPEED( ) I 
ILLUMINANT T2B;I K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 I -MAX _ ___ 
TIME. 1/o -SEC SPEED__ TANKS 95 FpM APERTURE SIZE M__M_GAMMA _-- __ 
FITER 55)0 TEMP° _MLjrIME__ _ FILTE St-atus A IA5E FOG. -- I 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 1 
ANALYSIS 4.04.0 













12 0 '2O 
-. 2.128 - zzjl.2 .8 
9­










.8 -- fEi=;. 




AT R L E =0 
-10~~~I I'l IH11111Ill111H I 
rncs erys/om4 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-21 1.5 7.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3 0 
DATE -. 95 ,illy 75 CONTROL # P 	 TASK HotxtnPro PREPARED BY CX ii 
FILM .4807 EMULSION # 1-12 (70rn) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER_ i PROCESSOR ]Fl #9 INSTRUMENT MacBeth1'SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT .g° 0 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 j-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 SPEED__ .- 51.FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 GAMMA.
SEC TANKS I..3___M 
FILTER flfl TEMP OF1LA15.TIME - FILTER Visual I BASEI FOG__ 
-3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.04.0 





21 2.8 	 2.8 
20 





2.22.2	 2.214 2 
12 2.0 	 2,0 
11 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 






.8 	 .8 
T-chnicolor .6 








Dics ergs/cm2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-22 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE .. d.l ;5 CONTROL # E TASK Houston Pre PREPARED BY CX-11 -
FILM QnZ7 EMULSION # 1-19 (7fn ) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
vEXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETR
 
SENSITOMETEP 18 PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
ILLUL INANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD -DA . 
TIME 1!lz5 SEC SPEED__ TANKS_9-5 FPM APERTURE SIZE3 M' GAMMA --
FILTER 5500 TEMP OF-li__STIME _ FILTER Status A BASE FOG - -I 
1 3 5 7 '9 11 13 is 17 19 21 








- 3-KB, 3.0 
20 
19 2 6 2-­
17 
16 
1- - i2.42 
13 ________ 
2.012 2 
-' -' - - - €T == -. - - 1.81110 1.8 
9 __ 1. RRED 
7 61.4 - - . .. _ r_ 14 
5 
4 




+R *G B 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2: 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
-10 
2.7 2.4 2.7 3.0 mes ergs/cmC2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-23 1.5 1.8 
DATE 95-julj4&- CONTROL# f TASK Hnucnn Dost PREPARED BY 	 CV-1I 
FJLM 2 	 0n7 EMULSION # 1-39 (7n=) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 
 JDEISITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER 1j3 PROCESSOR 1811#2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth jFPEED -
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-M__AX ---
TIM E- 1/50 sEc SPEED- TANKS 4FPM APERTURE SIZE'3--M GAIM44_ -- "--_ 
FILTER t~rl)f TEMP 0 F115--TIME FILTERiSU L.a BASE FOG _ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMAI CAL 
40ANALYSIS 	 4.0 
13.8SP GR 	 3.8 
3.6 	 - -3. 
3 4TA 3.4 
3.2TRP 
KB, 3.0 - 3.0 
2C I_ 	 __=___L -­







10-1 _ - -_-	 -­
9
 












0_0AT R L E 	 -­
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-24 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 	 2.7 3.0 
DAI E 2r, ,jly75 CONTROL g E TASK Houston Post WeEPAR-D _ BY CX-11 

V-
FILM 4 EMULSION # 3-g9 (l7fmm) FPIRATIOr O-TE 
vEXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DESITOME-R
 
SFN SITOME T ER 1.B PROCESSOP 1811 #2 W._RUMEI' MacBeth . SPEE,
 
IL INANT 281 "c EA-5 T 504
B5. CHEMISTPy 
'E -4/5-s~c SPEED..TA
- 5 -eR TEMP'= l L .1s 9.j5F_ APERTURE SIZE ' GAMMA ....._IF T E o(:SttsE 

1 3 5 .. BS 
CfEE ICAL .. , I II~<m~ 
4NALYSIS 40 4." 
SP OR 3.8 -.- ;-- a-
3.6 a.6 
PH3 
K-S - .- - - - 3. 
(Br 30 - : .. = . 
20 
17 2.6- - _-- ,- .. - _ -__ -_ _ .- --­
17 2.4 -2. _- '- - _. - 4 





12 2.0 2.0 








1.0 -- - -- -- 1.0 
_8 __ _ a=== 
T'chnicolor ,6 . 
.4
+R *G -B .4 
ABSOLUT / . . . . .. . .. . ... .
 
ATR L E... 
ATLE 0 '11_ "11- 7,-----­
mecs ergs/cri .3 .a6 12 C-515 B. 30 
-
CX
TASK Houston Pre PREPARED BY 12DATE 25.July.75 CONTROL# E 
FILM- XaML. EMULSION # 1-32 (70nm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER IB , PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT -acBe.t- SPEED( )--_ 
ILLUMINANT 28B5 K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX -- I 
TIME 1/En SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9.5 FpM APERTURE SIZE.__L. 141, GAMMA _ 
FILTER SR°lnf 	 TEMP F]Ji.TIME, _FI LTER Visual BASE FOG__ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL I~IIII i il11 	
.ANALYSIS 0 
3..SP 	 GR 3.8 







19 2.6 	 2.6 
17
 











--	 i.6" =1.6 
7 
6 1.4 1.4 
5 





68 	 .6 
Technicolor.6. 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 	 .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
- 10 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-26 1.5 1. 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
-- 
DATE .2L,liy 75 CONTROL # F TASK HolusltoLrel PREPARED BY CXS-12 
FILM QX-Rn7 EMULSION # 1-32 (701311) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I . PROCESSOR il11 42 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( _____ 





sEc SPEED ______T4KSs9.5-Pm 





v l GAmm' 
- BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICALI 






















































+R *G B .4-.4 
LOG E 
AT R L E= 0 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-27 1.s 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 95 Uiy 75 CONTROL 1 1: TASK Mnus na Pl-st PREPARED BY r..19 
FILM Qy-n7 EMULSION # 1-19 (7Tlrn) MFG FP EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER iR PROCESSOR IRil1 42 INSTRUMENT Macfeth SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 0 285  CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TO 504 D-MAX _ 
TIME 1/50 sc SPEED ___ TAN.(S 9, F95 [APERTURE SIZE 3 mm GAMMA -
FILTER - 55002K TEMP 'FI lTIME__ FILTER Visual BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 






pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3. 
3.41 
TR 3.2 3.2 






















ABSOLU'+TE~o ---;-- =-',,,-i" .2' 
LOG E 
AT R L E - 0 
-10 i,' 
3.0mics ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1L2 C-281.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 
--- 
E TASK Houston Poi PREPARED BY CX-12
DATE ? .2iJly75 CONTROL # 

FILM OX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (70ram) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 ILLUSNS2ER.ITCEOSYFA5TYPEl TD50 D
 
SENSITOMETER PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I
 ILLU'il.NANT 9R90 -K CHEMISTPY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MLX ..
 
TIYE -- 1 /50 SEC SPEED__ TAKS 9.5 Ppm APERTURE S1ZE 3 -MI GAMMA . ....
 
FILT E R ITEMP F 115 TIME_ rILTER Status A BASC FOG ­
1 3 5 7 9 i1 13 15 17 19 21 
- - I 
-
. -' - - 4 
-



































- C 582. 2.7B-.4m s e g/R .-. 
AT R L E 0 
30
 
mcs ergs/cm26 .3 .6 19 1.2 C-291.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 
DATE 25AJ45 CONTROL I p TASK Hn,,nn Pr PREPARED BY Uv-I1 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION # 1-22 (7nmm) MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 1 DENStTOME- Rf'
 
+F ,TOMETER IB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth S'EED C
 
.,"NANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY EAr,5 TYPE Tfl 50l4 D-MAX
 
f- -1/S--- si-c SPEED __ TAJKs .=jr . APERTURE SIZE._L.' GAMMA 
L R ;fnn TEMP°F IjLHTIME FILTER Visual _BASE, FO,­
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
C-1'EAICAL di .. hiil illt lil I I. 
.
,NM..Y $15 4.0 4.0 


















12 2.0 2.0 
--. 8
 



















0AT R L E 
rcs ergs/cm 21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-30 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 30 
DA'j2 45.ly 75 CONTROL# E TASK .JIQJZ/rSLe PREPARED BY. -13l 
FlLM - EMULSION # 1.197 fnn) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSlTOMETR1
 
4 IB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENIT MacBeth SPEED'
cSITOMETER 
-,N- 2850 'K CHEMISTRY- EA- 5 9TYPE TD 504 D-MAY .. 
I.0-___SEc SPEED__TANKS 9.5 "P j APERTURE SIZE1 _mm GAMMA . . . 
-R -- 50 TEMP "FI_&TIME __FILTERStatu.A BASE, FOG ­
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
-- ,,1 CAL
-, SS 4.0 ' - "ii ,1_= p = - . 4.0 
40 
-3 8 - ' - . . .. . . . . - ] - - . . . .:3.8 
3.6 -. 6 
3.4 __. . .... 3.4 
TA3. 










12 2.020 .... --... _ - RED 
11 GREE : .,. , 











.8 zj . 
.6rechnicolor .6 
.4
+R *G B .4 
LOG E : T - - ,, ,' ..
 
AT R L E 0
 
-
n3s erqs6 4 .3 :.9 - it? 60 11 1.8 2,1 2,4 2.7 30 
DATE .5- 4JL.5 CONTROL # F TASK Nnustfn Pnit PREPARED BY CX-13 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION # 
EXPOSURE DATA 
-P SENBITO'AETEP 1B 




1-32 (70m1)- MFG 
PROCESSING DATA 
1811 #2PROCESSOR 18ll #2 
CHEMISTRY FA-C 
SPEED__ TANKS. . .pM 
-Fl 5 TIME __ 




TYPE TB 504 0-/AX 
APERTURE SIZE 3 .- CAMMA_ 
FILTERVisual BASE . FOG 
11 13 15 17 19f ' 21! . 
SP OR 3.83. 
FH 36 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
TRP 3.2 























-37F 2 ---- I:--1.2 
1. 1.0 
.8. 
Trechrtcolor .6 .6 
LOG E 
AT R L E -~0 
. 
mes ergs/mL6 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-32 1 . 5 1.8 2.1 2,4 2 7 30 
DATE .2L;J ly 7 CONTROL# 
F'LM QX..807 EMULSION # 
EXPOSURE DATA 
F TASK Houston Post PREPARED BY CX-13 
T-W (7flnm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 11B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth 
LLUMINtANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 
70 .E 150 SEC SPEED__ TANK$ 9.5 F1.1 APERTURE SIZE3_____.Mm 
-ILTER 5500 TEMP OFij TIME FILTER-Stffll5.. 















9 -- 2.2 
1.6 
7 






+R *G -B.. 
LOG E 
ATRL E .­ 0 
-10 Wt .. .. *l 























II l I 
2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 2S ,Ly 7r, CONTROL # _ TASK 4"0t4d Pr. PREPARED BY CV.I 
FILMA. OX 807 EMULSION # 1- 32 (70m) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETE IR PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED()F 

ILLUMINANT 285 K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX_
 
Ti1E 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS F m APERTURE 3 MM GAMMA_rPM SIZE 
Fit TER cSO0 TEMP °FU5 TIME _ FILTER Visual BASE i FOG 
CLIE IC A L
 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 












19 2.6 2.6 
17
 





12 2.0 2.0 
10 1.8 
9 


















- 10 1 I k 1 1,i1 1 Ilt 
rncs ergs/cr .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-34 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE )5July 75 CONTROL# F TASK JdwiStan..rt PREPARED BY CX-14 
FILM n g...7 EMULSION # 1-32 (7n,,) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE 
SENSITOMETER __ 
DATAJ. .. PROCESSING DATA PROCESSOR 1q11 #2 INSTRUMENT DENSITOMETRYMacBeth SPEED ()_ 
ILLUMINANT .25L2K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX - -
TI' E ._I0 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9.5 P__ APERTURESIZE. mm GAMMA __ 
FILTER E500 TEMP 0 F2l5TIME FILTER 11 A BASE . FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 7 19 21 
CHEMICAL f l 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP OR .83.8 
























+R *G *E .4. 
ABSOLTE .2.2LOG E 
AT R L E . 
-10 Jm IIIII 
rncs erg s/cmz U .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-35 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9q .ily 7Ri CONTROL # F TASK HJims nL.gZ PREPARED BY CX-14 
FILM QX 1807 EMULSION # 1-39 (7n ) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
- EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER 1 . PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( 
ILLUMNANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEC. SPEED-__ TANKS S-.-5 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GANI'MA_ 
FILTER 5500 TEMP 0 F 115 TIME -_FILTERYiSUal BASEA FOG 





pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
TRP 3.2 3.2 







































AT R L E 0 
-10 
tics ergs/c .3 
1t I I 
.6 .9 1.2 046 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 
.2 
3.0 
DATE 2r "3111A 7r, CONTROL # F TASK .nitlstnn Pn" PREPARED BY ry-14 
FILM nv on EMULSION # 132 7ni MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SESITOMETER- I . PROCESSOR 1R11 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED t__
 
ILLUMINANT 22f 'K< CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9°5FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 hmMGAMMA
 
FILTER -5r 0 _ TEMP QF."=TIME - FILTER Status A BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHE AICAL ili 1111.1 111H 11 111 11 11 11 W I1111i li -111 4.0
ANALYSIS 4.0 
S 3.8., 
pH 3.6 - 3.6 
TA 3.4 3 4
 
3.2TRP 3.2 
KB, 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2,6 2.6 
18 







12 2.0 2.0 
1.8 1.8 
9 














+R *0 ,B .4 
ABSOLTE .2.2LOG E 
AT R L E --0 
mcs ergs/cm21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-3715 1.8 21 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE. 9r; Jl;:S5CONTROL# F 	 TASK Hflusztgn Pre PREPARED BY tX-16 
FILM .QX B07 EMULSION # 1-22f(70M) MFG 	 EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER lB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MarBgth SPEED I
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504A D-MAX_ _ 

TIME- 1/5-0 - SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9.5 pPMAPERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA_
 
F'LTER 5500 TEMP OF1 1 5 TIME FILTER ViSual BASEi FOG 





SP OR 38 
3.6pH 3.6 
TA 3.4 	 3.4 
3.2TRP 3.2 
3.0KBr 3.0 
21 2. 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 2.2 	 2.2 
13 
12 2.0 	 2.0 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 






S1.2 	 1.2 










mos ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-38 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Julv 75 CONTROL# E TASK Hoqton Pre PREPARED BY CX-16 
FILM QyX 7 EMULSION 0 
EXPOSURE DATA 
SENSITOMETER J 






71-19 (7lmn) MFG ,-,, EXPIRATION DATE 
PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
PROCESSOR Rlil #9 INSTRUMENT M..Rp.th I SDEED ( 
CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 'D-AX-
SPEED__ TANKS 9.2 PPM APERTURE SIZE 3 m GAMMA 
TEMP-f -5-TIME -FILTER CttSI A BASE I FOG 






SPHR 3.8 3.8 
TRP 2 3.2 
.3. 
__ 2.82.20  
18 



























. . . . 
.6 
+R *G *13 .44 
ABSOLUTE 
LOG E 
AT R LE - 0 
-10 
ncs egs/cmn .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-391.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2Z.7 3.0 
,
.2 
DATE 9 ,1,2Iv 7q CONTROL# TASK ..motop Dne+ PREPARED BY CX-16 
FILM 07QX7 EMULSION 4 1-19 (70mm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER IB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT NRTso K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TnsDA - D-MAX 
TIME. 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS_9.i..Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
'ILTER R!ifl0 TEMP OFJSTIMEj FILTERJViSual. BASE FOG 







TRP 3.2 3.2 
KBr 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 





























.3 .6 .9 1.2C..40 
.2 






DATE ?.I,,lily 7 CONTROL # F TASK HoustonEDst PREPARED BY CX-16 
FILM OX f07 EMULSION # 1-32 (7mm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
5ENSITOMETER IB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth ZPE .D
 
ILLUMINANT o '.".KCHEMISTRY FTA-5 TYPE TO 504 D-,M_,X
 
TIME 1/50n SEC SPEED -TANS__ 9.5 Fp APERTURE SIZE 3 'i GpAMMA
 
r;LTER 5500 TEMP °F 115 TIME__ FILTER Status A BASE f FOG ­









Ka, 3.0- 3.0 




17 2.4 RED 2.4 
16 


















ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
-10 I 
meS ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-41 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE Or !4!!Yj4 CONTROL # F TASK Houston Pre PREPARED BY CX-17 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION 9 1-32 (70m) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER ]R PROCESSOR 1811 #2 NSTRUMENT MacBetE SPEED
 
ILLUtINANT 2B50 ^K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 50 - D-MAX
 
- 'AE 91750 - Ec SPEED ____TANI< 9-5__ Fpm4 APERTURE SIZE - 3 mm GAMMA ____
 
0I,.Ep - 5500 TE MP 1 1 5 T,[ME - FILTER ViSu-l BASE- FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
-.HEMICAL ! 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP &R 3.8 
3.6pH 3.6 











19 2.6 2 2.6 
18 






12- 2.0 2.0 
018 1.8 
9 














.4 -. 4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E - 0 
-10 .3 111 M . 1 1.1 I- 4 111. 1 It'..1 . 4.... 
nics ergs/cm~l .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-42 1.5 1.8 2,1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 954Ji4AJ47. CONTROL # F TASK HMnuqtnn Pr PREPARED BY CX-17 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION # 1-32 (70n) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETPY 
- SENSITOMETER iP PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I 
i..UIlINANT 2850 K CHEMI5TRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-.Ax_ 
TI'-E_ ]J-5Q ..­ sc SPEED_--TANKS 9.5 rm APERTURE SIZE 3 mm GAMMA 
FILTE. -­5500 ITEMP OF-J-TME__I FILTER -Satus A BASE FOG _ 




























































DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # E TASK Houston Post PREPARED BY CX-17 
FILM qX 807 EMULSION 9 1-32 (70am) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ SENSITOMETER -- .B . PROCESSOR Il l 49 INSTRUMENT ;acB-h .... SPEED ( 
ILLMINANT PAnT 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 : D-MAX
 
TIME 1150 srq SPEED__ TANXS 9-5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MmGAMMA
 
r,-TER 5500 TEMP Of__J1I TIME__ FILTER Visual BASE , FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 





KB, 3.0 3.0 

















6 1.4 1.4 
5 
4 










AT R L E
 
Mos ergs/cm'2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-44 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
__ 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # E TASK Houston Post PREPARED BY.CXl 17 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION # 1-32 (70n) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER in PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 

tILLUMINANT 2850 -K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 ID-MAX ­
TIME-.1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9 .5 PPM APERTURE SIZE MmIGAMMA_
 
TFILTER 5500 TEMP OF1j-TIME - FILTER 17 19 21Status A [BASE r FOG 
7 9 11 13 is 1 3 5 
CHEMIC AL 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 






































AT R L E =0
 
-10 1 
2.4 2.7 3.0mcs e;gs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-45 1.5 1.8 2.1 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL# If TASK JHowsaftnaP PREPARED BY X-1Q 
FILM N 80Ln7 EMULSION # 1-19 (7fIMl) MFG _EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER 1JR PROCESSOR 1811 #9 INSTRUMENT HM.rRth SPEED ( ) -
ILLUMINANT OK CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD 514 - -MAX 













CHEtAICAL .0 M 4.0 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
.8 
SP GR 3.8 

















12 2 0 2.0 
12 
10 1.8 
9 8 1.6 
















AT R L E =0 
- 10 ' 1. n 1 
2.7 3.0
.9 1.2 C-46 1.5 1.B 2.3 2.4 mos ergs/cnt .3 .6 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # E TASK Houston Pre PREPARED BY X-19 
FILM QXL07 EMULSION # 1-12 (7rnm) MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER .1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT PRgn .K CHEMISTRY FA-. TYPE TIn _Fl& D-MAX 
TIME- 115l) SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9 -5.-.FPM APERTURE SIZE3.t Mm GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMP Op1 1 5 TIME - FILTER Status A BASE + FOG 








R 3.2 3.2 
KB, 3.0 .. 0 














12 2.0 G 2.0 
To 1.8 1.8 
9 











m ergst'l/cm, .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-47 1.5 1.8 2,1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 	 9r41*45 CONTROL # p TASK 2izston Vogt PREPARED BY CX-39 
EXPIRATION DATE 
FILM QX 	 807 EMULSION 9 1-32 (70mm) MIG 

EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ 	 SESITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1Wli #9 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I(I
 
iLLUMINANT 2RRO K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE T 504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9.5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
 
FILTER 5500 TEMPOF 11 5 TIME - FILTER VisuaT- BASE- FO
 
1 3 S 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
4.0ANALYSIS 	 4.0-
SP GR	 3.8 
3.6
PH 3.6 
TA 3.4 	 3.4 
2 	 3.2TRP 
Ka, 3.0 	 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 
--	 2.2 2.2 
14 
13 
12 2.0 2.0 
11 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 
1.6 	 1.6 
6 
_ 	 1.4 1.4 
5 
4 3 1.2 	 1.2 
2 
1 - 1.0 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
Tlkchnicolor 	 .6 .
.6 	 . 
•4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E= ­
-10 2. 	 .2C-4 15 . 23 .4 7 
encs .3 .6 .9 1.C 4 8 1.5 1.8 2.4 2.7 3.0rq /cm 	 2,1 
DATE .25 Julv 75 CONTROL# ,E TASK HuDstonPast PREPARED BY C.X-1Q 
FILM. .. 07Ql.B EMULSION # 1-32 (70171) MFG ,, EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSIMTQETRR1.B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT 44ac~ath.. SPEED( 
ILLLMINANTST 5a- I 3 K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE T rNfI fD -MAX . 
.IME I!Efl SEC SPEED__ TANKS.--9--5FpM APERTURE SIZE .3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMP0 F 15 TIME - FILTER Status A BASE. FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 





















12 EE2.0 2. 
9 










+R *g -B 
LOG E 
AT R L E =0 
-10 
mcs ergs/cn. ' .3 
ABSOLTE 





DATE .25 ,J0JLy 79i CONTROL# F TASK .Houston.Irs- PREPARED BY CX-2O-
FILM .QX Q EMULSION # 1-39 (7Onm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER 1I PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT .aBe.t.. SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX__ 
TIME 1/50 SEc SPEED -TANRS.95 Fpm APERTURE SIZE..__3.MM GAMMA -
FILTER SSOO TEMP OFJI&aTIME__ FILTER Visual BASE F FOG _ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL H MIIIIII111iilII 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP GR 3.8 











------ 2.2  
14 
13 
2 2.0 2.0 















ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
-10 
mas ergs/cm .U3 .6 .9 1.2 C-501.5 1.B 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
22U1Z15 CONTROL # E TASK Houston Pre PREPARED BY CX-20DATE ... 
FILM QX 807 EMULSION # 1-32 (70mm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRYSENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT.JanRath SPEEDt __ , 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY FA- TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1.l -SEC SPEEDA__ TNKS-9...rFPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA 
FILTER ._5500 TEMP OfJISTIM__ME FILTER StatUS A BASE I FOG J 
1 3 s 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
CHE MICALIl 111 i 1m li 4.0ANALYSIS 
3.8SP GR 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 
TRP 3.23. 
KBr 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
29 2.6 2.6 
17
 











------ 1.8 G E 1.8 
9 
a 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 1.4 
5
 
4 3 1.2  
2 
1 1.0 1.0 
.8.8 
Tschnicolor' .6 
.+R *0 B3 .4 
LOG E
 




rncs ergs/cmq .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-51 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 2.uj'l. 75 CONTROL # F TASK Houston Post PREPARED BY CX-2Z0 
FILM QnX RQ07 EMULSION # 1-39 ( n) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 










TYPE TD 504 
SPEEDt 
D-MA 1 ___ 
) 
__ 
TIME 1/RQl s5ec SPEED-___TANKS 9-5 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 m, GAMMA_____ 
FILTER 5500 TEMP F-115 TIME__ FILTER Visual EASE, FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 1 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP OR 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6
 
















10 1.8 8 
9 











ABSOLUTE .2 . 
LOG E 




mas ergs/cmt2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-.52 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE .52July4&5 CONTROL # P TASK HW-,";tn pOj*REPARED BY CX-20 
FILM Q 807 EMULSION It 1-13 /7n--) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX.
 
TIME Im/)A SEC SPEED__ TANKS - FpM APERTURE SIZE__3.2 MM GAMMA
 
oF1 1 5 
FILTER 5500 TEMP TIME FILTER Status A BASE I FOG 
1 3 s 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 1 I 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 


















101.8 z 18: 
9 1.6 












AT R L E =0 
-10 
mcs ergs/cm"1 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-53 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE -1l-75 CONTROL # F 	 TASK PM," Hieu.Con. PREPARED BY! IR 01 
Q 289ILMS 0 - EMULSION # 4-1 	 MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
p 	 SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 11CM #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
iLLUMINANT 2850 3K CHEMISTRY 641 TYPE TD -50W fD-MAX
 
TIME 4 sEc SPEED-I TANKS1.5i..FpM APERTURE SIZE 3-MM GAMMA.
 
FILTER ROn + SCW +4 RQR TEMP OF-8B TIME FILTER Visual . BASE-I FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 	 4.0 
S 3.8 	 -R 3. 
p 3.6 
TA 3.4 
-- TR-P 3.2 
KB, 3.0 
21 	 2.14 2.8 
. 





17 	 1.96 2.4 
__t__2.4__ 
16 	 1.86 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
15 	 1.71 ____ 
2.14 	 1.52 2.2 
13 	 1.29 2.0 




8 - .3 1.6 





4 .18 12 	 --.21.2 
2 .17 





AT R L E = 0 
-10 
flis ergjs/cm ~ ,3 ,6 .9 1..C54 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE .90=Ln_15 CONTROL# F TASK Poet H ..Con. PREPARED BYJIR 01_ 
IALM -Q-229- EMULSION # ,A-1 MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER 1-B - PROCESSOR "11CM #1 INSTRUMENT JAa I SPEED( I 
ILLUMINANT 9RA;n 'K CHEMISTRY 641 TYPE TD-504 D-MAX . .... 
TIPAE 4 SEC SPEED 1 TANKS 15 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA . _ .... 
FILTER -qFfn + -SCW- QR TEMP 0 F.8 5TIME _FILTER Vigijal BASE FOG -­
1 3 $5 7 .9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL HIIIHLIIIIIIIII 
ANALYSIS 4.04. 
SPR 3.8 3 
PH 3.6 3.6 
3.e
TA .4 
TRP 3.2 3.2 
3.0KB, 3.0 











12 .82 2.0 2. 
14 .43 
io .43 18 18 
9 .33 
8 o2 1.6 1.6 
7 .22 











AT R L E =0 
-10 
mcs ergs/cm t .3 .6 .9 1.2 r551.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
J 01DATE 9-10-75 CONTROL F TASK pn2t HmL ConPREPARED BYS-IR 
,-ILM qn-SgD EMULSION # 4 - MFG 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 
ESES N ITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 11CM #1 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY 641 
TIME 8 sEc SPEED]ITANKS5i.FPM 
FILTER 500 -­+ SbW + RQR TEMP oFr._aTIME__ 
F EXPIRATION DATE 
. DENSITOMETRY 
IINSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEEOD( _ 
TYPE TD-504 D-MAX 
APERTURE SIZE 3 MGAMMA 






3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
4.0 





KBr 3.0 3.0 
21 2.14 2.8 
20 2.11 
19 2.09 2.6 
,e2.05 





1 "2'2 2.02, 
TT T.m 
















1 .7 101. 
.8 _ .8 









.3 .6 .9 1.2 C-61.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
__ _ 
DATE 9-1.075 CONTROL i F 	 TASK Pg .u.Co. PREPARED By_ R_0? . -
ILM SO 2S9 EMULSION # 4 1 - MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER .. -J PROCESSOR. 11CM #1 INSTRUMENT MJacRmt SPEED 
ILLUMINANT. 20R.. . 'K CHEMISTRY 641 TYPE Tfln-S;4 - D-MAX ----
TIME 4 	 SEc, SPEED 1 TANKS 15 FP,4 APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA__ 
FILTER 5.6 SfLz±flbL± TEMP oF°..li.TIME__ FILTER Visual BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 T9 21 
CHEMICAL 	 IIII1pi 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8 
SP GR 	 3.8 
pH 3.6 
3.4 	 3.4 
TA 
TRP 3.2 	 3.2 
KBr 3.0 
21 	 2.10 2.8 
20 	 2.09 
__ 
19 	 2.08 2.6 
18 2.03 
17 	 1.962. 
16 1.86 
15 1.72 2.2 
14 1.52 
13 1.29 
f.12 1.07 2.0 
.84 
10 .63 1.8 	 1.8 
9 	 .42 
a *3 1.6 1.6 
7 .24 










AT R L E = 0
 
-10 	 IlIn 
nes erqs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-57 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE (1-10.-5 CONTROL# F TASK Post- ,Con PREPARED BY4IR 0 -




PROCESSOR II1CM # INSTRUMENT 
DEVSITOMETRY 
MIhSPEED( '-- I 
ILLUMINANT SRE . OK CHEMISTRY Mx 641 TYPE -D-504 D-MAX - 1 
TIME 4 SEc SPEED 1..­ TANKS..--].5__FPM APERTURE SIZE q .MmGAMMA. _._ 
FILTER 5500 + SCW + 89B TEMP 0F85.TIME - FILTER Visual BASE , FOG _ _ 
CHEMICAL I 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 
PH- 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.' 
TRP 3.2 
KBr 3.0 3.0 
21 2.10 2.8 2.6 
20 2.07 
19 2.03 2.6 
. 
18 1.97 
17 1.85 2.4 
16 1.71 
15 1.51 2 
14 1.28 
13 1.04 
12 .80 20 .0 
i .40 
0 .44 1.87 
9 .33 
8 .2 1.6 1.6 
7 .22 
6 .20 1.4 
. 
5 .1T9 






AT R L E = 0 
mes ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-581.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE -.i-L.t CONTROL # F TASK P"-t Hou "" PREPARED BY.J IR 02 
*ILM qn. RQ EMULSION # 4-1 MFG 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 
+ SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 11CM #1 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY 641 
TIME - sEc SPEED----I.--TANKS-'J..,5.FPM 
FILTER -5E00 + SCW + RR 'TEMP OF._.S_3TIME 
EK EXPIRATION DATE 
DENSITOMETRY 
INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED) 
TYPE TD-504 D-MAX 
APERTURE SIZE. 3MM GAMMA 





SF CR 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
TRP 3. 3.2 3.2 
KBr 3.0 3.0 
21 2.10 2.8 
20 2.09 
19 2.07 2.6 
18 2.03 





12 1.14 20.0 
.a.83 
10 .66 1.81. 
9 .52 
a 3 1.6 
7 .30 
6 .25 1.4 
5 .21 
4 .19 
3 .19 1.2 
2 .18 11.0 


















ergs/cm .3 '.6 .9 1.2 C-59 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE Ps..1y 7. CONTROL # r TASK Hn.fnn Pr PREPARED BYrT-029 
FILM SO22 EMULSION # -1 (7rTI MFG - EXPIRATION DATE942 

EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER lB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX_ 
TIME 1/5 sEC SPEED __ TANKS 7 FPm APERTURE SIZE 3 MIGAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMP0 F 110 TIME I__FLTER Visual BASE - FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP 	 GR 3.8 3.8 
3.63. 


























1.0 	 1 
.8 	 . 





AT R L E=0. 
mcs ergs/cn I .3 .6 '.9 1.2 C-601-5 1. 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 6 j..t,76 CONTROL # r TASK -.HDIs±aPea PREPARED BY 17T-f0 
FILM SO 242 EMULSION # 43-1 (lhmfl MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER lB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MIcnth._ SPEED, 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 -D-MAX _ -
TIME 1!. sEc SPEED__ TANKS.7. FPM APERTURE SIZE..,mm GAMMA -

FILTER 5500 -TEMP°FJI0 TIME __FILTER Status A BASE* FOG___ _
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
.4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8 3.8SP CR 
pH 3.6- 3.6 
-3.4 3.43.6 




19 2.6 2.6 
18
 



















Toc olor .6 .6 
.4+R, *G B*4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E =0 
mos ergcs/cm 2 ' .3 .6 .9 1.2' C-61 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 ,j.y 7.S CONTROL# G TASK ousLtonDPost PREPARED BYCT-02 
FILM SO49_ EMULSION # 41-1 (201311) MFG _ EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER IR PROCESSOR 1811 £2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEEDi 
ILLUMINANT T OR.KCHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX_ 
TIME 1/5 sEc SPEED-TANKS 7 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MmGAMMA_ 
FILTER 5500 TEMP °FITIME - FILTER.JSUSisl. BASE , FOG 
CHE MICAL 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SPGR 3.8 .3.8 
3.6 
TA 3.4 3. 
TA 
TRP 3.32 
20 3 3 
2 - 2.8 2 84 
19 
17 
16 2 24 
15 
14 2-.6 2.6 
,13 
11 
9 -- 1. .2 













AT R L E = 0 
-10 
mcs erqS/cm 2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-62 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 ,.,, 75 CONTROL# G TASK -Hp..tonn Ont PREPARED BY rT-O9 
FILM . so _24 EMULSION # 43-1 (7m) MFG _ EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA J DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 1 R PROCESSOR 181! #2j INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (___I 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 04 D-MAX - _ I 
TIME I5 src SPEED__ TANKS-7_P1-M APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA-__ 
FILTER 5500 TEMP °F.I0ITIME Status A BASEj FOG _jFILTER 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL I 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 
3.6 .3.6-,-. 
3. 



























3 - 1.2 
- 1.0 . .O 
.8 
.6. . .
 T' chnicolor .6 
.4+R *G .B .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
ncs ergs/cmt .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-631.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 2 .1.1&y 7.; CONTROL # -&- - TASK -niietnn Pre PREPARED BY 1T71-0 
FILM-----$424,'. EMULSION # '13--1 (7.pm - MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSiTOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT lMntBethI..I SPEED) 
ILLUMINANT 2850 3K CHEMISTRY 'EA-5 TYPE TO 504 D-MAX _ 
TIME 15 ZEC SPEED -TANKS..7 FPM APERTURE SIZE . ._M. JGAMMA 
FILTER 5 Ofl TEMP OF110TIME__ FILTER V"isual jBASE For 







spOG p 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
3.43.4 
TRP 3.2 3.2 

































Tachnicolor .6 .6 
.4 - .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E =0 
-10 
.2 
mcs ergs/cm2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-64 1 . 5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9-5July.. CONTROL # r TASK I'ewstoro CT-03y' PREPARED BY 
FILM 5 q2 EMULSION # q3 I (7nM) MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER IE PROCESSOR 1A11 #9 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( I 
ILLUMINANT 2sfl)0 K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/5 ssc SPEED__ TANKS 7 PM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 500 TEMP 0 F -l10TIME - FILTER Status A BASEA FOG 
1 3 5 7 9'. 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4
 
TRP 3.2 3.2 

















a 1.6 1.6 
7 




 S1.2 1.2 
2
 
1.0 % 1.0 
.8 RD 
.6Tchnico or BLUE 





AT R L E =0 
-10 1 1111 
mes ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-651.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE -. _25-&iyJ75. CONTROL _ r .. TASK Hwce P+ PREPARED BY CT-T3 
FILM SO 242 'EMULSION # 4*-1 (7nnm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DEN$ITOMETRV 
+ SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT.850 l.'K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD 50l4 J-MAX ____
 
TIME 1/5 sEc SPEED__ 7 APERTURE 3 ---
TANKS FPM SIZE MMI GAMMA __ 
FILCER 60n -0 TEMP°F TIME - FILTER iXsual BASE , FOG ­
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 






K9, 3.0 3.0 






















6 1.4 1 
5 
4 
- 1,2 1.12 
1.0 1.0 
.8 .8 
T4ohrncolor .6. .6 
.4 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L.E = 0 
-10 
mcs ergs/cm' .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-66 1.S 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9.5.1I.L 7S CONTROL# G TASK Un.tn1..ft. PREPARED BY CT-03 
FILM S 942. EMULSION # .- 1 (7l'mm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER IB PROCESSOR811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( ) 
ILLUMINANT 2850 3K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TO50_ _ D-MAX __ 
7TIME 1/5 SEC SPEED__ TANKS. ._ FpM APERTURE SIZE 3.MM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 1TEMP OF___TIME__ FILTER Status A BASE, FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL I II 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8 3.8 
Sp OR 3.8 





21 - 2,.8 2.8 
2.6 2.6 
18 






















+R *G .B .4 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E -0­
t 2.7 3.0mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-67 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 
DATE .951 7t; CONTROL# G 	 TASK Houston Pre PREPARED BYCT-04 
FILM $0 EMULSION # 	 MFG - EXPIRATION DATES4 43-_1 470=) 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER 1 PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth JSPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 2850. OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TItME 1/5 $SEC SPEED -TANKS --7- FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMPOF !10TIME FILTER VlSUal BASE+ FOG 
1 3 "5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP OR 3.8 	 3.8 
3.6pH 3.6 
3.4 	 3.4 TA 
3.2 	 3.2 
3.0K5r 3.0 
212.8 	 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 	 2.6
 
18 













6 1.4 	 z 1.4 
5 
4 1.23 1.2 
2 
1 	 - 1.0 1.0 
.8.6 
.6onjoo 	 .6 
.4.4
 
ABSOLUTE .2 	 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
.710 
zies ergs/em .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-6815 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # G TASK Houston Pre PREPARED BY CT-04 
FILM q... 2 EMULSION # 43-1 (70ml MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE Tn 9n4 D-MAX . 
TIME 1/5 SEC SPEED -TANKSZ7 FPM APERTURE SIZE__3_ Mm GAMMA _ 
FILTER 5500 TEMP°Fl10 TIME FILTER Status A BASEI FOG 






SP GR 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 
3.4 3.4 
TRP 3.2 3.2 







































.4 .4 .4. 
ABSOLUTE 








2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 j.ly 75 CONTROL # -4- TASK HustnPost- PREPARED BY CT-04 
FILM SO 242 EMULSION # 43-1 (70m) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER 1inI PROCESSOR JR11 Q INSTRUMENT MactBeth SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT 9 8 5 0 OK CHEMISTRY FA-5 -TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/- SEC SPEED__ TANKS 7 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 M GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 - TEMP F 110 TIME-__ FILTER Visual BASEi FOG 









TA 3.4 3.4 
TRP 2 
3.2 





























mcs rgs/m6 .9 312 C-016 
LOG E 
AT RL E = 0
-10 
6 2 1.8 23 24 2.7 3 0 
DATE 5 CONTROL# G TASK Houstn POS± PREPARED BY..L-n .--
FILM. 949 EMULSION 9 41-1 (70m) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE I 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOETER .B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( _ 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX . ... 
TIME 1/5 sEc SPEED__ TANS 7 FpM APERTURE SIZE M ---.-GAMMA . .... 
FILTER g_(__) - TEMP OFI.TIME __ FILTER Status A BASE s FOG , 




























. . . 291212 2.0 C7 L . .0 
.88 
.6 .1%chnicolor 
+1 *G - .f4l. 
ABSOLTE .2.2 
LOG E 
17AT R L E = 0 
mcs ergs/cIm26 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-71 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE .4 j.y. 75 CONTROL # ,G 	 TASK H,,osto, r, PREPARED BY C"-.0 
FILM SD .22 EMULSION # 43-1 (701m) MFG 	 EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth - SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT I. 'K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX_
 
TIME -1/....._____ - - Ec SPEED ____ ANKS, 7___ APERTURE SIZE 3 mm GAMMA _______
 
FILTER 6600 TEMP OFF I- TIME-____ FILTER -ViSwtl - BASE FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 	 T1rrr111It 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP DR33. 





KB, 3.0 	 3.0 





2.2 	 2.4142,2. 
'3 
22.0 	 2.0 
10 1.8 	 1.8 
9 








1i1. 	 10 
.8 	 .8 
T-4chnicolor.66 




AT R.L E m 0 
-10 3 
mcs ergs/cn 2.3 .6 .9 1.2 C-72 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 July Z5 CONTROL # G TASK Houston Pre PREPARED BY CT-05 
FILM . £n 24L EMULSION # 41-1 (Tnn) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 1J"jB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 CHEMISTRY TYPE -_ _ OK EA-5 TD 504- D-MAX 
TIME 1/5 SEC 'SPEED-TANKS--7-----FPM APERTURE SIZE. 3 --.M GAMMA_ , 
FILTER flRNn ITEMP oF](LTIME - FILTER -- StatusA BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 1 p 4.0ANALYSIS 40 








21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 - -2.6 
17 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 
12.2 
-B 12.214 13 12 2.0 GREEN-- 2.0 
















AT R L E
 
-10 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-73 1.s 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 254-y 75 CONTROL # G 	 TASK Jo--ston Post- PREPARED BY CT-nR 
FILM Sn 72 EMULSION # A3-1 (70f) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER IJ PROCESSOR. 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( I 
ILLUtINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1s) -SEC. SPEED__ TANKS.7..FPM; APERTURE SIZE, 3..MM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 ITEMP oFj.Jk0TIME FILTER V'isuMal BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 









KB, 3.0 	 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
I7 
2.4 	 2.4 
16 
is 
2.2	 i .14 
13 
12 2.0 	 2.0 
11 
11.8 	 1.8 
9 








AT R L.E=0 
wos ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-74 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
-10 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # G TASK Houston Post PREPARED BY CT-05 
FILM ,S 42 EMULSION # 13-1 .7n.­ ) MFG -EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
0 SFNSITOMETER lB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TU 90--4 --. D-MAX 
TIME - 1 Is SC SPEED -TANKS "/4FPMj APERTURE SIZE 24MM GAMMA-_ 
F,-TER 5.500 - TEMP 0 F...-TIME - FILTER -­ 'S'us A BASE FOG 




SP R 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 
TATA 3.4 3.4 
-P 3.2 3.2 
































ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E =0 
-10 LIM 
rncs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-75 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 252Jl7 CONTROL # G 	 TASK Houston Pre PREPARED BY CT-06 
FILM ;n 242. EMULSION # 43-1 (70rm) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER IB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT_-MacBeth-. SPEED(
 
'LLUMINANT 85 a 'K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX.
 
TIME 1it SEC SPEED__ TANKS 7 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 -MM GAMMA
 
FILTER rfl(f_ TEMP -F.IlTIME j FILTER Visual BASE - FOG
 
CHEMIECAL 1 i 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
___ 	 4.04.0FFFANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP OR .8 
pH 3.6 	 3.6 
3.4 	 3.4 
3.2TRP 3.2 
3.0KB, 3.0 
21 2.8 	 2.8 
20 






15 2.2 2.2 
14
 
2.02 	 2.0 
10 1 8 	 1.8 
9
 
-- 1.6 1.6 
7 






1.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .3 
.6 	 .Tc-chnicolor 





AT R L E =0
 
.3 .6 .9 1.2 C-76 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 95 .uly 7r CONTROL # r TASK -oso R PREPARED BY CT_ 
FILM SO 242 EMULSION # 43-1 (70Tmm MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
o SENSITOMETER l B PROCESSOR 1311 #2 INSTRUMENT. MPC pth -SPEED( I-
ILLUMINANT 2950 'K CHEMISTRY U-S TYPE Tf 904 D-MAX. 
TIME 5/ SEC SPEED__ TANKS- Z FPM APERTURE SIZE........t..M GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 TEMP OFU]]OTIME_ FILTER StatUS A BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
3.8SP GR 3.8 
3.6
pH 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
3.2TRP7 3.2 












8 _ 1.6 1.6 
7 















AT R L E = 0 
-10 
mcS ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 r.-77 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # Q TASK Hnustnn pnet PREPARED BY rT-n ; 
FILM -0nA... EMULSION # 41-1 (71m.) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
V SENSITOMETER-Ii PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth - SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX_
 
TIME 115 SEC SPEED -TANKS_.7ZFPM APERTURE SIZE 3.MM GAMMA 
FILTER gflnf TEMP 0 Pfs10-TIME - FILTER VIcIrni1 BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP OR 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4TA 
TR P 3,2 3.2 
KBr 3.0 3.0 




17 2.4 2.4 
162. 
1 2.2 2.2 
13
 
12 2.0 2.0 













ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L =0 
I
-10 
rcs ergs/c .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-781. 5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
TASK Houston Post PREPARED BY CT-06DATE 5 g,,,, 75 CONTROL# 
FILM SO 94. . EMULSION # 43-1 (70mm) MFG" EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER IB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
,LLUMINANT 2850 CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D.4'AX 
TIME 1/5 sc SPEED__ TANKS 7 Fpm APERTURE SIZE &3M GAMMA 
FILTER RO0 TEMP 0 F1I10&TIME__ FILTER Status A BASE . FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP GR 3.8 
3.6pH 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
IR P .23.2 
KB, 3.0 
21 24a 2.8 
20 





















+R *G-B .4.4 
ABSOLTE *2.2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = . 
-10 ­
mcs ergs/cm'2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-791.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE .5 .dly 7,5 CONTROL # N TASK HstnP PREPARED BY IF ol 
FILM . -. 3 EMULSION # 206 1 C7n - MFG - EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ SENSITOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENTMacBelh - SPEED( __ 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS (9rPM APERTURE SIZE.,..._..MMi GAMMA__ ____ 
FILTER- 5500 + W12 TEMP oF 115TIME - FILTER ZJsalf BASE + FOG 




pH 3.6 3.6 
3.4TA -­
3.2TR 3.2 
KB, 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
17 




12 2.0 2.0 
10 1.8 1.8 












ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
-10 
mos ergs/cm' .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-80 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL# H TASK Houston Pre PREPARED BY IF-01 
FILM 9441 EMULSION # 906-1 (70m) MFG EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMEER 1 .. PROCESSOR 1811 412 INSTRUMENT MacBeth !PEED
9.7 I__ ILLUMINANTTI E 1/50 2R50 c CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 504 ___ 
_ 
____ OK ___ EA-5 D-MAX __________ 
TIME 1/SO SEC SPEED - TANKS 9.75 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 m GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 - W12 TEMP 0 FJ....TIME FIPLTER -StatUii A BASE. FOG__ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICALII I 6 
4.0
ANALYSIS 4.0 
















































AT R L E = 0
 
2.7 3.0 mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-81 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 
DATE 24aJul 7 CONTROL # H 	 TASK Houston Post PREPARED BY IF-01 
FILM 9443 EMULSION # 9 6-.1 (70m) - MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER R PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MaB4th SPEED( I 
ILLUMINANT 2R50 OK CHEMISTRY FA--5 TYPE TQ 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 sEc SPEED__ TANKS.9,7 5._Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 MmGAMMA 
FILTER 5500 -- 19 TEMP F44 TIME - FILTER ViSva1 BASEi FOG ____ 








3.4 	 3.4TA 
3.2TRP 
3.0KB, 3.0 
21 2.8 	 2.8 
20
 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 
17 2.4 2.4 
1$ 





10 1.8 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 	 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 1.4 
1.231.2 
2 
-- 1.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
.6 	 .6 
Tachnicolor 
.4 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 	 .2
 
LOG E 
AT R L E 	0 
-10 
1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 mcs eras/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 C-82 
DATE 25July 75 CONTROL # H TASK W.,,usnn.n.E" PREPARED BY TF-f1 




PROCESSOR 1811 #2 
DENSITOMETRY 
INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I I 
ILLUMINANT 35fl 3 K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX 
TIME 1[50 
FIL T ER 55nn + h1 
-SEC SPEED -TANSTAp 
TEMP OF..44.5TIME 
9.75 APERTURE S__'___MA___ 
FILTER Status A BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL I 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA .40 3.4 
TR P_TP 3.2 3.2 





17 62.4 2.4 
15 





I 9 - " GREEN- . 
7= 
6 _ 1.4 1.4 
4 BLUE 
3 1.2 1.2 
12 
T-chnLcolor 6 .6 




AT R L E = 0 
-10 







DATE 95, ,11 7. CONTROL # A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY TaiN Coi 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (16rnm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA Mc QVTOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER 1-8 PROCESSOR RAM IINSTRUMEN T Mac VWnSPEED I 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME4 TYPE -- TM- D-MAX 
TIWE 1/50 SPEED TANKS 80 FPm APERTURE SIZE .MM GAMMA _ 
FILT'R TEMP OF _TIME_ FILTER 1BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 111 111HI H1 111 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 




KBr 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 





















.6Technicolor ' .6 
.4 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
7.415 -10 11111 
mCs ergs/cm 2 .3 '.6 .9 1.2 D-1 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jtul 75 CONTROL # A TASSEP PREPARED BY TlX1 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (16m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( 





__/_0 80 I-lm 
SPEED__ TANKS _ 0 FPM APERTURE 
TEMP 0 F 9 8 TIME-__ FILTER 
SIZE GAMMA -______MMJ GAMA-__ 
Status BASE, FOr 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 4.0 I I 4.1 






TA 3.4 3. 
TA 
TR 32:I '3.2 
TRP 
3.0KB, 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 













1 1.0 1.0 
.8.8
 
Technicolor .6 .6 




AT R L E =0
 
7.415 -ic 
-i"s .3 .9 1.2 D-2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0ergs/on .6 
DATE 25 1UL 75 CONTROL # A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CX02 
FILM QX-fn7 EMULSION # 
EXPOSURE DATA 
*FENSITOMETER- I-B 
, LLUMINANT 2850 'K 




l-12 (1imm) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
PROCESSING DATA DENSITOME rRY 
PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( 
CHEMISTRY NE-4- .2'TYPE I D50U4_" ID-MAX 
SPEED__ TANKS 80 Fpm APERTURE SIZE.--__ MM GAMMA 
TEMP 0 F 98 TIME __ FILTER Visual BASE I FOG 
5 7 9, 11 13 15 17 19 21 
4.0 
SP GR 3.8 
PH 3.6 3.6 
3.4 3.4 
PTRP 3.R2 3.2 













































.6 .9 1.2 D-3 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATt 2 5 Jul 75 CONTROL # A TASI.STP PREPARED BY Tail CX02 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (16m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETEP I-B PROCESSOR RAN INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I 
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYE TD504 ID MAX__ 
TIME __ 1/50 SEC SPEED TANKS 80 PM APERTURE SIZE 3 MJ GAMMA__ __ 
FILTEP ------ S-0 TEMP "F.. 98TIME IFILTER Status JBASE FOG 






SP GR 3.8 
.pH 3. 





KBr - 3.0 

















_ 1.4 1.4 
5 
4 -- 1.2 1. 
1 - 1.0 
2 
8. 





AT R L E w 0 
7.415 -0 . . 
mcs erqs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-4 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
7	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CX3DATE 25 Jul %ONTROL # A 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (16r ) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBet.5 EED
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY - E-4 TYPE |l~r' D-MAX _
 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED -TANKS --- Ppm APERTURE SIZE 3 MmGAMMA
 
FILTER qgnO'K TEMP OF___.8IME__ FILTER Visual BASE+ FOG __
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 1 19 21 
CH EM ICAL 	 II II I IN tl II III IiIII I I II tII IIIIM l tIItl til II I IH I II II I II I I I I 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
. . . .3.83.8
SP 	 GR 
PH 3.6 	 3.6
 
TA 34 	 3.4 
3.2
TRP 3.2 
KB, 3.0 	 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 	 2.6 
17




















.8 	 .8 
.6 	 .6 Technicolor 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLTE 	 .2.2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E 0
 
7 415-10 
mes erqs/cm .3 16 .9 1.2 D-5 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 J1l 75 CONTROL# A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CX03 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION U 1-32 (16nin) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITONETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBet SPEED 







TEMPOFSSIR E5 7 9 











--- 77K-, -03.0 
7 2.2.8 
20 

















AT R L E = 0 
A T 2.2 
7.415-101 
mes ergs/cm2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
Tail - CX04 
A TASK A.TP PREPARED BY 2 ft. sec.DATE 2EJul7. CONTROL # 

FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (16am) MFG EK_ EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth-I[SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 








TEMP 0F 9 8 TIME 
5 7 9 
IIIIIIIII 












SP CR 3.8 3. 
3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
TRP 3.2 3.2 

































1 _ 1.0 1.0 
.8 .8 




AT R L E 0 
7.415 - 0, 
moS ergs/cm 
I 
.3 .6 .9 1.2 
i l 
D7 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
.2 
Tail - CX04 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY 2 ft Rsc 
FILM OX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (i6mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 . 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
FiLTER 55000 K TEMP OF g8 TIME__ FILTER Status A BASE I FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 







3. 2 3.2 
TR P 
3.0 3.0K8 r 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 













6 1.4 "+1.4 _ 1.4 
5 
-- 1.2 1.2 
3 
__- 1.0 --- i 1.02 
.8 .8 
.6Technicolor 
.4.4+R *G B 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
7.415 -10 
1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0ms ergs/cra" .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-81.5 
Tail - CX04 
DATE 25LJul. CONTROL # A TASK AqTP PREPARED BY 7-f t ccr 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (16nm) MFG EK_ EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( ) -
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50FITR 55000K SEC SPEED - TANKS 80 FPM APERTURE SIZEVsa _3_..GAMW ____ 
FILTER 00KTEMP F -8 TIME __ FILTER Visual jBASE FOG__ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL I .niiirim 







KB, 3.0 - 3.0 
21 2.8
 
2019 2.86' ''( .
 
18 





12 2.0 2.0 
9 














AT R L E = 0 
7.415 -i0 •'Jl JiliI ll 
xcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-9 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
Tail - CX04 
DATE_ 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY 70 ft. sec. 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION i 1-32 (16rn) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
ILLUmINANT 2850 -K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD3 4 D-MA X
1 

TIMETM 1150 SPEIED TANKS I APETR iAMMA
____________ SEC TEMpo0_F 80 -IEX-I_____ _Staus98. TIME . R _,LE ___S__FO FILTER_5500___ F I Status A 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.04.0 
SP GR 3.8 3.8 









































AT R L E =0
 
7. 15-- .-. 
mos erqs/om .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-10 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL t A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY 	 Head - CX04 
Normal sec. 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (16mM)t MFG - K EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
" SENSITOMETER 1-1 PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MJr.Rgth SPEED ( 
'LLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD04 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED-__ TANKS 80 FPM APERTURE SIZE Mm GAMMA-
FILTER 5500'K TEMP 0 F 987 TIME 9 1 1  FILTER V-sual BASE 4 FOG1 - 3 5 	 13 is 17 19 21 


















13 12 2.0 	 2.0 
T.8 	 1.8 
9 
S1.6 	 1.6 
7 





1.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
Technicolor *6. 




7.415 -11-M .l I'll, 1 H,1. 
mas ergs/crn' .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-11 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head - CX4Normal sec. 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (16mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUINAy 2850 3 K CHEMISYRY ME-4 TYPE TD5 O-- ID-MAX 
TIME -1Y5- -SEC SPEED TANKS 80 FPM APERTURE SIZE - 3 .i GAMMA 

-r -
FILTE-R-- 5500K TEMP - TIME __FILTER 	 Status A BASEi FOG 
i a S 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 




KB, 	 3.0 
21 2.8 
20 
2.6 	 -2.6 
1717 2.,4 	 2.4 
16 
2.2 	 -2.2 
14 
22.0 	 RED 2.0 
1110) 1.8 FE --	 1.8 
1.6 	 1.6 
-- --" BLUE : 
1.4 	 1.4 
5 
4 
3 1.2 	 1.2 
12
 
8 	 .8 
.6Techncolor .6 
4






AT R L E 0
 
7.415 -10 1 ==..... 
mcs erys/am .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-12 1.5 1's 21 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail - CX04NVorma7-

FILM QX-807 EMULSION I 1-32 (16m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I I 




- TEMP 0 F 98 
TANKS 
TIME 




1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
3.8SP GR 3.8 




KBr 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 












6 1.4 1.4 
43 1.2 1.2 
2 




ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
7.415-10 
1ni1cs ergs/cm ; .3 .6 .9 .2 D.13 1.5 1'8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 




FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (16m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth 
 SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 




FILTER 55000K TEMP 0F T1ME - FILTER i StatUs-A BASE ,-FOGAA 
1 3 5 7 9) 11 13 15 17 19 21 
4.0
CHEMICAL --ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.;
 




TA 34 3.4 
TRP
 




19 2.6 2.6 










1 - 1.8 -1.8 
9RED 























AT R L E =0 
7.415 -10 1 
111111 
es.3 .6 .9 1.2D14 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
Head - CX04 
DATE i25Jul.75L._ CONTROL # A TASK ACTP PREPARED BY 35 ft. sec. 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (16ml) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 











FILTER 55000 K TEMP oF 8 2- TIME - FILTER Visual BASE+ FOG 
3 5 7 - 9 11 13 1s 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
S R3.8 3.8 
SP CR 




KB, 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 





12 2.0 2.0 
11 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 












AT R L E =0 
IntnITI 17.415 -10 I 11 1 
m1Cs ergs/cm' .3 .6 .9 1.2D 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
Head - CX04
 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL 0 A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY 35 ft. sec. 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (16mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EX POSUR E DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOUMETER 1B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
'LLAINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
 
TIVL 1/50 SEc SPEED __ TANKS 80 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
 
0
FILTER 55000 K -TEMP° 82 TIME -_ FILTER Istatus A BASE+ FOG __ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL MI I111111111111111111 11 I IIIH I I I14.0 
ANiALYSIS4. 





21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 
-, U 2.6 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 2.2 2.2 
14 
13 





8 1.6 1.6 







.4 = = ; = .4 
+R *6 *B 
. 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L 0
 
7.415 -10 
mcs ergs/cnt .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-16 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
Tail - CX04 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY 35 ft. sec. 
FILM ( X- 7 . EMULSION # 1-32 (16am) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER .- 13 PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 -SEC SPEED__ TANKS 80 Fpm APERTURE SIZE3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500'K TEMP op82TIME FILTER Visual BASE-i FOG 




SP R 3.8 
3.6
PH 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
3.2P 3.2 
3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 2.2 2.2 
14 
13 
- 2.0 2.0 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 
a 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 _ 1.4 1.4 
5 





Technicolor .6 .6 
.4 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E =0 
7.415 -i0 
M-S ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-17 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
Tail - CX04 
TASK ASTP PREPARED BY 35 ft. sec. DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL 4 A 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (16m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER I-B I PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
TD50I5D-MAXILLUMINANT 2850 -K CHEMISTRY _E-4 ITYPE 1/5
____ 
___ 
,T P1/50 SCE __ ----- Fpm SIZE MMGAMMA__E  SPEED TA NKS 0 APERTURE ---
FILTER 55000K TEMP 0 F 82 TIME JFILTERLS±3US. A - BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
4"4ANALYSIS 
Sp .83.8 






21 2 2.8 
20 






12 2.0 RE 2.0 
-0 1. 11.8 z REEN 1.8 
9 1.6 1.6 
7 







+R *0 B .44 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
3CS ergs/cp .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-181.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
Tail 6 ft.
 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY sec. 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION V 1-32 (16r1m) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD04_- D-MAX_ 
TIME 1/50 ssc SPEED__ TANKS 80 FPM APERTURE .IXE 3. MM GAMMA 
FILTER 55000K TEMP OF 98 TIME - FILTER ViSUal _ BASE 1 FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL IIIII mIIH M IIII I III 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 









21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 






12 2.0 2.0 
10 
9 









-- 1.0 1.0 
.8 .8 
Technicolor .6 .6 
.4 .4
 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E - 0
 
*7.415 -i0 I I I 
mcs ergs/cm .a .6 .9 1.2 D-19 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
Tail 6 ft.
 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY sec. 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (16am) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER -R. PROCESSOR .. AM INSTRUMENT. MacR.a- SPEED I 
ILLUMINANT2850 1K CHEMISTRY E_4 TYPE" [ I-_-D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 80 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 _Mm GAMMA 
FILTER 55000K TEMP 0F 9 8 TIME FILTERStatus A BASE- FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 
CHEMICAL 111111111 111ANALYSIS 4.0 
21 
4.0 
SP O 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3. 
SRP .2 3.2 
KBr . 3.0 
20 

































Technicolor . .6 
+R *G *B .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E =0 
7.415 -1o 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 -201.5 1.8 
-. 
2 2.4 2.7 
2 
3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 7 EONTROL I A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CX05 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32 (16m) MFG EK 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 
SENSITOMETERR I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT -
ILLIIMINANT 2850 :K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE 
TIME 1/50 .5c SPEED -TANKS 8 PPM APERTURE SIZE 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP 0Fr.ASIME FILTER 





M--Be SPEED ( 
TD504 D-MAX 
3 MM GAMMA 
ViSUal BASE + FOG 
15 17 19 21 
4.0 
SP OR 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 
TRP 3.2 3.2 















12 2.0 . ... 2.0 
1.8 1.8 











.8 -. 8 




AT R L E = 0 
.2 .2 
mas ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 JIul 7S CONTROL # A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY, TaNi CXO5 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION I 1-32 (16Mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER -B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBethsp EED (
 
I'LLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE mT--4 -,A
 
TIVE - SPEED __ .. __...EGPM APERTURE SIZE
1,fl SEC _TANKS JMM|GAMMA--_
 
FILTER 5500'K TEMP OF. 89 IME__ FILTER StatuS A SE FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 4.0CHEMICAL4.ANLSS4.0 
SP GR .8 3.8 






2.8 -- 2.8200 
KB'
 
19 ,2.-6--. --. 











6 * 1.4 1.4 
4 





+R *G BE. 
ABSOLUTE .2
 
LOG E . 
AT R L E =0 
7.415-10 I 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2D-22 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL I B TASK ASTP PREPARED BY_.SaS I0 -
FILM SO-i 68 EMULSION # 13-61 (16grm) MPG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXP0SUR ftATA PRoCEMrG DATA MacB§MNSTOMETRY 
rSENSITOMETER ________PROCESSO0R -________ INSTRUMENT-_____ SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 -OK CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TDS04 D-MAX 
TIME 1/100 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 62 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA-
FILTER 55000 K TEMP OF....TIME'- FILTER VTsia-1 BASE - FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP OR 3.8 3.8 
3.6PH 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
3.2TRP 3.2 
KB, 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
19 2.6 2.6 






12 2.0 2.0 




6 .4 1.4 
5 




Technicolor .6 .6 
.4 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT RE 07.114 M 1 1 
rues ergs/cm' .3 .6 .9 1.2D-23 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # B 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CIO' 
FILM Szi-1I6 EMULSION # 1,3.61 (imm) MFG PlC EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
iLLUiNA4T 2850 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504I ILIJMN~rT 
__________ 	
_TYPE______ ]D-MAX __ ____ 
ITIME 1/1001 SEC SPEED__ TANKS -.62 FpM APERTURE SIZE3 MM GAMMA_ 
FILTER 55000K TEMP OF 9S TIME -'-' FILTER Status A IBAE ,FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 1s 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
4.
A NALY SIS 4.0 
SP 	 3.8GR	 SP.8
3.8 
3.6 	 3.6pH 
3.4
TA 	 3.4 
TR P .23.2 
1 3.0KBr 3.0 

12.8 	 2.B 
20 




15 1 2 2.2
14 
13 
12 0 	 2.0









T 2 	 .2 
.6 	 .6 
Technidcolor 
. 
+R *Qs .43. 
ABSOLTE 	 2.2LOG E 	 2. 3AT R LE=O
 
7.114 	 -Io 11110 ,1 1011,il 11111111-1 m, ..., ... 
gs c 3-,Se .6 9 1.2 D-24 1.5 I's 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail C102DATE 	 25 Jul 7 5CONTROL # B 

SO-168 13-61 (16m) EK
 EXPIRATION 	DATEFILM EMULSION # 	 MFG 
EXPOSURE 6flA PROCESSNfltATA MQ( FtTOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER PROCESSOR __ INSTRUMENT SPEED ( ) 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE T0504 D-MAX 
TitlE 1/100 SEC SPEED TANKS 62 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 55000K TEMP 0 F 98 TIME__ FILTER Visual BASE + FOG I 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 






TA 3.4 	 3.4 
3.2 	 3.2TRP 
KB, 3.0 	 3.0 




17 	 2.4 2.4 




12 	 2.0 
101 -	 1.8 1.8 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 	 1.4 
5 
1.2 	 1.2 
3 
2 






.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE 	 .2 .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
I 	 I I7.114 -10 
2.4 2.7 3.0 mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-25 1.5 1.8 21 
PREPARED BY Tail C1027 5 CONTROL I TASKDATE 25 Jul B ASTP 
FILM SO-168 EMULSION 1 13-61 (16am) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSAGDATA MaJfmt IOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR "L-4 INSTRUMENT !T] 5 0 4 . SPEED( _--
ILLUMINANT ___ 850 K CHEMISTRY ME-4 ITYPE . D-MAX 
TIME 1/1f1 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 6.95 FPM APERTURE SIZE.2MM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500'K TEMP OF _TIME__ FILTER BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHIE MI CAL tl IIII I ilI 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 
3.6PH 3.6 
3.4 3.4TA 
TRP 3"2 3.2TR-P 
3.0Kar 3.0 
19 2.6 12. 2.6 
[ 
2. 4 





12 2.0 217 .4 













AT R L E =0 
7.114 -10 j 1 1 i11, I 
mcs er scm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-261.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # B TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail C103
 
FILM qnlr EMULSION # 1-61 (l,,,) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER ][-B . PROCESSOR RAM .... INSTRUMENT MarcB±th SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 " K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
TIME 01/100 SEC SPED -TANKS62 Fpm APERTURE SIZVO __mm GAMMA 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP OF--- TIME _ FILTER Visua BASE+ FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 40 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3.43.TA 
3.2TRP 3.2 
KE, 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 









10 1.8 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 1.4 
4 1.2 1.23 
2 
1 - 1.0 1.0 
.8 .8 
Technicolor .6 .6 
.4 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L2.=E 
7.114 -10 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-27 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
75 CONTROL # B TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail C103DATE 25 Jul 
FILM n-1rp EMULSION # 11-61 (16m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 3K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE T171514 D-MAX
 
TIME 1!1f00 SEC SPEED__ TANKSi._ PPM APERTURE SIZE .. MM GAMMA
 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP OF 9 8 TIME FILTER Status A BASEI FOG 











21 2.8 2.8 
2028 
19 2.6 2.6 









-0 1.8 1.8 
9 
i.6 1.6 
6 1.4 1.4 
4 L 1.23 - 1 2 
-- 1.0 1.0 
.8 ;.8 
Technicolor . 
+R *G-B .4.4 
ABOLT .2 .2 
2LOG E 
ATRLE -0 
7.114 -10T n 
fis ergs/cmt .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-28 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # R TASK .4,.Tp PREPARED BY Tail C104 
FILM SO-168 EMULSION # 13-61 (1Rnln MFG -F EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
r SENSITOMETER 1B-1 PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( ) 











pm. APERTURE SIZ 




BASE + FOG__ 









KB, 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 





1' 2.0 2.0 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 
- 1.6 -- 1.6 
.7 










AT R L E =0 
7.114 -10 I1 111111 I 
mcs ergs/c .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-29 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# B TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail C104 
FILM S0-168 EMULSION # 13-61 (16m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 














1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEWICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 




TRP 3.2 3.2 
3.0 3,0 
1 2.8 2.8 
20 
2.6 2.6 













Technicolor .6 .6 




ABSOL E 2.2 
ATRLE 0 
7.114 - o IM, ii tl I III1111i1l1i4i i i l 
mcs ergs/cm2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-30 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE . . 25tLOOROL # R TASK - lATP PREPARED BY Tail CI05 
FILM 







DENSITOMETRYMacBet SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 tK CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE 11.1504 D-MAX_ 
TIME 1/100 sac SPEED__ TANKS 62 APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA_ 
FILTER 55001K' - TEMP 0 F 98TIME FILTER s BASE+ FOG 






































AT R L E = 0 
7.114 -Io 3.0 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-31 15 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 
DATE 25 J#3OafROL # B TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CI05 
SO-6813-61 (l6nmi)FILM SO-16 EMULSION # 13--1 (16ra_) MFG 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 
TIME 1/100 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 62 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP OF 98 TIMEJ 
1 3 5 7 9 










MacBeth SPEED ( 
TD504 D-MAX 
Vislual 1BASE+ 0Fo__ 




SP GR 8 .8 
pH . 3.6 
TA 3.434 
TRP .2 3.2 























6 _ 1.4 R 1.4 







+R *G-B .4.4 
LOG E 
AT R L E 0 
7.114 -10..... 
-- 2 
nic rGs/m" 3 . 
....... 
. -2 . . . 2.4 27 3. 
. 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # B TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail COG 
FILM ,g-162 EMULSION # 13 61 (l6nuM) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSUPJRATA PROCJs 1RG DATA DMSaNTOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER __ RAN- " _INSTRUMENT SPEED_ PROCESSOR -_c___li-

ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 ITYPE TD504 D-MAX_
 
TIME 1/11O -SC SPEED- TANKs6. pm APERTURE SIZE 3 mm GAMMA
 
. ' , . .FILTER 55 K TEMP TIME - FILTER - -Vis- al BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL IItlII(ANALSIS .0 4.0 






KB, 3.0 3.0 
21 28 2.8 
20 




























mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-33 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
PREPARED BY Tail C106DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # B TASK ASTP 
FILM S0-168 EMULSION # 13-61 (16rm) MFG .K EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT -- 250 OK CHEMISTRY ME-4.. TYPE TqQ4 D-MAX 
TIME 1/100f SEC SPEED__ TANKS 6 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500K TEMP Fa8 TIME FILTER Status A BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 





























+R *G-B .4.4 
2LOGE 
AT R L E = 0 
7. e14 _so 3 1W .9 10111 1 2 
mcs ergs/cn .3 .6 .9 1.2 f)-.14 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail C107DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# B 
FILM .R-J EMULSION # 1i61 (16m-') MFG -EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
*- SENSITOMETER IR- PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT _acE SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TDS04 D-MAX.
 
6 2TIME - /100 S C SPEED __ TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE3 MM GAMMA 
9 8FILTER 55000 K TEMP O TIME __FILTER Visual BASE - FOG__ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL HIIII H I II II1 IIII M 1111411 
4.0ANALYSIS 





21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 2.2 2.214 
13 
12 2.0 2.0 
11 




6 1.4 1.4 
5 













AT R L E = 0
 
7.114 -io HIM 
ms 3 .6 .9 1.2 D-35 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DAT 25 JulDATE 75 CONTROL # B TASK ASTP BYPREPAREDD  Tp1 CI07 
FILM 
S0-168 
EMULSION 4 13-61 (16m) 'MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
0 SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR PAM INSTRUMENT Jdar1th SPEED I I 
ILLUMINANT 28 '..K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 ID-MAX_ 
TIME 1/100 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 62 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MMI GAMMA -
FILTER 55000 K TEMP °F 9 8 TIME__ FILTER Status A IBASE + FO__ 
1 a 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 




3.4 	 3.4TA 




21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 
17 	 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 
2.2 	 2.214 
13 
2.012 	 2.0 
11 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 
1.6 	 1.6 
7 	 RED 
S1.4 N ­ 1.4 
5 
4 1.2 	 1.2 
2 1.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
.6 	 .6 
Technicolor__­
+R *G -B.4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E1 
7.114 - o "10 [,,.HiH1 
mc -g/c .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-36 1.5 1.8 2.7 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# B TASK ASTP PREPARED BY T.il CJTnR 
FILM qn-lR EMULSION # 11-51 (l mr')- MFG PK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER -rB , PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT JacBIeh SPEED( __ 
,LLLJ,'INANT 2850 3K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX _ 
TIE 110 SEC SPEED__ TA.KS 6 2  FPM APERTURE SIZE3 ASEmmFGAMMA­
_ _ILTERr550_K TEMP OF9 8 TIME-__ FILTER Visua- ASE4 FOG 
CHEMICAL 1 3 5 7 9 11I 13 15Hl 11H11411111 17 19 21 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 







21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 2.2 2.2 
14 
13 
12 2.0 2.0 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 1.4 
5 





Technicolor "6 .6 
.4 .4 
ABSOLUT' .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E =0 
7.T14 -.. 2 
mlesrlcIr .3 .6 .9 1.2 Dl37 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# R TASK ASTP PREPARED BY -ai 0. 
FILM S0-1fHR EMULSION # 13-1 (16m.) MFG Ex EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER I.B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT JdBLe±& SPEED
 
iLLLMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRy ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/100 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 62 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 0K TEMP OF 9..8TIME - [ FILTER Status A BASE tFOG 




TA 3.4 3.4 
TA 



















.6 - .6 
Technicolor. 
.4







AT R L E 0
 
7.114 -0I 
rncs ergs/cmU .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-38 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
A$TP PREPARED BY Tail C125DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # 0' TASK 
FILM ... Sld.. EMULSION # 12 61 (16-) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 4- PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT aSPEED C 
ILLUMINANT 850 OK CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE T__04 D-AAX J 
TIME 1/inn SEC SPEED__TANKS 62 FpM APERTURE SIZE& Mm GAMMA -__ -
FILTER 55000K TEMP 0 ,F298TIME - FILTER.......4jtSIJ. BASE FOG .. . 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 1- 21 
CHEMICAL 
SP GR . :. 
































ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
10 U.i 
mcs ergs/cm" ; .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-39 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2 7 3.0 
DATE -4 -1-7.CONTROL# B TASK -- STP PREPARED BY i.l CL25 
FILM SO-168 EMULSION # 1-61 (1&Mn) MFG 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING'DATA 
o SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM 
ILLUMINANT P850 "KI CHEMISTRY ME-4 
TIME 1/100 'sEc SPEED ____TANKS..6i2...rpm 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP 8 TIME____ 
Pit EXPIRATION DATE 
IDENSITOMETRYIINSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ITYPE TD501 D-MAX 
APERTURE SIZE .1...m, GAMMA _____ 









9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
S 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 



























+R *G B .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E 
-0 
nilcs erycs/cn .3 .6 
90 
.9 1.2 D-40 15 .8 2.1 2.4 2.7 30 
.2 
AST PREPARED BY Tail C126DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # B TASK 
FILM S0-168 EMULSION 13-61 (16M ) MFG ' EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETR v 
SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TY-PE TD504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/100 SEC SPEED__ TANKS6L2 FPM APERTURE SIZE3 Mm GAMMA . ... 
FILTER i9fnO°K TEMP oFgFaB TIME FILTER.Vtsu11l BASE FOG 



























AT R L E.' 011 
-10 . 1-1 1 1 1 1 i i i lF l 1 4 1 ' 
eg/c .e .6 .9 1.2 D-41 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE ... 2. l 79 CONTROL# R 	 TASK ASI2.. PREPARED BY. -T44--C26----. 
FILM 50-168 EMULSION # 13-61 (1611H) MFG Fk EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT 2 f.9 . K CHEMISTRY IV..-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/100, SEC SPEED__ TANXS 62 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 mm GAMMA
 
FILTER 5500'K TEMP °F 9 8  TIME FILTER Status A BASE+ FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 	 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 
SP OR SP3.8 	 ---- 3.8 
pH 3.6 	 3.6 
3.4 	 3.4
TA 













14 	 2.22.2 
13 
12 .0 2.0 
11 -- 1.8 1.8 
9 




4 1.23 12 
BLUE
 
1.0 	 1.0 
8 	 .8 
-- .6 
Technicolor .6 
+R *G B .4.4 
ABSOLUTE .2, 	 .22 
i.LOG E 




mcs er -/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-42 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE PC; 111l 75 CONTROL# R TASK ASTPL. PREPARED BY Ta C197... 
(1
FILM . SQ- 1 68 EMULSION If 1-91 ,) - MFG FV EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETR'
 
SENSITOMETER T-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth jSPEED

+ ILLUMINANT 285 K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 -MAX ....- A 
TIME 1/100 SEC SPEED__ TANxS 62 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA ... ..1 
8FILTER 5500'K TEMP OP 9 TIME - FILTER Visual fBASE FOG _| 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 " 21 
4 .ANALYSIS 
SP GR 






























AT R L E 0
 
7.114 -10 
mcs ergs/crn' .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-43 1.5 1. 2.1 2.4 2.7 3 0 
DATE 25 iil 79i CONTROL# B TASK .ASTP PREPARED BY Tail C127 
FILM 99-IGR EMULSION N "11_61 (.3-( n).- MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSTOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER. T-R PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT 2 8 'K ____- T0504
oQ CHEMISTRY |TYPE D-MAX 
TIME 1,10 lEC SPEED -TANKS-r,2 Fpm APERTURE SIZE3.,....MM GAMMA 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP 0F-_TIME FILTER St fl A BASE - FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP CR 3.8 


















0 1.8i -1.8 
9 














AT R.LE 0 
17.114 -o 

M-s erqs/cx2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 DL44 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 ij1 75 CONTROL# R TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail C128 
FILM SO-'168 EMULSION # 13-61 (16nm MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
"SES170METERT-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TDS04 D-MAX.
 
TIME 1/100 SpmP 62 APERTURE SIZE3
,sc PEEOTAKS MM GAMMA
 
FILTER Rsnn°K TEMP OF9a-TIME-__ FILTER ViJI'a1 BASE FOG
 










TR 3.2 3.2 
KB, 3.0 3.0 











10 1.8 1.8 
9 












.s../6.9 1.2 n 1. 1.8 
. 
2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9q Jul 75 CONTROL # B TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CT2A 
FILM S0-168 EMULSION # 13-61 (16nm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I I__ 
ILLUMINANT 985ff CHEMISTRY TYPE TD504 D-MAXRK ME-4 
TIME 1/100 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 62 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA 
FILTER 5500 0 K TEMP 0 F98& TIME FILTER -Status' A BASE 4FOG 










19 2.6 A- X 2.6 



















+R *G *B 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E - 0 
7.114 -10 
mes ergs/c .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-46 1-5 1.8 2. 2.4 2.7 310 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # B 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CI29 
FILM __ EMULSION # ":W - 'MFG ' - EXPIRATION DATE
 
'ATJ~RJREDATA Ofiftht DATA *K

-P E DATA -Pik lAA"DENSITOMETRY 
r 	 SENSITOMETER T.R PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT 14aC.R,.th SPEED __ 
ILLUMINANT .28O 0I2KCHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TDf04 D-MAX 
TIME 1/100 SEC SPEED .TANKS 62 FPM APERTURE SIZE3 MMGAMMA 
FILTER r:,5_0n°K ITEMP 0F2. TIME - FILTER Vial BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.83.8SP 	 G 
pH 3.6 	 3.6 
3.4 	 3.4 
TA 
.2TRP 
3.0 	 3.0 




17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 









1.6 	 1.6 
7 
1.4 	 1.4 
4 1.2 	 1.2 
2 




.4 	 .4 




AT R L E = 0
 
7.114 -10 
2.4 2.7 3.0mcs eras/cm' .3 .6 9 1.2 D-47 1. 1.8 2.1 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # B TASK ASTP PREPARED BYTa±CI2.
 
9 # MFG EXPIRATION DATEFILM 50-16S EMULSION 13-61 (16m) FK 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE Tnl(f4 D-MAX.
 
62
TIME 11/1nOn SEC SPEED__ TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 55000K TEMP °F98 TIME__ FILTER Status A BASE FOG 1 
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL4. 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP OR 3. 
PH 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 


































AT R L E =0 
mC s~ DAn1. 1.8 2.1 2.4 2,7 3.0 
DATE ?r .1il 7.& CONTROL# C TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CTO1 















SPEED _... TAMNsL 
TEMP '...TIME -
5 7 9 
Il 
DENSITOMETRY 
INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
TYPE - D0 D-MAX 
FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 ' MM GAMMA 
FILTER Visual BASE FOG 
11 13 15 17 19 




SP CR- 3.3 3.8 
3.6 
3.4 3.4 
TRP 3.2 3.2 






































AT R L E = 0 
8.420 -10 
mcs ergs/cmL2 .3 .6 .9 
.2 
1.2'D-.49 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 
. 
3.0 
25 Jul 75 C ASTP 
DATE - CONTROL # TASK PREPARED BY Tail CT01 
FILM S.?24? EMULSION # 4"A.f MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER ---- R PROCESSOR INSTRUMENT MarRcth SPEEDI PAM 
ILLU1INANT 2850 3K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/5 SEc. SPEED__ TANKS 80 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 mm GAMMA 
FILTER . on0 IK TEMP 08&. TIME FILTER tlSt.t.l- BASE + FOG IA 
I3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL ll 1111 it itII 
4.0ANALYSIS 0 

















12 2.0 2.0 
108 .8 
9 
8 1 .6 1.6 
7RE 








ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 08.420 _,o 11111 8.2 -10 .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-50 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
niCS ergs/cm 
DATE 9r .1,0 75 CONTROL# G TASK A,'-, PREPARED BY Tail CT09 
FILM S-QDZ4. EMULSION # 43fl-r MFG VK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER T- PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MJanretRhJ SPEED __ 
ILLUMINANT 285n 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/5 SEC SPEED__ TANKSSL0' rpM APERTURE'SIZE23Mm GAMMA 
FILTER 5Snn 0 K TEMP o98-TIME - FILTER Viual BASE + FOG __ 
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 1 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP GR 3.8 





KB, 3.0 .3.0 
.2.82.  
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 




2- 2.0 2.0 
1.8 1.8 
9 










ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
-IO .eg/m. .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-51 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
mcsersc 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # C TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tai ITnQ 
FILM -..242 EMULSION # .. n-r MFG EX EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER .-. ,R PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT -M.3tIL..h.. SPEED
 
ILLUMINANT 2-ED.. 'K CHEMISTRY MF-4 TYPE T0504 D-MAX.
 
TIME 1/5 "SEC SPEED__ TANKS 80 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA _
 
FILTER 5151 0 0 C TEMP 0 eLA. TIME FILTER Stat' A BASE- FOG .
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
CHEM ICAL l iiiii iiiiiiiilliilllii iiiiiiiI 1I L II I11R l1111I Lttl 
4.0ANALYSIS 
3.8SP OR 
























+R *G B .44 
ABSOLTE .2.2 
LOG E 
mncs ergs/cmq .3 .6 .9 1.20D-52 1.5 1.B 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # D TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CSO1 
FILM. QyXO. EMULSION # 3pIR MFG • EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 400 
ILLUMINANT 9ABf 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TDS04 D-MAX 
TIME- 1/100 1E SPEED. TANKs 62 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3. MM GAMMA 
FILTER RODf- TEMP oF98LTIME__ FILTER ViSUal BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP R 3.8 3 
3.6pH 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
--TRP .2 3.2 
K 3.0 = = 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 























AT R L E =0 
mcs erqs/cm 20 .3 .6 .9 1.2 tI-531.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE . 5.Jl 75 CONTROL# n TASK ASTP PREPAREO B6 T-a4 So( --
FILM QX-8n EMULSION If 1I1(1'Amm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
- SENSITOMETER I- PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT4 csa b. SPEED ( 400 )--
ILLUMINANT 28;0 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE Tf.l4 D-MAX 
TIME 1/1flfl SEC SPEED _TANKsL62 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MmGAMMA 
SFILTER 80D TEMP OF98 TIME FILTER Status A BASE+ FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 1: 13 17 19 21 
CHEM ICAL IIIIIIIlIItliiltlti 1 11M M ilIlltllilt 1 H l M M I Ii 4.0
ANALYSIS 
SP OR 383a 







2 2.8 2.8 
20 
18 




































mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2D-54 .s 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
1 7. CONTROL # n TASK STV PREPARED BY Tail CSOPDATE 25 ,1 . 
FILM Qt_.X=n EMULSION# il1P MFG E' EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
e SENSITOMETER 1-Ir PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 400 __ 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TDS04 D-MAX - { 
TIME 1/1IMr) sEc SPEED--TANt4KSL..FPN APERTURE SIZE .3 MM GAMMA-
FILTER 80D TEMP OF9B..TIME - FILTER Visual BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 










Kgr 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
17 

















ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
.4O. 
ATR I-E = 0 
T chergs/c.+ .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-551.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2,7 30 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # n TASK, ART p PREPAREDBY Tail CS02 
-
 ( EXPIRATION DATEFILM .X.Inf EMULSION # 10R 4I1tMI "MFG PI 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM - INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( 400 __
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX.
 
TIME 1/100 ,SEC SPEED TANIKS 6 1 FpM APERTURE SIZE K3 GAMMA
 
FILTER _________TEMP O g TIME _ FILTER._______ BASE-i FOG ____ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL l __ _ _= 4.0 
ANALYSIS 4. 







KB, .0 3.0 
21 _ 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 










10 1.8 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 1.6 






-- 1.2 1.2 
2 












mos ergs/cm' .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-56 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 GtNTiL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CX06 
FILM QX-8OEMULSION # 1-32(70m ) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DEySITOMETRY
+ SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2- INSTRUMENT MacM It 
O D54SPEEDILUMNNT 250 ___ 
ILUMNNT________ CHEMISTRY TYPEb/b IDMAX 
TIME 1/SO c SPEEO__ TANKS 9-5 FPM| APERTURE SIZE 3 M MA 
1 A;0KTEGAMM______TMPF _____FLEFILTER
_________ 55000K___ TEMP___________ 
____________FILTER_ BASEi FOG _____ 




ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 








KS, 3.0 3.0 






17 2.4 2.4 
16­
is 
14 2.2 2.2 
13 
12 2.0 20 

















ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E3ni. 
7.415-iou 
waS ergs cm" .3 .6 .9 1-2 n..IZ, 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul ZNTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CX0 
FILM QX-807MULSION # 1-32(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSI TOMETE R IB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBe tFPEEDILLUMINANT ?850 'K CHEMISTR Y E5 TYPE__ ~ 0 IDMAX ( 
TIME 1/z SEC SPEED-TANKS-------.-ASFpM APERTURE SIZE .. 3MM GAMMA 
FILTER 55000K TEMP oF l}IIAE - FILTER Status AsE , FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 





SP GR 3 
pH 3.63,6 
TA 3.4 3.4 



































+RI *G4 *B .4 . 
ABSOLUTE .2 
LOG E 









.9 1.2 D-58 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9- 3.'1 ?-ONTROL # E TASK .ATP PREPARED BY Tail CX06 _ 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70nm) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENStTOMETRY°
-B IN5"°UMEN"' ..SENSITOMETER I.,o.. 1811 #2 V...PROCESSOR  STR T MacBeth, SPEED 
ILLUMINANT ___ U °K* CHEMISTRY .--b TYPE - D-A __-M.A
 
TIME 1/50 sEC TANKX9-5 : 3SPEED__ Fpm ARTURE SIZE Mmj GAMMA 
FILTER '55000 K TEMP 0 F 115riME__E Visual BASE+ FOGFILTER  
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL I I I MI I 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 







KBr 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20
 
19 2.6 2.6 












" 1.4 1.4 










AT R L E = 0
 
7.415 _.Io 
mos ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-59 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 7CONTROL# F TASK .ATP PREPARED BY Tail CX06 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA MD@ NJ{O METRY
 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MaCffe SPEED 
ILLUMiNANT ______ CHEMISTRY 'EA-0 I"YPE.Type D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SPEED-__-TANKS Fpm IAPERTURE 3 GAMMA/sEc '9.5 SIZE mm 
FILTER 5500-K TEMP 0°F II 5 rIME- FILTER StatsBASE + FOG ­
1 3 £ 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 1 t 1 
.4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP GR 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA' 3.4 
TRP .3.2 
KB, 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 









12 2.0 2.0 
11101.8 U + 1.8 
9 













+R *G *B .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
7.415 -10r T 
was ergs/c n .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-601.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE .. CONTROL # r TASK ISTP PREPARED BY Head CX07 
FILM OX-807 1-32(70m) MG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
,ENSITOV 'TER , 1R11 #2 INSTRUMENT JakBeth ) 
EMULSION P F-
J-B PROCESSOR BSPEE-D 
ILLUINANT_ 2.2fl 'K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX_ 
ThIM 1/50 SEC SPEE -TAN_. FPm APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
'L-EP 55002K TEMP °FLL5TIME ILVisual BASE + FOG __FILTER 
5 9 19 
_.CHEMICAL 1 3 7 11 FT 15 17 ,. 21 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP GR 3.8 
3.6pH 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
3.2TRP 3.2 
30--
21 2.8 2. 
20 
19 2.62. 







12 2.0 2.0 
11 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 
















AT R L E=
 
i11 1141 111tl7.415 -10 I I 
nrcs .ras/cm .6 1.2 D-61 1.8 2.4 3.03 .9 1.5 2.1 2.7 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL I E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CX07 
FILM OX-S07 EMULSION # 1-'9(7flmm) MFG Flf EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
ILLUMINANT Pln OK CHEMISTRY PA-S TYPE TflO4 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 sEc SPEED__ TANKS 9-5 FPm APERTURE SIZE 3 MMGAMMA
 
FILTER 55001K F__ Status BASEI
TEMP OF ll.5TIME LTER A FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL IJ J 
40ANALYSIS 
SP GR 3.83.8 
I .6 3.6 






71_ 2.8 2.8 
20 
9 2.6 2.6 
18 







8 h1.6 .6 
7 
__1.
+ /1.4 1.8 
5 
4 
3 1.2 1.2 
2 
ATBSOLE = . 
7.415 .12 18.7 
rues ergjs/cm 2 ' .3 .6 ,9 1.2 D-62 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 JUo0 ROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CXO7 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER T- PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 








rpm APERTURE j FILTER SIZE - MM GAAMA Visual BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4. .4.0 
SP OR 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.63. 
TA 34 3.4 
TRP 3.2 3.2 
KB, 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 






















AT R L E w0 
7.415 -10t L111111,111tM 1 
nics erqs/cn ... .6 .9 1.2 D-63 1.5 78 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 76ONTROL # F TASK .A.Tp PREPARED BY CX07 (Tail) 
FILM 0X-807EMULSION # l- 9 (,7v} MFG &K EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER IB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBet SPEED
 
ILLUMINANT Tgfl 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TDW04 D-MAX
 
TIME 1 SEC SPEED TAN__ 4-5 APERTURE SIZE__.--1 mm GAMMA
acl 'A KS. FPm 
FILTER 55000 K - TEMP OF..11IME__J FILTER Status IBASE+FOC __ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 







TR P .3.2 
3.03KB 
21 2.8 	 2.8 
20
 
S2. 	 2.6 











12 	 2.0 
11- GREEN RED 














+R *G B 4 
.2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
rcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-64 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE ,121l 75 CONTROL # F 	 TASK ASIR PREPARED BY CX08 Head 
FILM 	 OX-807 EMULSION # 1-1?(7lnnm) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PPOCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ SENSITOMETER T-3 PROCESSOR 111 # I'NSTRUMENT -Ma 3.tI SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 ITYPE TD504 D-MAX_ 
TIME 1/50 sec SPEED- _ TANJX2 5 FpM APERTURE SIZE. 3MM GAMMA 
FILTER 550 0 K TEMPOFJ1_TIME__ FILTER VI-cijR BASE+ FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
.4.0ANALYSIS 	 4.0 
SPFp-	 3.83. 
3.6 	 3.6 
3.4 
-TR P 	 323.2 
KBr 3.0 	 -- 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 





2.2 	 2.214 
13 
12 	 2.0 2.0 
11 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 









.8 	 .8 
.Technicolor 	 .6 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 
.2 
LOG E1 D- 2 3AT R LE =0 
utcs ergs/cm' .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-65 1.5 t.s 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 	 25.Jul275 CONTROL # F TASK AfTP PREPARED BY CnAP Wpnd 
FILM .. QX-87 EMULSION .- 3 39(70Wi) MFG SK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 1-j PROCESSOR 1Rl #t1l INSTRUMENT ManRetfhj. SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
TIME 1150 src SPEED TANKS 9.25 rpm APERTURE SIZE 3 mm GAMMA 
FILTER R__O_°K TEMP 0 FIJSTIME ---- StS A BASE - FOG 




SP OR 3.8 	 3.8 




KB, 3.0 	 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 	 2.6 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 











1.4 	 1.4 
4 
o E 2 	 1.2 
2 
AT R LE = 	 0 
-10 
mctgscm .3 .6 *9 1.2 D-66 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
PREPARED BY Tail CX08DATE 25Jul 75 CONTROL # E 	 TASK ASTP 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-2(70n). MFG EK 	 EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER T-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( ) 
IL UMINANT 98.;f §K ICHEMISTRY EA-5 ITYPE TD504 D -MIAX1_IflI S A "" _ 
TIME I150 sEc SPEED__ Ths__ FPMt APERTURE SIZE_ MM GAMMA _ ___ 
FILTER 95000°K TEMP OFLjTI _____ FILTER Visual - BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL Dj]111111.
ANALYSIS 4.0 	 4.0 
3.8
SP GR 3.8 
pH 3.6 	 3.6 
3.4 	 3.4TA 
TRP .2-, 	 3.2 
3.0KB, 3.0 

21 2.8 	 2.8 
20 






2.2 	 2.2 
14 
13 






e .6 1.6 
7 




1.0, 	 1.0 
.41 _o 
.6 	 .6Technicolor 





AT R L E=0
 
I1111317.415 -10 
urns ergs/om'2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 n~c7 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL W E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY. Tail CX08 
FILM ,OX-807 EMULSION # 
EXPOSURE DATA 
SENSLTOTER -S 
ILLUMINANT 9A q50 §K 




1-32(70m ) MFG FV EXPIRATION DATE 
PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
PROCESSOR 191l #2 INSTRUMENT Mpr8ethI SPEED' 
CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD)O4 ID-MAX 
SPEED_T_. TANKS -. FpM APERTURE SIZEJ..-q mm GAMMA 
TEMP Fl 1 15TIME__ FILTER StatuS A BASE, FOG 










SP rR 3.8 





























+R *G *B . 
LOG E 













2.4 2.7 30 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CX09 
FILM . X-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70nmh) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
ILLUMINANT K CHEMISTRY EA- TYPE .±S4. D-MAXTIME _ S __ APERTURE SIZE__MpA GAMMATiME ~SEC -TANKS FF1 P U  isaSPEED --
FILTER 55.qNNo K TEMP or5rTIME FILTER Viua BASE, FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 







21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 























AT R L E = 0
 
-1011 1111 1 1 U1IitoIt, I I IIIIII]I III IIIIII tI mI l 1] 4 1 I l It t1 141 1 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 n.Faq 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CX09DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # F 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(7(lmm) MFG Fi EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA . DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR 1R11 #1 INSTRUMENT Ms..R.Bh f SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT _ psr.0{' -K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 fD-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9251 FPM APERTURE SIZE t---3Mm GAMMA_ 
FILTER 5500'K TEMP OF 115 TIME - j FILTER Status A BASE + FOG 




ph 3.63. 33.6 


























-- 1.0 1.0 
.8.8 







AT R LE 0
 
7.415 -10 I 
2.7 3.0 
mos ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-70 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 
TASK ATP PREPARED BY Tail CX09DATE ; ,Iil 7 CONTROL # F 

FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-37(70mn) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
-P 	SENSI TOMETER.-T.... -K PROCESSOR 1811 41 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( I­
ILLLI1,NANT 2gqf K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TDSO4 D-MAX , 
TIME - 1/50 sEc SPEED __ TANI* 2 5  rPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 5500"K TEMP°F 115 TIME - 1FILTER Visual BASE, FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL ltlii itll 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP GR 3.8 




21 2.8 	 2.8 
19 2.6 	 2.6 
17 




 2.2 	 2.2 
14 
13 
12 2.0 	 2.0 




6 1.4 	 1.4 
4 3 1.2 	 1.2 
2 
1 1.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
.6
Technicolor .6. 	 . 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 	 .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E 0
 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-71 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # F TASK ASIP PREPARED BY T I riynQ 
FILM QX-8S7 EMULSION # 139(77n1) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PPOCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER Lg PROCESSOR 1811 41 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( 
ILL-JMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
TME 1/50 SEc SPEED__ TANKS 9.25 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 Mi GAMMA -
FILTER 5500oK TEMP 0 F-.5-TIME__ FILTER ------ lIt At BASE FOG __ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 





SP GR 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 
3.4 3.4 















































AT R L r; 
7.415 -1I
 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-72 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
 
TASK ACSTO PREPARED BY Head CX10 DATE 9 .lij 7L; CONTROL# F 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER t-B PROCESSOR W2 MacBeth Ii 1811 INSTRUMENT SPEED 

IL. MINANT . 850 K( CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE Tnr~n4 D-MAX _
 
TIMFI- 1150 sEc SPEED__ TANIS. FPm APERTURE SIZE-3 Mm GAMMA 
rILTER 5500 0 K TEMPOF 1 5 TIME t FILTER Visual BASE + FOG _ 
S 3 5 7 Ii 1 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEICA 4.0 






21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 


























AT R L E - 0
 
rncs ergs/om -1 .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-73 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Harl rCY10 
FILM. QX0,7z EMULSION # 1-32(70m ) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER T- PROCESSOR 1811 42 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 "K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX --
TME 1/50 sc SPEED__ TANKS 9. Pm APERTURE SIZE 3 MmGAMMA 
FILTER 5000 K TEMP 0 F21 TIME jFILTER ';,tgijq A BASE + FOG 
S 3 5 7 9 t11 13 15 17 19 21 
C-EICAL 















E 2.0 2.0 
11 












+R B 4 

ABSO:LU TE .2 

.2 
LOG E .2 
AT R L E =0 
7.415 -....
 
mcs ergs/cm'u .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-74 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 











+ SENSITOMETER P-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENI MacBeth SPEE(_ 
,LLUINANT 2 5 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE - TD504 -D-MAX--
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TAN9S 5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 _mw GAMAA . . .. 
ILTEQ tlfl ( TEMP OfLI---TIME FILTER _VisUa-l-_ BASE , FOG -
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 "7 19 21 
ANALYSIS 4. 40 






























AT R L E = 0 
-10 
mcs ergs/cn .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-51.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 95 111 . CONTROL# E TASK -ASfTP PREPARED BY Tail CX1O 
FILM QX-107 EMULSION # .- 3_{7O, MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPS TD504 LI-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9i5 Fpm APERTURE SIZE3 _MM GAMMA 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP OF4_5_TME ____ FILTER Stat,__"A BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL i 0 




KBr 3.0 3.0 
21 2.82.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 





12 2.0 2.0 
11 
10 1.8 R1.8 
9 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 1.4 
5 
4 1.2 1.23 
2 




.4+R *G B .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 . 
LOG E 
AT R L E r 
mcs erg-s/cm- .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-76 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
_ _ _ 
E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CX11 DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # 





PROCESSING DATAEXPOSURE DATA 
+ SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth ISPEED 
LLUMINANT 3s5Q K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD504 0-MAX__ 
-
/5EL50.SEC SPEED__ TANK 9 5 S FPM APERTURE SIZE-3 ImGAMMA­
"L-ER 55000K TEMP - 115TIME FILTER Visual BASE + FOG -­









































ABSOLUTE 2 . 
LOG E
 
AT R L F= 0
 
2,7 3.0
.9 1.2 D-77 1 5 1.8 2.1 2.4 mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 
DATE 29 .10! 7R CONTROL# F TASK ASTP PREPARED BY4H 44e4-.! 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70rM) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
oENSITOMETEP I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I 
ILLUMINANT 9R0n '1K CHEMISTRY FA- TYPE TDSO4 D- MAX.. 
-ImE -/50 
F TER 5500'K____________T___ 
SEC SPEED _T ANKS 
TEMPoCr21 5 TIME-P F____________I± 
9.5 FPM APERTURE 
FILTER 
SIZE 3 __ 1M GAMMA-........ 
Status A. 1_BASE= POG........ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 i5 " 19 -1 






































AT R L E =0 
7.415 -10 'll It l11 1 1111It 
GS ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-78 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4. 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CXII 
FILM OX-807 EMULSION# ,.1-32(70mm) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA . DENSI'O-ETRY 


















SIZE.. -' GAMMA__ 
Visual -IBASE I POG - -
1 3 S 7 9 11 13 ?1 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP GR .8 L 3.a 
pH 3.6 , 
TA 3. 
TRP .2 
KB, 3.0 4* 
21 2.8 2.3 
20 






12 2.0 . 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 
el 1.6 1.6 
61.4 1.4 
O.2 1.2 
.8 .. 8 
10.Technicolor.66 
.4 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 . 
LOG E 
AT R L E - 0 





ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CXIlDATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL aE TASK 
FILM OX-807 EMULSION # -32(70mrnL__ MFc- EK .... - 'RTON DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCE:SING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOETE RJZ PROC, 128.L ISRMN-, MacBeth~ l 
ILLUINANT 2850 ,- p, TP___ - D .MY )­
f 
K i, EA-5 yp TD504_- ,_y 
T['iE ___- _.J5t.n : <P': - - i. P._ .PERTURE-Z 3 'AMMA
 
FILTER_ 550 0 K -]l -,z,= __ _ ~ILTER--- StatuS A BASE
- FOG 
1 3 21 93 33 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL hi'mld i7 i H 4._ 
-ANALYSIS 4.0 -_ . -7 
SP GR 3.8 3.8 
pH .3.63.6
TA 3.4 --- 3.4 
TRP 3.2 3.2 
KB, 3.0 30 





































_ _ _ 
.2 
LOG E 
AT R L E - 0 -_--_- _- . . -­
mcs ergs/cm2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-80 1.5 . 2.1 24 2.7 30 
DATE 25 J3 tr71ROL 4 E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head 02 
FILM qx-nn7EMULSON # 1.1(7171m) MFG FK 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSIN? DATA2 
+- SENSITOMETER I-1 PROCESSOR _ 811 #2 INSTRUMENT 
ILLUMINANT 2850 z1K CHFMISTR' EA-'5, TYPE 
TIME, __________sEC SPEED ____ AK ____FMAPERTURE SIZE 
1/50 _ ___: IFILTER 550K TEMP OF I'ME ____ FILTER 




Mac _1'SPE ( 
TD504 |D-MAX .... 
15mm GAMMA _____ 
Visual BASE I FOG _ 






G 38 3.8 
3.6 3.6G 
T3.4 .3. 






































AT R L E = 0 
7.415 0 
mcergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-81 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 
.2 
3.0 
# E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CX 12 DATE 25 Jul 7 tONTROL 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70mm) .MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
DENSITOMETRY 
1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED, 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 
5ENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 
D-MA-
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TDo4 /E 0 C SPEED MKS pm APERTURE SIZE--m GMMA --

FILTER bbUU TEMP F, IME FILTER t ASE - FOG
 
1 13 15 17 199 213 5 7 
CHEM ICAL 0111111 II 111 I l[IIIIIIIIIIIIrIIIM11 1M 111U i 
ANALYSIS 









17 2.4 k 2. 
16 























AT R L E = 0
 
7.415 -io" . 
2.4 2.7 3.01.2 D-82 1.5 .8 2.1 cs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 
DATE 25 Jul ENTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CX 12 
FILM QX-8O7EMULSION # 1-32(70m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBe PEED IILLUMINANT __ 2850 K CHEMISTRY --- EA-5 .TYPE - ~ oID-MA X 
TIME 
FILTER 
1/50 sec SPEED__ TANKS 
5500'K _TE5MP C.. hT§AE 8o5 FpM APERTURE SIZE FILTER -- 3mM( GAMMA sualy BASE + FOG 
CHEMICAL 4 1tl 111. 3MII 11M l' 5 7 911M HIIIM J 11 13 15 I 17i 1 1 I 19III 21I'l 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP GR a 
PH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3. 3.4 










4 2 2.2 
14 
















AT R L E - 0 
7.415-.to I II Ii 
m-s eras/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-83 1.3 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25iJu ZiNTROL # - TASK AS12 PREPARED BY Tail CX12 
FILM QX-8O7EMULSION U 1-32(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
o 	 S t SITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR... 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBetisPEED
 
LL(_INANT___ r CHEMiSTR EA-5 ITYPE__ -17059217 [-MAX
 
T' 1/50 5- SPEED__ TANKS 9 -5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA ____ 
FILTER 55I0021 TEMP° Ir.11AE _ FILTER........StatS J&SE FOG _ 
CHEMICAL 1 3 5 7Hil11,1liiililj11 11 13 15 17 19
9 	 I 21
 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 










19 2.6 2.6 





















3 	 1.21. 
2
 
1.0 	 1.0 
.8
 
Technicolor 	 . .6
 
+--P * B .4 	 .4
 





-10 00 10 1111 mill 1 111 1
 
M.S ergs/c. .3 a .9 1.2 D-84 1.5 1.8 2. 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL d F 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Wend CX13 
FILM QX- 807 EMULSION # 1-32(70n=L MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SE4STOMETER I-B . J PROCESSOR 1l 42 INSTRUMENT .TnBet SPEED ( 
ILLL'MINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
5T. 	 ... 1/50 sEC SPEED TANK- Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 MMIGAMMA
 
-TER 5500 0K TEMP 0F.-L-TIME - FILTER--_ BASE FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
CLE, IC AL 
ANALYSIS 40 	 4.0 
3.8SP GR 





 3.4 	 3 .4 
20 
19 2.6 26 
18 
2.4 	 2.4 
2.2142. 
13 









ABSOLUTE .2 . 
LOG E 
AT R LE - 07.415 -lo 
.2,PI 
mcs ergs/cm - .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-85 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DAtE 25 	Jul 75 CONTROL £F TASK ,ASTP PREPARED BY Ua -.-.---
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-,32(70O) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR I ll "2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
LLUtINANT ?85fn OK CHEMISTRY1EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX . ..... ­
-E - 1 SEC TANKS 905 Fpm APERTURE SIZE_3 MM GAMMA ... - -./50 	 SPEED__ 
TEMP -1IM BASE-oiLTER 5500°K F i15TME FILTER us A FOG ---­
1 3 5 7 C 11 13 15 17 79 .12T

.0CE CAANALYSIS 
s P -rR 3.8 3 a 
- 3.6PH 3.6 
Tp1	 _ 3.. 
TA 
TRP 

























2.4, -- ''.4 1.4 1.4
 
ABOLT 2 2 	 2.2
 










AT R L E = 0
 
mo 3 	 .9 1.2 D-86 1.5 1.8 2.4 2.7 3 0rs/r .6 	 2.1 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY T il CX13 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(201m) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT Ja,.eh.. SPEED ( ) 
ILLUMINANT 2850 l K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX .. 
5
TiE -- 1/50 SEC SPEED _____ .____?Fpm1 APERTURE SIZE 3 ,tiGANMA .- ...- -FILIER 5500°K TEMP FXI..TIME ILTER Visual ASE FO 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 2 
CHEMICAL 4.0ANALYSIS 40 
SP GR 3. . 








19 2.6 2.6 
18 





12 2.0 	 2.0 
10 1.8 .8 







11.0 	 1.0 
.6Trechnicolor. 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 	 .2 
LOG E 




rus 	ergs/cm 9u .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-87 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 310 
DAIE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail nX11 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SE"SITOMETEPA C. . PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
ILL.,WANIT .2850 K CHEMI1STRY EA-5 IT P D 0 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED TANKS 9 5 Fpm APERTURE SIZE3 m GAMMA_ 
____________ 
FusPRTR IZ a 1 4 FILT-R 55 -K TEMP 'F__ TIME - FILTER US BASE - FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 "1 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL I11I ,I 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 








19 2.6 2.6 
18 



















AT R L E - 0
 
7.415 -10 IMlh I11h1101j II1 1I Hi 

'
 mcs erqs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-88 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 2; .1i 7r CONTROL# E 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CX14 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(7)rM MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT 985f). K CHEMISTRY FA- TYPE Tn nA D-MAX
 
T'E 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANi.....pM APERTURE SIZE__.2.MM GAMMA 
FILTER 55000K TEMPOFL15TIME FILTER Visual BASEA FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
 
CHEMICAL 11111111 ilIIIIIIIi] 	 11 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 

SP GR .8 	 -3.8 
PH 3.6 	 3.6 






19 2.6 2.6 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 








8 1.6 1.6 
7 







11.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 . 
.6Technicolor .6 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLTE 	 *2.2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E - 0
 
mes ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-89 1.5 1. 21 24 27 30 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E TASK 
QX-807 1-32(70mm) EK 
FILM EMULSION# MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR 1R11 19 INSTRUMENT MaiaRCth SPEED _ 
ILLUMINANT RFlq. 'K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 sec SPEED__ TANKS 95 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MMGAMMA 
FILTER 55000K TEMP OF 1 1 5TIME FILTER Status A BASE I FOG 











































AT R L E = 0 
7.415 -1o I 
.9tC D-90 1.srncs ergs/cm 2u .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CX4 
FILM QXS-7 EMULSION # 1-32(70m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
t SENSITOMETER _-Q PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT _MBeth SPEED __ 
ILLUMINANT 2035 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED __ TANS,.5 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 55000 K TEMPFUlS TIME JFILTER ___-__ BASE + FOG.. 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
ANALYSIS 4.0 ITII] 14.0 
3.8SP GR 3.8 
~~~3.6 _ 
3.6pH 

























ABSOLUTE .2E .LOG 

AT R L E = 0
 
7.415 ­
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 0-91 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail rY14 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32Z(70m) AFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER T-P PROCESSOR 1ll -#9 INSTRUMENT JacBeth SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT .2B . OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE iTDS04 D-MAX-
TIME 1/50 src. SPEED__ TANKS 9.5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MMGAMMA_ 
FILTER 5500 0K TEMPOFIlSTIME ! _ FILTER Status A BASE+ FOG 





















15 1 2.2 2.2 
14 
13 
12 0 2.0 
10 1.8 1.8 
8 1.6 _1.6
 
7 6 - , LUE
 
1.4 1.4 
4 3 1.2 1.2 
- 1,0 1.0 
.8. 
Technicolor. 
.4+R,* B .4 
ABSOLUTE -- - .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E =0
 
7.415 -1o 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-921 . 5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY HI4ad 0(X1 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # - 1-32(7.) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+. 	 SENSITOMETER J-1 PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT Macdeth SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT Zf.2850 .K CHEMISTRY __- S TYPE TD504 D-MAX.
 
TIME 1/50 s- SPEED 25 _pm APERTURE SIZE m. GAMMA_
 
FILTER _5o5°K TEMP 0 F13'I. TIME FILTER Vigijal BASE+ FOG _ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL o i 11,111il I IIII I IH li 11 1illtt 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP 	 GR 3.8 
pH .6 	 3.6 







296 	 2.6 
17 













11.0 	 1.0 
-01. 	 18 
68 	 .6 
Technicolor.66 







mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 i.-D-93 1.5 1.8 2.3 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 211i Jul 7 CONTROL# E TASK ASTp PREPARED BY Head CX15 
FILM 0X-87 EMULSION # 1-39(70n) MFG ElE EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
0 SENSITOMETER Ig PROCESSOR 1211 #1 INSTRUMENT M44Ra4 SPEED( __ 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TMAAn4 I-MAX. 
TIME - - /Rn sEc SPEED__ TANS 9-25__FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 55000K TEMPOFl 5 TIME____ FILTER Status A BASE' FOG 



































.4+R *G *B . 
ABSOLUTE .2 . 
LOGE 2 
AT R L E =0 
1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0mcs ergs/cn .3 .6 .9 1.2D-94 1.5 
UA 2L;b10.7& CONTROL# F 	 TASK ASIR PREPARED BY TI' CX15 
FILM QX-O7 EMULSION # 1-(7rlmn) MFG Fk EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER -_ PROCESSOR 1l11 #1 INSTRUMENT MaRatL.h SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2R3ff 'K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TDSO4 l-MAX_ 
TIME 1/S0 SEC SPEED __ __Fpm__FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MGAMMA 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP PiL TIME__ FILTER Visual BASE+ FOG _ __ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 i9 21 
CHEMICALT4.0 4.0 
ANALYSIS 
.8SP 	 GR 3.8 
pH 3.6 	 3.6 
TA 3.4 	 3.4 
TRP 3.2 	 3.2 
3.0KBr 30 

21 2. 2.8 
20 
19 2.62. 
2.2 7 	 2,a
"162O 

14 22 	 2. 
13 
12 2.0 	 2.0 
108 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 	 1.6 
'7 





1 10 1.0 
.8 	 . 
.6 
.6Technicolor 




AT' R L E = 0 
7.415 -10 
MCS ergs/cmt .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-95 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 2 JU1l75 CONTROL# F TASK AITP PREPARED BY Tail CXYW 
FILM QX-8S7 EMULSION # 1-32(70n) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #1 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ) 
ILLUMINANT 2850 3K CHEMISTRY EA-E TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SEC S0EED__ TANKS 9.25 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MMGAMMA -
FILTER s(nn°K TEMP OF_115TME __ FILTER Status A BASE FOG__ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICALW ik 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
IIIiiiiIi.I iiH II 11 011 m l IVHW liIIVIIIIl l111111 1 111to p 
4.0 
SP GR 3.38 
PH 3.6 3. 
TA 343.4 
3.2TRP 3 2 
KB .0 3.0 















.8 .8 |.21ABOLT 12 
6Technicolor .. 
.4 .4 
+R *0 *B 
ABSOLTE .2.2 
LOG E 
AT R L E0 
7.I-I -1i . 6 . 2 Drocs ergs/cm = 3 .6 .9 1.2 0-961.5 18 21 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE .. . i2l 7 CONTROL # F 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY .X16 (Had) 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth ISPEED ( -

ILLUMINANT qp28 OK CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
 
5 	 3TIME 1/50 sic SPEED__ TANP. - FPm APERTURE SIZ MMGAMMA
 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP F l 1 5_TIME __FILTER li-sua BASE, FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 1 21 
CHEMICAL M 11HJ11 OANALYSIS 4.0 




















1.4 	 1.4 





.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
7.415 -10 1 ' WI I'l 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-971.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Hvd CX1E
 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # -32(7n) MFG FK. EXPIRATION DATE,
 
EXPOSURE DATA 'PROCESSINGDATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT 2250Q K CHEMISTRY FA-; TYPE T') 4 D-MAX
l 

TIME 1Ifn sc SPEED__ TANKS 9,5 rpm APERTURE SIZE 3 M GAMMA -
FILTER .. 55000K TEMP OFI5TIME _I______FILTER Status A IBASE I FOG 






TA 343.4 . 
3.2TRP 3.2 
KB, 3.0 . 
20 
























AT R L E = 0
 
1
7.415 - 1.8 2.4 3.(rues ergs/cm t .3 .6 .91 1-2D-98 1.5 2.1 2.7 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # F TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail C919 
FILM QX-8n7 EMULSION # 1-4(7lnn) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSiTOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MaacRfthl. SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 86.&o OK CHEMISTRY- EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
T tiE -- /50 SEC SPEED __ TANL95 FPMI APERTURE SIZE 3 MMGAMMA 
= .TEP 55Oo°K TEMP QFl]5 TIME FILTER Visual BASE- FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
4.0 4.0 
3.8SP GR 3.8 





























AT R L E
 
7.415 -Io 
mocs ergs/ca .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-99g 1.5 1.B 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CXl6 
FILM OX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENMITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR 1Ri11 If? INSTRUMENT JaCBetI SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TDSO4 D-MAX. 
TIME 1/50 sEc SPEED-__ TANKS 9-5 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA5FILTER 55000 K TEMP oF1 TIME____ FILTER Status A BASE+ FOG 
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 1 4.0 
3.8SP GR 
3.6pH . 33.6 
3.4TA 
TRP .2.2 
KB, 3.0 3.0 

















+R *0 *B 4. 
.2LOG E 

AT R L E =0
 
-10I I 
t~gim.3 .6 .9 '4 ab-ion 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CX17 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70m ) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-R PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I 
ILLUMINANT 2FB0 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TDS04 D-MAX 
TIME I15t)A SEC SPEED ____TANt....pm APERTURE SIZE 3 mm GAMMA _______ 
FILTER 5500'K TEMP F.-,-,TME FILTER VSUal BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 9 21 















19 2.6 2.6 






10 1 8 1.o 
9 

















AT R L E = 0 
-10 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-1 011.5 1.8 21 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATEE 25Jul 75 CONTROL# F TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CX17 
FILM .. n._.'Z/ EMULSION # 1-9(70nmm) MFG F EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRV
 
SENSTOAETE -R PpCcsSSCPJBI1 J2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
_LM 'N',rT ._ __ K CHFMISTRV EA . . TYPE TD504 D-MAX_ 
TME /i50-- 'Ec S EED ", s 9_o___Mf APERTURE SIZE 3 ,m GAMMA_ 
EiRp-_ 5500 0K TEMP FL1-15 , __.- IFILTER Status A BASE+ FOG 
1 3 5 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 111 IIIIII1il : I I I IN W t H l I II~ III I[ilj liilANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP OR 3._ _-- 3.31 
3..6 
,A 3.4 -3.4 






__ 2.6 -2.6 
7 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 
1 - 2.2 
13 













+R g 8. 
ABSOLTE 2.2 
LOG E 
rncs ergs/cm 2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-1O2. 1.8 21 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail.Yl _ 
FILM QX-R87 EMULSION I 1-32(70mm) MFG 2K EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
t SENSITOMETER -.. , PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SDEED( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE- TDS04 D-MAX
TIME I 45n sec SPEED __ TANM L Fpm APERTURE S1E 3 ,mm GAM.MA 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP °F 1 1 5uTIME FILTER Visual :BASEA FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP CR 3.83 
3.6pH 3.6 















12 2.0 2.0 
9 

















AT R L E = 0
 
-10 T '1111'1I1 InUn11h nn n i i i 1 
. 3 .mcs crgs/cm .6 .9 12D]3.2 1 '15 1.8 2.1 2 4 2.7 30 
DATE 25 di 75 CONTROL# F TASK ASTP PREPARED BY T'ii1 CXI7 
FILM X-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 



















SEC SPEED __TrANKS 
TEMP ° PhL 5 TIME 
_2_ M APERTURE SIZE 3 
- FILTER Status 
mmIGAMMA 
A BASE+ FOG 
I 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
ANALYSIS . 4.0 
pH 3.6 
TA 3.4 '3.4 
TR P .2 3.2 
KBr 3.0 3.0 
2 - 2 8 2.8 
20 





















Trechnicolor .6 . 
t +R*0 -B.4 .4 
LOG E 
Mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2D-104 1.5 1.8 21 2.4 2.7 3.0 
- -- -
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # F 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CXi 
FILM OX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70m.)MFG K EXPIRATION DATE 
-EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER Ja8 PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT-4aGBetIh SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT y 3r5 OK CHEMISTRY . -95 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1 I!fl SEC SPEED .TAN&,.S5_ FpM APERTURE SIZE MMGAMMA-

FILTER 55000 K TEMP OFI- TIME JFILTER Visual BASE. FOG
 












KB, 3.0 	 3.0 
21 2.8 2. 
20 
2.6 	 2.6 
18 
17 2.42. 2.161 
15-

14 __ 2.2 
13 
12 2.0 2.0 
Ii 
10 1.8 	 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 	 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 1.4 
5 
1.2 	 1.2 
*1.0 	 1.0 







AT R L E = 0
 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2D-105 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 11-1 75 CONTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED By Hnd £x19 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( )
 
ILLUMINANT g5gn OK CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE Tflq04 D-MAX
 
TItiE - I/5O SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9-5 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MmGAMMA
 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP 0 F fl 5TIME _FILTER Status A BASE, FOG _
 
1 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 79 21 
CHEMICAL 01HMiiii 
ANALYSIS 404. 




































ATs R 0 
7.415 -10
 
mcs ergs/cm2 .3 .6 .9 12D1061.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 J0l 75 CONTROL # E TASK ASIT PREPARED BY Ta4 CX"J 
FILM nX-07 EMULSION # 1-32C; n -, MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
- SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 0 K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX ~ 
TiME 1/50 sEc SPEED-__,_ 5-_TAN FPm APERTURE SIZE 3__ , GAMMA 
FILTER 55000 K TEMPF 1 lS TIME FILTER Visual BASE-i FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 




KB, 3.0 3.0 
















8 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 1.4 
5 11.8 1__.8 
4 1.21. 
3 
ABSOLUTE .6 .2 
ASLUE 
LOG EAT RL E - 0 
-­@. 
7.415 -10 
er"s/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2D.-07 1.5 1.8 21 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# E 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CX19 
FILM QX-n7 EMULSION # I -'A(70nm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA McJ$ITMERY 
SENSITOMETER 11 PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT 1SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE ,S_____ D-MAX 
TIME 1.150l SEC SPEED__ TANKS.S.O5_ FpM APERTURE SIZE3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER Sflf0iK TEMP °F-T IME __ FILTER tt BASE+ FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 i5 17 19 21 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
3.8SP GR 3.8 
3.6 	 3.6 
TA 3.4 	 3.4 
3.2TRP 3.2 
3.0KBr 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 





12 2.0 2.0 
11 









1 	 - 1.01. 
.68. 
Technicolor . 
AT R L E = 0 
7.415 	 -10 
ers/cm .3 1.8 3.0" 	 ;cs .6 .9 1.2 D-1081.5 2.1 2.4 2.7 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CX20 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION If 1-32(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
t SENSITOMETER T-6L IPROCESSOR iR11 #2 i INSTRUMENT MacBethLSPEED ) _ 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'KI CHEMISTRY.. EA-5 TYPE T504 D-MAX 
TIE 1/50 sEc SPEED TANK"95 PPM APERTURE SIZE - _3 MM GAMMA _ 
FILTER 55000K TEMP F-LI5 TIME-J FILTER Visual- BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CH EMICALIItll 11 11 litll lit1 11 11 11 1 11 1lit 1 1 11 M 11 1 [ l lI 
.ANALYSIS 4.0 
Sp OR 3.8.. 































AT R L E - 0
 
7 .415io IIIII 
mcs ergs/cmLQ .3j .6 9 1.D 1- 1.3 2.1 74 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# E 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CX20 
FILM QX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER T-R . PROCESSOR ll.l _#_ INSTRUMENTMaC.Bf l, ! SPEED 
ILLUMINANT . 2 'K CHEMISTRY FA-5 i TYPE T0504 D-WAX 
TIME 1/50 sEc SPEED TANKS 9-5 FPm APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 55bo0K TEMP 0 F. 1 TIMEi FILTER Status A BASE-I FOG J 




















101.8 	 1.8 
9 GREEN 
'1.6 	 LE 1.6 
7 




+R *G9B 	 14.4 
ABSOLUTE 	 .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
7.415 -10 
m s ergs/cn .3 .6 .9 1.2D-Ilo1.S 1.. 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # E TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CX20 
FILM QX-Rn7 EMULSION # 1-39(7nm=) MFG -CK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
-t SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( -
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX -_ 
TIME . m SEC SPEED_ TAF _ Fm APERTURE SIZES. ".MmGAMMA -
FILTER 55000oK TEMP OIP15.TME. FILTER visual BASE FOG -
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
:iIIIHA iiiil &.0 
3.8SP GR 
.PH 3.6 
TA 3.4 3:.43TA 
3.2TRP 
KB, 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 






















ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
t- ' .9 1 111 1 1 .8 HIM It7 2.4 3.0 
mes erqs/cm .6 1.2D)-111 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 5.1111 7-5 CONTROL# .E.. .... TASK STp PREPARED BY Tail CX2n 
FILM -RQX7 EMULSION 4 1-32(7om ) - MFG rK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
0 SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 42 INSTRUMENT MacBeth ISPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/50 SC- SPEED- "TANKS9.5 _pm APERTURE SIZE 3 m GAMMA _ 
FILTER 5-5000K TEMP O11PJ TIME _FILTER Stp*ISI BASE+ FOG 




SP GR 3.8 3.8 
p 3.63. 
T 3.4 3.4 
TRP 3.2 3.2 













































+R *G.-B A.4 
ABSOLUTE 
LOG EAT R LE = 0 
.2 
.2 
4 s -1 0 
mes ergs/cin .3 
1,6 it F.l 
.6 
I2 







DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # F 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY P,,I TPf10 
FILM S0-289 EMULSION # 	 4-1(70rm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1IC-M INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( ) 
ILLUMINANT 	 pl..(.... CHEMISTRY MX-641 TYPE TD5O4 D-MAX _ 
1 3TIME 8 SEC SPEED ..-- TANKS 15 FPM APERTURE SIZ MhM GAMMA 
°
 FILTER 5 50 0 K+SCW+87C TEMP 8 TIME FILTER VISua BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICALI MilIHIltl liil iIIIH l ifIII II I lil 
ANALYSIS 4.0 	 4.Q 
SP CR .8 	 3.8 
- 3.6 	 3.6 





KB, 3.0 	 3.0 
21 2.10 2.8 	 2.8 
20 2.09 
19 2.07 2.6 2.6 
18 2.05 
17 2.00 2.4 	 2.4 
16 1.92 
15 1.79 2.2 	 2.2 
14 1.62 
13 1.41 
12 1.19 	 2.02. 
11 .97 
10 7 1.8 1.8 
9 .58 
a .43 1.6 1.6 
7 .33­






- 9 1.0 	 1.0 
.6 	 .6 
-Technicolor 	 .6 
.4 	 .4 







mcS ergs,'"i .3 .6 .9 1.2rI.1Iq 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# F TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail IR01 
FILM SO-289 EMULSION t 4-1(70am) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER T- . PROCESSOR 1W.-M INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( ) -_ 
ILLUMINANT 28r1.0 'K CHEMISTRY MX-641 TYPE TD504 D-MAX _ 
T,YF 8 SEC SPEEDL TANKS 15 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 m GAMMA 
FILTER 5500K+SCW+87C TEMP '. TIME__ FILTER Visual 1BASE - FOG ­
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CH EMIC AL11 111tl111M li 
ANALYSIS 4040 
SP GR 38 
3.6pH 3.6 
TA--"  3.4 3.4 
TRP 3.. 2 




19 2T07or.6 2.6 
17 qcj2.42. 
16 









1.697 17- 1.6 
6 ? 7.47, 






AT R L E m 0 
none -10 
rncs ergs/cm' .3 .6 .9 1.2D-1 14 1.5 1.9 24 2.4 2 7 3.0 
ASTP PREPARED BY Head 0 -IRDATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # F 	 TASK 
FILM S0-289 EMULSION # 4-1(70mm) MFG _.LK .EXPIRATION DATE 
DENSITOMETRYEXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 
- T-R PROCESSOR 11ir.-m INSTRUMENT A&CB21i SPEED+ 	 SENSITOMETER 

ILLUMINANT ?rin K CHEMISTRY MX-641 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
 
- TIME 8 SEC SPEED _ -ANKS 15 Fpm APERTURE SIZE mM GAMMA-

FILTER 55000 K+SCW+87C TEMP -AB TIME FILTER JBASE - FOG
 











TRP 3.2 S3.0 
3.0
KB, 
20 	 2.13 
18 	 2.082. 
16 	 1.96 
15 1.852. 
14 171 
i3 1.50 2 






4 .22 .. 152 








AT R L E=0
 
onergs/c .3 .6 .9 1.2D-1 15 1.5 1.8 231 2.4 2.7 3.0 
TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail IR02DATE 25 Jul 7 5 CONTROL # F 
FILM SO-289 EMULSION # 4-1 (70mm) MFG EK - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 




ILLUMINANT 2850 CHEMISTRY TYPE  I' _1.4'K X-64 DMAX-MAX--

TIME 8 SEC SPEED_______TANKS Fpm 3
1 15 APERTURE SIZE J__ GAMMA 
FILTER 5500K+SCW+87c TEMP orS TIME - FILTER V-u-al BASE+ FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21CR EMI CAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
3.8SP CR 3.8 
3.6pH 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
TR P 3.2 3.2 
B 3. 3.0 
21 2.14 2.8 
20 2.12 
19 2.11 2.6 2.6 
18 2.08 
17 2.05 2.4 2.4 
15 1.86 2.2 
14 2.22.2 14 1.71 
'1.97 18 .13 1.51 
'2.0 
12 1.28 2.0 
11 1.06 
9 .65 
T .48 1.6 1.6 
7 .36 
6 .29 1.41. 
10.8 1.85 .24 












AT R L E -0
 
mcs arqs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-l1 61s 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
ASTP PREPARED BY Head CT02DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# G 	 TASK 
FILM S0-242 EMULSION # 43-(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
_
+ 	SENSITOMETER -B PROCESSOR 1811 42 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ) -­
kLLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/5 SEC SPEED__ TANKS-7- FPM APERTURE SIZE3 _M GAMHA-
FILTER
FILTER 55000K TEMP OFilO TIME 	 Visual BASE+ FOG 
CHEMICAL I 1 I 1ll 4,

ANALYSIS 4.0 


































6 	 1.4 
5 
2 




.4.. . .	 4 
ABSOLTE 	 .2.2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
lll 	 1111j l IHM1111111 IIU llitl8.420 -10 1'mTMiiiIIolIIIi]Ill111111I~ 
2.7 3.0mcs ergs/cm 2L .3 .6 .9 1-2 D-117 1.5 1.8 2.1 2,4 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # . TASK AsTP PREPARED BY Hand CLT? 
FILM 50-242 EMULSION # 43-1(70li) MFG 5K EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER -I... PROCESSOR 1811 42 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 




TIME 1/5 SEC SPEED TANKS FpM APERTURE SIZ . GAMMA_ 
0 US1 x____ GAMMA______________5500 K TEMFILTER 500°K TEMP F=O'_--TIME - FILTER BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL IIlII I 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP GR 
pH 3.6 3.0 
T 3.4 3.4 
3.2TRP 3.2 
3.0KS, 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
18 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 
16 2.2 2.2 
14 
13 
12 2.0 2.0 
11RED'
 
10 1.8 18 
9 




3 1.2 T.2 




Technicolor .6 .6 
.4+R *G - 4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E * AT R L E 0 

8.420 -1o 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2D-118 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
I 
DATE 2&r Jul 7q CONTROL # A TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CT02 
FILM SO-242 EMULSION # 43-1(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
4 SENSITOMETER I-B l PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT _acBtL SPEED I 



















BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 711 
OH E.WICALItilIItlIIIIIII 
ANALYSIS 4.0­
3.8SP cr 3.8 
pH 3.63.6 
3.4 3.4 TA 
3.2 
TRP 3.2 
KB, 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 










8 1.6 1.6 
7 











AT R L E - 0 
1
vies ergs/cml( .3 .6 .9 . 2 D-119 1.5 1.B 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# G TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CT02 
FILM SO-242 EMULSION # 43-1(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
o SENSITOMETER - .PROCESSOR 1811 J2 IINSTRUMENT IaEBeth __T- SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 ITYPE TD504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/5 SEC SPEED__ TANK_._PPM APERTURE SIZE MMGAMMA 
FILTER 5500 0K TEMP OFUD-.TIME ___ 'FILTER Status A BASE + FOG 




3.P GR 3.8 
3.6 3.6H
 






17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 2.2 2.2 
14 
'3 














4+R *G *B 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E 
rs P--cqi'u .3 .6 .9 1.2D-120 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # G 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CT03 
FILM S0-24 EMULSION # 4A-1(Yl.nm) MFG FVI EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER T-F PROCESSOR 1R1l 99 INSTRUMENT MaR.th . SPEED( ) -
ILLUMINANT ?85 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TDS04 D-MAX _ 
TIME 1/5 src SPEED __ TANKY. _FpM APERTURE SIZE 3_..mm GAMMA 
FILTER 5500"K TEMP OFl 10 TIME IFILTER Visual BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL I 4 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
3.8 	 +3.8 
SP GR
 




KBr 3.0 	 . . .3.0 
21 2.8 	 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 
17 2.4 	 2 .4 
16 
15 	 _++ 
13 
12 2.0 	 2.0 
10 1.8 	 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 10, 





11.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
Technicolor .6 	 .6 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT RLE = 0 
8.420 	 -10 T 
mcs ergs/cmu' .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-1 211.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 llJJ 75 CONTROL # 6 	 TASK AST PREPARED BY Rpd Tn-l 
FILM SO-24 EMULSION 4. 7lnnnm) _MFG FK, EXPIRATION-DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( __
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX"
 
TIME 1/5 SEc SPEED__ TANKS7 PPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
 
FILTER 55000 K TEMPoF"1( TIME __FILTER 	 StatUS A BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEM ICALIttl]11 11IHtltiltltilll MIll 111l mll i 111llit il 4.0 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
3.8SP OR 3.8 
3.6pH 3.6 
TA 3.4 	 3.4 
TRP 3.2 .	 3.2 













12 2.0 	 2.0 
.8 	 1.8 
9 
8. 	 1.6 
Ii7 





.+11*0 *B 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2E	 . LOG 

AT R L E = 0
 
-10 - .' . 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-1292' 5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 95.1,,1 7; CONTROL # G TASK AST"P PREPARED BY TAI QF 
FILM 3.0-242 EMULSION # A,-1(7rrm) MFG PK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENS ITOMETRY 
-I' SENSITOMETERJ-- PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 42so OK CHEMISTRY EA-9 TYPE Tfl5f04 D-MAX 
TIME 1. F; SEC SPEED ____TANXU____ pm APERTURE SIZEI.3.mm GAMMA_______ 
FILTER 5500'K TEMP FllO TIME jFILTER Visual BASEI FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 




9 3.2TRP 3.2 
KBr 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
18 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 
15 2.2 2.214 
13
I I12 2.0 2.0 
10 1.8 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 1.4 
5 
4 
A3 L E 1.2
 
1 gc.0 1.0 
8 







AT R L E - 0
 
18.420 
ms ergs/cm 2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-121' 5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # G TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail -T--
FILM SO-242 EMULSION,# 43-1(770u) MFG IEK, - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER .T-R PROCESSOR 1Rl 1t2 INSTRUMENT. MacBeth SPEED ( 
__. 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX _ 
TI E SPEED ANK-FPM1/ sa -- APERTURE Sl MMA,____mMA_ 
.ILLTER 55000K TEMP 0FO- TIME - FILTER a____" "S IBASE-i FOG _ _ 

























































AT R L E 0
 
8.420 -lo 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2D-1241.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# ,, 	 TASK •ASTP PREPARED BY Head CT04 
FILM Sn-242 EMULSION # 41-1.7(7M.) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
t 	 SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 'INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
ILLUMINANT ABSI 0 OK CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/S sEc SPEED__ TANKs7 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
 
FILTER 5500K - TEMP OFJ._TIME - FILTER Vlsual BASE + FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 	 H I I 1II 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 






KBr 3.0 	 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 	 2.6 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 








6 	 - 1.4 1.4 
4 1.2 	 1.2 
3 
1 1-0 	 1.0 
.6 	 .6 
Technicolor .6 	 .6 
.4 	 4 
ABSOLE .2 .2 
LOG E 
-
AT R L E 0
 
8.420-1 'I . .
 
DrrnrrPO .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-125'-5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3 0 
DATE 054,l7 CONTROL # G TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Nppd CI04 
FILM S0-242 EMULSION # 43-1 C70W) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
ILLUMINANT 253 ' OK CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD5O4 D-MAX
 
TIME 115 SEC SPEED TANKS 7 Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 mid AMMA 
FILTER 55000 K' TEMP 0 F 1 'IOTIME - FILTER AGAMMABASEFOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL [llt.0IL1 
l 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 

















10 1.8 1.8 
9 RED 






















os6ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1"2D-1261.5 1.8 2.1 2.4mCS eg/m. 9 12D12 2.7 3.0 
DATE -. 25 11 75 CONTROL # G TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Ti4 CT0 
FILM S0-242 EMULSION # 43-l(7m ) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPCSURE DATA PROCESSING .:VTA I DENSITOMETt"
 
-E,,1O'EERT- ROESO- 81 2INSTRUMENT -MCBt__S__E
 
Iz-JINA' __22fl 'K CHEMISTRY FA-.9 -ITYPE TD0.4. D-MAX 
T E .. hi... -EC SPEED--..TA'. Z___ FP APERTURE SIZE 3 .... GAMMA __ 
Fir q500°K TEMP - F2P0 TIiE- FILTER-_,Visul I - ASE FOG 
3 5 7 9 11 13 is 21 
AN.AL5,SS 40 
'A'0? 3.. 
h 3.6 3.6 
3.2TRP 3.2 
3. _ -- . ... '-0. 3.0 
21 2.8 == - - - - 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 -- _i2.6 ---





12 2.0 2.0 
9 / 








LOG E ______ 
mcs ergs/cm 0 .3 .6 .9 1.2 D01271.5 1.8 21 2.4 217 3.0 
TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CT04DATE 95 13'-l 75CONTROL# r 
FILM SO-242 EMULSION # 43-1(70mm) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
0 SENSITOMETER I-B -..-. PROCESSOR 1911 2 INSTRUMENT MACBethISPEED( 
ILLUMINANT .25R1 OK CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE Tfrlf)4 D-MAX 
TIME 1/5 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 7 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP 0 F -L 1 0 TIME FILTER Status A BASE-4 FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL ]TMll4 
ANALYSIS4.40 






21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 
17
 
17 2.4 2.4 
16 














1 - 1.0 1-0 
.8 .8 
.6 .4 
ABSOLUTE 2 .2 
LOG E = 22ATR L E 
rg/c .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-1 28 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
ASTP PREPARED BY Head CT05DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # G TASK 
FILM S-fl24 EMULSION'# 4R-1(7(bim) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
e SENSITOMETER L-B PROCESSOR 1l1l #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TDS04 D-MAX 
TIME 1/5 5,c SPEED -. TANK _ FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA" 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP oF]_1fiTIME-__ FILTER Visual BASE + FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL will III 1 
ANALYSIS 4.0 - 4.0 
3.8SP GR 3.8 
3.6pH 3.6 
13.4TA 34 
TRP 3.2 3.2 
3.0KBr 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.6 





12 2.0 2.0 














ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
-Io 'e . 
Wcs egs/cmU .3 ,6 .9 1.2 D.129'.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3,0 
DATE 25 .Jul 75 CONTROL# G TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CT05 
FILM SO-242 EMULSION It 43-1(70m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLtUMINANT 2 f0 'K CHEMISTRY 
7 
jTYPE-EA-5 TD504 D-MA X
 
TIME 1/5 SEC SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZ , 3t. MI GAMMA---





3 5 7 9 11 13 51 19 21 
4.0 





































1.02-1o.Trechnocolor .6 .6 




AT R L E = 0 
8.420 -10 
ncs ergs/cm .3 
II 
.6 .0 1.2 D-130 1-5 1.B 2.1 2.4 2.7 
.2 
3.0 
DATE 95 .,111 7 CONTROL # (G TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CT05 
FILM SO-242 EMULSION # 43-1(70m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER .-. . PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth .SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 2BR5D OK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TDS04 D-MAX 
TIME 1/5 SEC SPEED ____ ,TAN 7- -pm APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA 
FILTER 500K TEMP 0 F.11flfTIME-__ FILTER Vignal] I BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 





SP GR 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 



































AT R L E -0 
-10 
mes erqs/cm .3 
llt I 
.6 .9 
' I1.2D.1 11.I 










DATE 25 ul 7 CONTROL# G TASK ASTP PREPARED BY TAt! GO5 
FILM S0-242 EMULSION # 43-1(70mi) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
0 SENSITOMETER f-. PROCESSOR R3I1 Q INSTRUMENT. c e±p . SPEED I 
FLLUMINANT 285 u L 2'X CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE Trl5fl4 D-MAX 
TIME 1/5 -SEC SPEED-'ANKsT-'­7 FPm APERTURE SIZE 3 mm GAMMA 
FILTER _002,K55Q TEMP 0 F44_TIME FILTER Sttus A BASE4 FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
3.@
SP OR 3.8 











15 2.2 -2.2 
14 
13 










+R 1G4 1.4 
Technicolor
. 2 1.0 .6 . 1. 




AT R L E =0 
8.4 20 -10 1!1111111Il l III9I[ III~ I ol I]tIIH l 11111111111IF I IIIi I 
mcs ergs/cn{2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-132 1.5 1. 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
CONTROL # G TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Head CT06DATE 25 Jul 75 
FILM 20242.... EMULSION # '34 (Yp ) MFG ElC EXPIRATIONDATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER I-R PROCESSOR IR11 49 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( 
ILLUtMINANT 22 .K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE Tn504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/5 SEC SPEED __ TANK9._ ,pM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 
FILTER 55000K TEMP OF1I10TIME-__ FILTER Visual BASE + FOG __ 
















21 2.8 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 2.4 
is 
17 _ 2.4 























AT R L E0
 
1 5mes ergs/om .3 .6 .9 . 2 D-.133 1- 1, 21 2. 27 30 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # G TASK A.TP PREPARED BY Head CTO6 
FILM S0-242 EMULSION# 43-1(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
0 SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR IR1142 INSTRUMENT MaCeth ISPEED 
.EA--5.
ILLUMINANT A.;() 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TDS4 Df-MAX.
 
TIME 1/5 SEc SPEED -TANK _Fpm APERTURE SIE 31 MM AMMA
 
FILTER 55000K TEMP OF.Il TIME __ Fp FILTER Status ABASE+ FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CH EM ICAL 1 111H l 11 il11111111H l II II II I II m 11111 11 1(illilll 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 




















S.6 -- RED 1.6 
7 









AT R L E.... 
Z9 g/r~.3 .6 .9 1.2 Dl- 1341.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DAl, 26 Jul 7 5 CONTROL4 G 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CT06 
FILM SO-242 EMULSION # 43-1(70mm)- MFG EK . EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSUREIJTA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
I 	 SENSITOMETER PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
'tLUMINANT 850 f K' CHEMISTRY FA-.t TYPE Tfl f4 D-MAX
 
TIME__ I/&-s SEc SPEED__ T.NKSL Fpm APERTURE SIZE 3 M, GAMMA__
 
1 10 
- 7ER 55000 K TEMP 0 F TIME - FILTER Visual BASE FOG ­
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEM ICAL 
4.0ANALYSIS 
3.8SP GR 3.8 
PH 3.63. 
TA 3.4 	 3.4 
3.2TRP 3.2 
K, 3.0 
21 2.8 	 2.8 




-- 2.2 	 2. 
14 
13 
12 2.0 	 2.0 
1.8 	 1.8 
81.6 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 	 1.4 
4 
-- 1.2 	 1.2 
2 
1.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
.6Technicolor .6 
.4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E 0 
8.4 20/ 
mes ergs/cm .3 . 9 1.2 D- 5- 1.8 21 2.4 2,7 3.0 
DAE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# G TASK ASTP _ PREPARED By Tail CT06 
FILM S0-242 EMULSIONJ# 43-1(70mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA I DENSITOIAETR'
 
SENSTOMTER I'B PROCESSOR 1811.#2 .jINSTRUMENT MacBeth 
 SPEED(
 
,Lt.LIMIIANT pgs( K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD504 -l AX....
 
T,,.. i/5 SEC SPEED T. j,7__ FPm APERTURE SIZE 3_ mm GAMMA-

F. 7R 55000 K TEMP F UO 71______ FILTER Status A BASE FOG 








; 4TA 3.4 




21 2.8 2.8 
20 
2.4 2.4 
16 M 2.4 
IS 
12 2.02. 









+R *G-B .4.4 
LOG E 
AT R LE 
8420 -10 





II 0111 I, 





,25Jul __JITROL j TASK PREPARED HeadDATE . 75 H .AjP BY F01 
FILM 2443 EMULSION # 206-1(70n) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESS|NGDATA PENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER I-B 'PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT R20 S K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX _ 
TIME 1/50 s c SPEED_--_-_,TANK'5 Fpm APERTURE SiZE 3 _mm GAMMA 
+FILTER -Rpp 0 W4V I1 TEMP OA- TIME - FILTER Visual BASEI FOG 






















12 2.0 2.0 
11 









AT R L FE 
- 10 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1;2D-1371.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
.2 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# H TASK ACTP PREPARED BY Head IF01 
EMULSION 2fl-1(7nmm)FILM 244.  MFG EkS EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SE!STOETER___I-B PROCESSOR. 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
_ 
IL. 't'nINANT 235Q__ 'K CHEMISTRY -- EAn- __ TYPE T0f504 O-MAX _ 
T'Iff --- 150f. SEC SPEED. YANhSJ5.FPIA APERTURE SIZE&.3.,mm GAMMA-________ 
FILTEP E500K+W12 TEMP'FilS5TIME__FILTER Status A jBASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL W 11 H H I H I.0 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
3.8
SP op 









19 2.6 2.6 
18 





S 2.0 20 
8 1.6 
7 







+R *G *B A .4 






7,271 8 1.5i. .
 
nics erqs'cm 21 .3 .6 .9 1.2D-138 1.5 I.s 2.1 2,4 2.7 3.0 
11 	7J.. W TASK PREPAPED BY IFO1DATE 25 5 CONTROL# - ASZTP.-	 Tail 
FILM 2443 EMULSION # 206-1(7 rmm_ MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PRO -SS'NG DATA 	 DENSI-qhMErTRY 
+ 	 SEiSlTOMETER T-13 P-ROCESOPTL 2-j INSTPUMEI I _HdACBLh. . I 'EED
 
ILLL MINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY _.EA-5 ITYPE_ TD504 __i , x
 
7 1,- 1150 SE SPEED.- k9.75 r Mi rERTUR c 3 - .kjjytM
FILTER_ ViiSualm rP:....ri 	 FCR 5500 0K+W12 jTM M ITE "IZ .;AE-K--... 








TRP 3.2 	 3.2 




21 2.8 - ... 	 -.-- 4-.... - 2.8 






12 2.0 	 20 
10 1.8 	 1.8 
1.6 1.6 
7 




1 1.0 	 t 
.6 
.Technicolor 	 .6 
.4 	 .4 




AT R L E = 0
 
7.271 -10 -D H 	 it Ili1i5 LB 2.1 30 
mCs ergs/cm21 .3 .6 9 1.2D-1 39 1s I's 2 .1 2.A 2J 3 0 
DATE 2& ,11,75 CONTROL # H TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tfol ail 
FILM 243 EMULSION # 20R-1 (7lmm) MFG PIC EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSIl OMETRv
 
SENSITOMETER I- PROCESSOR-81 49 . INSTRUMENT Maeth-.-

I LUIINANT 2Sq . K CHEMISTPY-E.- TYPE 04 __ '
5 TDSO4____ .. 
1/50 S/C SPEED .... TN _7..-.'FPM APERTU-,E SIZE 3 
5500'K+W______ _____ I3MLE Sfaittis A G
________soo 
____ TEMPS__FILER 
_E___l_,__ _- EASE =OC- = 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 




P 3.6 . 
TA 

















8 l6 1.6 
7 







+R *C .3 
LOG Err
 
AT R L E - 0
 
i7.271 -10 
nIcs ergs/cn .3 .6- .9 3-2 D-1401.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
PREPARED 	 BY Head IF02DATE 	 '25 Jul 75 CONTROL # H TASK ASTP 
FILM-	 2443.. EMULSION # --.--2O ]t7n ) 4 MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE -
EXPOSURE DATA ;S', NG DAT" DENSITOMETRY 
E'.SITOL =TEP .-.	 1811 #2i 1 BPROCtcl€ 	 0NSTPUMC?-j MacBeth ( 
1,"A T _2850-- K CXEmISTEr r- EAm5 ..... __TY 0 E T___.D504._ D.-MAK­
J45l~s~ SPEE... Nk iJL..r.A APEP.Tilf- IZE S MGtM. 
-5fL+- 12--j 1E P 11--, tILTER Visual BASE F: 
3 5 ' 11 13 15 17 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
7 	 3.4 _ 
TA 3.4 	 3 4 
3.2TRP 3.2 
l °
VB, I -- _ _ 	 ... ' 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 







12 	 2.0 2.017 2.4 	 ---- - - 2.4 









11.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
.6TechniAcolor .6 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 - .2­" 
LOG E _ 
ATRLE 0 
i1cs ergs/cm .3 14 .9 1,2D- 14 11.5 1.8 2.1 2-4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 2R Jul 7 CONTROL# H TASK .ISIP.. PREPARED BYarl.TFZ-
FILM 2443 EMULSION # 206-1(7mm) MFG 'EK - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
ESENSITOM5ER I-B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 rNSTRUMLI MacBeth spo r 
IL_, 'iNAiNT 2n K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE--___ TD504 D--,IAX 








17 19 At 






































.3 .6 .9 
-0­









DATE . 25 11115CONTROL If H TASK ASTP PREPARED BY TF02 TI'il 
FILM 2441 EMULSION # 9fl-11(70m) MFG E EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROC-h5'IIG DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER T-P PROCESS OFJSIJ4269 INSTRUMENTJ4B.CSpth SPEED(__
 
ILLUiWNT _ 285.. K CHEMISTRY . TYPE Tfl5fl4 D-MAX__
 
/50 SEr .,n
-- 1'E SPEED ____r~t~s 9.75 Fpm~ APERTURE SIZE 3 GAMMA - -_____ 
[FILTER __.ASOOIK+W " 2... TEAP FL1.T, .ME__ t FILTER Vivqll- BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 i7 19 21 





- 3 3.2 
3.0KB, 3.0 
2* 2.8 2.8 



















A$3SOLUTE .2 . 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
mes ergs/cm .3 .0 .9 -14 . 1.8 21 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 95 ),,1 75 CONTROL # H TASK .,TP PREPARED BY Til TPn9 
FILM 9443 - EMULSION # 2@6-,,7-.m ) MFG ER EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER T-1 PROCESSOR 111 P2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth I SPEED( I -I 
ILLUMINANT 2850 IK CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX _ I 
T,'IE 1/50 51c SPEED - TAN- 7 5  FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MmGAMMA_____ 
FILTER 55TEMP 0 
___5TI- sttu- FOG___TIMEMP FILTER BASE- ­




TPGR 3 3. 
pH 3.6 3.6 
3.4 3.4 
3.2 3.2 







17 2.4 2.4M 
2.2 2.214 
13 




8 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 1.4 
5 
4 




411*G.-B A4 .4 
ABSOLUTE 
LOG E 
AT Ri L E = 0 
.2 
. 
s~z--.. 3 .6 .9 1.2 D-1441.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 July 75 CONTROL # H TASK Houston Pre PREPARED BY IF-02 
FILM 244.1 EMULSION # 2fl6-i (7nmm) MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER J.5rt PROCESSOR IRli #!9 INSTRUMENT! Mc~letL SPEED C -I 
ILLUMINANT ?Ailn K CHEMISTRY FA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 9.75 F, APERTURE SIZE 3 MMGAMMA- _ _
 
FILTER 5500 + W12 TEMP OF 1 5_TIME FILTER Visual BASE FOG__
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEtICAL I 
40ANALYSIS 40 
SP OR 3.83. 
pH 3.6 
3.4TA 
- a.,-TRP 3.2 
K8, 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2. 
17 
















cs ergs/cm.3 .6 .9 1.2D-145 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
Z7L5bLl H Houston Pre IF-02DATE 2u CONTROL # TASK PREPARED BY 
FILM 9443 EMULSION # 206-1 (70M) MFG - EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
5, IOMETER 1B PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
S 

-- 'INANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
 
-- ' 1 SEC SPEED__ TANKSA±Z.FPm. APERTURE SIZE 3 ,YI GAMMA
.r l!_ 
IF lP E R 5500 + WI 2 TEMP FL5 TIME - FILTER Status A REASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
7p-Gr 3-.8 -3.8. 
3 T4.0 r3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
--RQ 3.2 _ , 3.2 
21 2.8 























+R *G .B .4 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R . E.- , 
-10 
nics erqs/cnv.'. .9 1 . 2 D- 146'15 .8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25SJXli7 CONTROL # H 	 TASK Houston Post PREPARED BPY IF-02
 
FILM 2443 EMULSION # 206-1 (70MM- MFG 	 EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETERIB PROCESSOR 1811 #2 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
ILLUMINANT 2850f ".CHkMg.TRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/50 sEc SPEE[,-- TANKS -75 FpM APERTURE SIZE 3__MVsaUfrA--- _
 
'ILTER 	 5500 + W12 TE-AP F 115 TIME FILTER Ai______BASE I FOU 













-- 2.6 	 2.6 
20 
18 
17 2.4 	 2.4 
is 
14 2 	 2 
13 
12 	 22.0 
110 	 c 1.8 
9 
7 




-	 1.0 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
T-rchjicolor .6 	 .6 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE 2 .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
mcs ergs/c', .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-14715 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9; 1uly 7L. CONTROL # . H TASK HJuntsoaPoSt PREPARED BY TF-n_0 
FILM 24a1 EMULSION # 206l- (1Tfln1) MFG EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER IB PROCE5SOR 1811 42 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I ) "_ 
LLuMNA,,T_2850 'K CHEMISTRY EA-5 TYPE TD 504 D-M.AX I 
-. E 1/50 SPEED TNKS .-75 PM APERTURE 1 MMGAMMA . _ src A__ SIZE ....FLTER 5500 + 12 TEMP F1&TE 
_ "__FILTER StatuaA BASE FOC, __ ___ 
CHEMICAL 4.II lli IIIH.1, l I ilt 
So GR 3.8 




















Technicolor . = _ = :_ 
L G E 
1.+R-­1-10 
AT RL E =0 
mcs erqs/cm'U .3 .6 .9 1.2 D1 481.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # K 	 TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CI 13 
FILM S0-168 EMULSION # 13-62(35m ) MFG E(K EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Houston INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I_) _ 
ILLUINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX ___ 
TIME 1/100 .SEC SPEED All rAS"4 1 rpm APERTURE SIZE m.MGAMMA-_ 
9
FILTER 5500'K TEMP F1 TIME __ FILTER Visual BASE-. FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 1W II I I 11I IIIIHI WII1111 4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 






3 2TRP 3.2 


























.8 	 .8 
Technicolor 	 .4 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 	 =: .2 
LOG 	E 
AT R L E =0 
7.114 -1o I 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D149 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
25 .UL 75 CONTROL # K TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CI 13DATE 
FILM .$-16. EMULSION # 13-62(35m) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Houston INSTRUMENT MAcBeth SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 
 -D-MAX 
GAMMATIME 1/100 SEc SPEEDA.1 .. TANKs 1 4  FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MIA ....­
9 8  FILTER 5500°K TEMP p TIME ___ FILTER S 's BASE FOG__ 
ANALYSIS 4.0 
SF.83.SIP G- 3 . 




































ABSOLUTE .2.2 . 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
7.114 -io " 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 1501.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE -- 25 JIlL7 CONTROL# K 	 TASK ASIP PREPARED BY Tal rTl4 
FILM S.-.168 EMULSION # 13-62(25m1 MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER 1-8 PROCESSOR Houston INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
 
ILLUMINANT 285) OK CHEMISTRY NE-4 TYPE TDS04 D-MAX
 
ME 1/100 SEC SPEEDAll TANKSU- FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA__ 
FILTER 5500'K TEMP oP-L8 TIME - FILTER Visua- BASE I FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 ,-15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS 4 .0 	 4.0 
3.8 	 3.8 
SP GR 3. 
3.6 	 3.6 
TA 
T--R P 32 	 3.2 
KB, 3.0 	 3.0 
21 2.8 	 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 	 2.6 








12 	 2. 2.0 
101.8 	 18 
9 
-- 1.6 1.6 
7 
6 1.4 1.4 
5 
4 
-- 1.2 	 1.2 
1 - 1.0 	 1.0 
68 .6 
Technicolor .6 . 
.4-.4 
ABSOLUTE .2 	 .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
7.114 -10I 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2D-151 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 29 lul 7S CONTROL # K TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail rTI4 
FILM SO-168 EMULSION # 13-62(35mm) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER -L-B PROCESSOR Houston INSTRUMENT MacBeth ISPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TDS04 ID-MAX
 
TIME 1/00 stc SPCEDAII T_.__S4 FP APERTURE SIZE _3__M 1 GAMMA-__
 FILTER 
 550 0 K TEMP O19i TIME - FILTER Statuis j BASE: FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21CHEMICAL rl l I I; jiI P I II-III I II I IH II IIt 
Sp GR 3.8 ,' __3.8 



















+R *G " .4
 
ABSOLUTE .2 i -- .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
7.114 -10 W 1 1 I1 'll 
mcs ergs/cm'- .3 .6 .9 1.20.152 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # K TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CIl5 
FILM '318fl.L EMULSION 1 11.62(15171111) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 

















1/lA __ SEC 
55000 K 
SPEEiA I TANK-4.rpM 
TEMP 008-TIME 
APERTURE j FILTER SIZE 3_MM Visual GAMMA-BASE-i FOG - -­
1 :3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21J 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.C 
SRP 3.8-G, 
pH 3.6 3 
TA 3.4 -- 3.21 
1.
 




19 2.6 2.6 
18 










7\ 1.4 .4 
1.2

-- .0 1..0 




Technicolor .6 .6 




AT R L E = 0 
mcs ergs/crn" .3 .6 .9 1.2 n-lgq4.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # K TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail C115 
FILM S0-168 EMULSION # 13-62(35m ) MFG K EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR Wnii*nn INSTRUMENT MACRe.th SPEED I I 
ILLUMINANT 2f0 3K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE Tfl9f4 D-MAX ___ --
TIME -- 1/100 s c SPEEDA-l-TANKS1 4 - FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA - --
F LTER z__ir)____ _ TEMP 0Q .TIME _ - FILTER Statcq A BASE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 























AT R L E = 0 
2 3 d -10 i .-.1 ... .. . .. 
moes ergs/cmo .3 .6_ .9 1.2D-1541.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE .2 ,10 7. CONTROL# K 	 TASK SLTP PREPARED BY TI1 CT1A 
FILM .S-0LA EMULSION # 13-69(35m) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
+ SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Houston INSTRUMENT	 M a cBeth SPEED( 
ILLUMINANT 	 25 OK CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX )__ 
3 iMGAM.ATIME 1/100 Sac SPEEIAL..TANXj 4 rpM APERTURE SIZEV' m :  M FITR5500-K 
FILTER 5MPTEMP TIME - FILTER Visual BASE,' FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
 







3.2 	 3.2TRP 
3.0 	 3.0 







17 2.4 	 2. 
16
 





10 1.8 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 	 1.6 
7 
61.4 	 1.4 
S1.2 1.23 
2 
11.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
6Technicolor 
.4 	 .4 
ABSOLUTE .2 	 .2 
'LOG E
 
AT R L E . 0
 
7.114 -l1 
mos ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-1551.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
-- 
DATE 25 ul 75 CONTROL # K TASK ASIP PREPARED BY Taill C116 
FILM S0-68 EMULSION # 13-62(35i) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENS1TOMETRY
 
0 SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR lni ctnn INSTRUMENT MAtBn±..h. 
 SPEED 
ILLUMINANIt 2 5fn 'K CHEMISTRY MF-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX 
TIME 1/100 "EC SPEEcHI TANKj 4 FPM APERTURE SiZE 3 MM GAMMA
 
FILTER 5500K TEMP 'R8 TIME - FILTER Status IBASE FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 -.,7 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
sP GR 3.8 3,6 
-3.6
 












I I 2.2 13 T2- 2.0 ZRED 2.0 
To 1.8 1.8 
9 















+R *G -B .4 
ABSOLUTE 2.2
ELOG 
AT R L E0 
7.114 -1o 
ms ergs/cm" .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-1561s 1.8 21 2.4 2.7 310 
DATE 254'W4 CONTROL # k TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CT17 
FILM 'SflI(&R EMULSION # 11-0('45=) MFG E' EXPI ATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DYNSITOMETRY
 
SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR Hoiit n INSTRUMENT SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 3K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 -MAX
 
11  4TIME 1/100 sEc SPEEAL TA.J FpM APERTURE SIZE 3 mm GAMMA 
F L'ER 55000 K TEMP C9S TIME _FILTER... - Visu-a Ba.SE FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 1 1 
ANALYSIS 4.0 14.0 






Kr 3.0 3.0 






























ABSOLUTE .2 .2 
LOG Ez 
AT R L E = 0 
7.114 -I 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-157" 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 95 3,11 7r CONTROL# - TASK .ATP PREPARED BY Tail CT17 
FILM I-4o EMULSION # 12 52(3an) - MFG 'EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER 1-RW J PROCESSOR Houston INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( ) 














ABASE _ FOG . __ 
1 3 S 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
ANALYSIS 4.0 - 4.0 
3.8S' OR 
3.63 .PH 
TA 3.4 3.4 
P 3.2 3.2 
KB, 3.0 
212.8 2. -0. 
20 



















Technicolor . .6 





AT R L E = 0 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D181.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 7 L,,,i 75 CONTROL# K TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Ti.l '21.8 
FILM SO-168 EMULSION # 13-S2(35mn) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSIT0METER .- R PROCESSOR Honucton INSTRUMENT Mac3ethL SPEED { 
ILLIPIINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TDS04 D-MAX .... 
TIME- 1/100 sc SPEE 1 T.A.j_4 FPm APERTURE SIZE 3 M GAMMA__ 
FILTER 5flii0(K TEMP o9&_TIME__ FILTER V8sgt}Ul BASE - FOG -_ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP OR 3.83. 











12R 2.0 2.01.4 J.4 1 
.41.4 
1BOUE 1.2.2 
ABSOLUT 1.2 . 
a 1.6 1.6 
r12 .8 3 .6 . .nl~5 18 2 . . 3. 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # K TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail C118 
FILM SO-168 EMULSION # 13-62(35nm) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE
 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
 
0 SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR Hougton INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/inn sZC SPEEDAJL .TANKs_4A FPM APERTURE SIZE. .Mm GAMMA __
 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP °i...TIME FILTER Status A BASE + FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 l1 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
4.0ANALYSIS 4.0 
SP GR 3.8 3.8 

















10 1.8 1.8 
9 LUE 
8 1.6 1.6 
7 













AT R L E = 0
 
7.114 -10 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-16015 1:8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9.]-. 71Z CONTROL ifK - TASK -ASP - PREPARED BY Tail CTP(O 
FILM SO-168 EMULSION # 13-62(35M) MFG K EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER -. J . PROCESSOR Hniston - INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED I I 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX .. 
TiMt - 14100 szc SPEEcA.]- TANs14 .---. FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 Mm GAMMA__ ____ 
° 8
FILTER 55000K TEMPO TIME FILTER Visual BASE i FOG 
1 3 5 7 9 i1 13 15 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
3.8SP OR 3.8 

3.6PH 3.6 




212.8 	 2.8 
20 
2.6 	 2.6 
78­
1 2.4 	 2.4 
15 
1 2.2 2.2 
13 




a 1.6 	 1.6 
7 





1.0 	 1.0 
.8 	 .8 
Technicolor .6 	 .6 
.4 	 .4
 
ABSOLUTE +2 	 .2 
LOG E
 
AT R L E = 0
 
7.114 	 -1O 
ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2D-161 1's 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
- --
DATE 25 Oul 75 CONTROL # K 	 TASK AST PREPARED BY Tail C120 
FILM SO-168 EMULSION # l3-62(.Rnn) MFG FK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURD-ATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
0 SENSITOMETER __ PROCESSOR 1I4(nlicnn INSTRUMENT Mar~Ah±. SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TDS04 D-MAX 
TIME 1/100 SEC SPEEDAl "TANXS1 4  FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 mmGAMMA 
FILTER 55000K _ TEMP -r LTIME _.ILTER. Sta.tUs A SE+ FOG 
1 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
CHM ICAL 
ANALYSIS 4.0 ­ 4.0 
S.8OR3.8 
3.6 	 3.3.6pH 
TA 3.4 _3.4 
--P .2 3.2 TRP 
3.0 	 3.0 








22.0 	 2.0 
11 	 E101.8 	 1. 
S1.1.6
 
6 -LU GREET _ ­
1.4 	 1.4
 
-- 1.2 	 1.2 
2 1.0 	 1. 
.8 
Technicolor .	 .6 









5mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1.2D.162 1. 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
PREPARED BY Tail CX18DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL # L TASK ASTP 
FILM OX-807 EMULSION # 1-32(35ra1) MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER T-B PROCESSOR Houston INSTRUMENT MacBethi SPEED ) 
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD54 D-MAX_ 
TIME 4'50 sEc SPEED_ TANKX- FPM APERTURE SIZE23. I GAMMA _ . . 
FILTER rfi 01NI(K TEMP 0F9..TIME - FILTER Visual BASE , FOG -
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
CHEMICAL 






KB, 3.0. 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 





















AT R L E = 0 
7.415 - 10 2 T.r.r. . . 
tcs ergs/cr .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-163 1 5 1.8 221 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 25 Jul 75 CONTROL# L TASK ASTP PREPARED BY Tail CXi--
FILM QX.7 EMULSION # 1-3Z45.i4- MFG EK EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER1B... PROCESSOR ,iiqt.nn INSTRUMENT MacBltL.h . SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2 n' 0 K CHEMISTRY MF-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX. 
TIME 1/50 5EC SPEED __ TANKS 3 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA 





















pH 3.6 3.6 
TA 3.4 3.4 
TRP 3.23.2 






















5 1,2 1.2 
2 1.o "-11.o 
.8 .8 
Technicolor ,6 .6 
+R *G *B .44 .44 
ABSOLUTE .2 
LOG E 
AT R L E = 0 
7.415 -1o 
mcs ergs/cm .3 .6 .9 1 . 2 D164 1 5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
.2 
DATE 2/3q7 CONTROL # M TASK JATI CS-03 PREPARED BY., 
FILM .X&n06 EMULSION # 35 m MFG Eastman Koak EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
+ SENSITOMETER I-.. PROCESSOR Houston INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX. 
TIMi- _100 SEc SPEED__ TANKS 11.5 .rMAPERTURE SIZE 3 MmGAMMA 
FILTER 80D TEMP 4 F 98 TIME FILTER Vlsual BASE I FOG -
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0 
SP OR 3.8 3.8 
pH 3.6 3.6 
3.4 3.4 
TA 
TRP .2 3.2 
KBr 3.0 3.0 
21 2.8 2.8 
20 
it2.6 2.6 





12 2.0 2.0 
-0 1.8 1.8 
9 













AT R L E 0 
e 10 
uk's ergs/cm" .3 .6 .9 1.2D..165 1.5 1.8 21 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 434&...7 . CONTROL # M TASK TA&L CqfL. PREPARED BY 
FILM gX806 EMULSION # 35 m MFG Eastman Kodak EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY 
SENSITOMETER T-f PROCESSOR Houston INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( 
ILLMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY ME4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX. 
TIME 1/10 SEc SPEED_____TANKS 115 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 mm GAMMA 
FILTER R i TEMP OFLTIME -__ FILTER Status A EASE FOG 











































+R *G .B .4 .4 
LOG E 




.6 .9 1.2 D-1 6Si.s 1.8 2.1 
.2.2 
2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE q/3/75 CONTROL # M 	 TASK TAil rr.fnl PREPARED BY 
FILM QXRDL. EMULSION # 3qmm MFG FARl=n Vnarla EXPIRATION DATE 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 	 DENSITOMETRY 
+ 	 SENSITOMETER J-B PROCESSOR HoustoD INSTRUMENT MaCRPe..h. SPEED (
 
ILLUMINANT 2850'K CHEMISTRY ME4 ITYPE TS04 D-MAX
 
TIME 1/100 -SEC SPEED-__ TANKS 11.5 FIM APERTURE SIZE 3 MK GAMMA
 
FILTER 55000 K TEMP 0 FS.9..TIME__ FILTER Visual BASEi FOG
 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 






3.4 	 3.4TA 
3.2 	 3.22TRP 
3.0 3.0
 
21 2.8 	 2.8 
20 
19 2.6 	 2.6 
17 2.4 	 2.4 
16 
2.2 	 2.2 
14 
13 
12 2.0 	 2.0 
11 
10 1.8----- --- 1.8 
9 
8 1.6 	 1.6 
7 




1.0 	 1.0 
.8 	
.8 
6 	 .6 
Tr-hnicolor 
.4 	 .4 




AT R L E =0
 
mcs ergs/cm- .3 .6 .9 1.2 D-1671.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
DATE 9/..1/75 CONTROL # M 	 TASK 

FILM QXfl... EMULSION # 19 mm MFG 
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA 
SENSITOMETER T-R PROCESSOR Hnigtpn 
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME4 
TIME 1/100 SEC SPEED__ TANKS 11.5 FPM 
FILTER -5500 0 K TEMP OF 98 TIME 
TAIl.CS-l. PREPARED BY
 
Fatm;rln Itnrhk EXPIRATION DATE
 
DENSITOMETRY 
INSTRUMENT MacBeth . SPEED __ [ 
[	TYPE TD504 D-MAX_ 
APERTURE SIZE 3 MMGAMMA. 





3 5 7 9 11 13 is 17 19 21 
3.8 
pH 3.6 
TA 3. 3.4 
T.2 3.2 

























To .6 .6 
+R *G B 
ABSOLUTE 
.4 
'2 I .2 
AT R I. = 0 _ 
mes ergs/cm' .3 .6 .9 D-168.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 
* U S GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1975-671 548/6.70 
